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FOREì'lORD

Each year the llater & Soil Science Centre, flamilton, holds a rorkshop on a topic wtrich its staff have

been actìvely studying and which is seen to be împortant to water quality managers. Recent workshops have

considered coastal and estuarine research needs and aquatic oxygen prohlems (see McBride 1982).

the R.Lven and Éttuattg Mixing Aoilzahop was designed to be of interest to water resource managers, scientists

and engineers. Speakers were invited to present short papers discussing mixing in rivers and tidal

estuaries, wìth particular emphasis on practìcaì procedures, difficu'lties and achr'evements. The najority

of the presentations described case studìes from various parts of Ner¿ Zealand. The opportunity was provided,

both immedìately after papers and in a special discussion session, for questtons and discussions of the

accuracy and usefulness of results obtalned, cumently available methods, areas of uncertainty, and topics

which merit further research work.

The workshop coincided with publication of the "Handbook on Mixing in Rivers" (Rutherford 1981): the first
in a series which the Ministry of l{orks and Development will puh'lish fon the National llaten and Soil

Conservation Organisation. This handbook Ìs atmed at providing practising water resource managers in

New Zealand with sìmple tools and the necessary supportîng data to nake initial "desk studyt' analysis of

mixìng problems in rivers. The opportunity was taken for a ¡¡orkshop session to dernonstrate use of the

handbook, and explain its aim, strong points and weaknesses.

I wish to acknowledge the major contrihutions made to organising and running the workshop by Mr Peter (yan

and Dr Robert Bell, Hater and Soil Science Centre, Hanilton. Ms Sandie Glazer, Ms Carol Savage andMsSueShaw

typed and collated the papers.

REFERENCES

McBride, G.B. (Ed) 1982 : Aquatic Oxygen Semjnar Proceedîngs, Hamilton, November 1980. ttater & Soil

Misc.Pub. No. 29, Ministry of l,lorks and Developnent, }{ellington.

Rutherford, J.C. 1981 : Handbook on Mixing in Rivers. lJater 8r Soil llisc. Pub. No. 26, llinistry of Works

and Development, l.lell ington,

J.C. Rutherford
Seminar Organìser
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Rivøtt and Eafuatq Mi:oíng ttloú,ahop

HaniLtnn ScLøncø Cenlne Novønben 17-18, 1981

DESCRIPTION OF MIXTNG IN RIVERS

J c Ruthen{ont, wateh 6 So.í.L Soiønce Cenl)tø, lß10, Hanilfon

ABSTRACT

Mixing is a complex process which is usuaììy best tackled us'ing a combination of experimental and modelling

studies. Although the general mixing probìem is three-dîmensional, ìn some practical problems vertical'
transverse and/or longitudinal dispersion can be negìected. Simple analytical solutions can be obtained by

assumìng velocity and dispersîon coefficients are steady and uniform, These solutions are at best

approximate but provide a potentîalìy valuabìe tool for mak'ing a preliminary analysis of a problem and may

heìp decide what addÌtîonal work is required.

INTRODUCTI ON

Qne of the first steps when assessing the impact of an effluent on water quality is to estinate the

concentrations of potentialìy troublesome constîtuents. This requires knowledge of the velocities and rates

of mixing in the receiving waten'ray. The mechanics of mÌxing are complex and by no means compìetely

understood but mixîng problems can be tackled by experimentaì studies, mathematical modeìling or a

combination of both.

Experimentaì studies conducted în ¿i.ttt using natunal or iniected tracers can furnish the required data

directly. Such data ane lÌkely to be accurate in the test reach for the prevailing conditions (e.9. flow,

wind etc). Qne is usually restricted by logistics problems in the choice of test reach and/or in the range

of conditìons under which one can conduct studies.

Modelling studies use differential equations derìved from mass balance principles which incorporate semi-

empìrica1 "laws" to describe some aspects of mixing, Such equations need to be "caìibrated" against fieìd
or'laboratory data to ensure appropriate values of the model coefficients are used. Modelling studies offer
the considerable advantage of being able to make predictions easiìy for a range of conditions over a wide

area. One potentiaì source of error arises from the need to use model coefficients outside the range of

conditions under which they are measured.

Most problems benefìt from a preliminary analysìs using simple modelling techniques. These may help to

decide whether or not the problem merits closer attention, to highlight the data which are required to solve

the management problem and to plan the appropriate experinental and/or modelling study.

Examples will be presented at this workshop of both modelling and experr'mental studies. It should be

remembered that both have their place in so'lvr'ng management problems.

DESCRIPTION OF MIXING

When material (hereafter referred to as tracer for convenience) is discharged into a waten{ay two things

happen to it, Fr'rstly, r't is carried avay from the outfall by the current, a process which is terned

advøcLi:on¡ and secondly, tt spreqds out' a process which is termed d"i-tpettion.

In stagnant water and uniforn flow, spreading is attributable soìely to molecular motion and is called

noL¿cuÌat d,t((udîon. Tracer noves from a region of high concentration to a region of lower concentration

at a rate proportional to the concentration gradient betr,veen the tl¡o regions. This is Fick's Law which

Water & soil miscellaneous publication  no. 49 (1982)



in one dimension can be written mathematically:

*r=-# (r)

where R" = transfer rate per unit area in the x direction, C = concentration, dC/dx = gradient in the x

direction, and D = molecular diffusion coefficient' a constant.

In turbulent and non-uniform flow, spreading proceeds at a much higher rate than in laminar flow. The

reason for this is that velocity gradients are presentwh.ich i¡c.y€¿5e concentration gradients and hence allow

molecular diffusion to occur more rapidly. This is illustrated in Fig. l. Such spreading is termed

d,ílpettion to distinguish it from noleculnn d'Ld[uai.on.

It has been found that în many sl'tuatlons the rate of dìspersion can be approximated by Fick's Law. However,

the value of D may be several orders of magnitude larger than for molecular diffusion and is highly variable.
The variability arìses partly because the size and intensity of turbulent eddies may vary considerably with
posìtioninthe river channe'l, with changes in f1ow or ìocation, and from one channel to another. For

example, the rate of dispersion can be expected to be smaller very close to the river bed, where velocity
and intensity of turbulence are lor¡, than at mid depth. Also as the size of the tracer patch being

investigated increases, the velocity gradÌents may change and larger eddies may become involved in mixing.
Thus very close to an outfall the rate of dispersion can be expected to be smaller than it is further
downstream,

In the most general problem, advection and dispersr'on will occur in each of the three coordinate directions,
and the governing equations wÌll be comparatively complex. In many practical problems, however, the analysis
can be simplified by neglecting terms which are small. This can be done if any of the velocities is small

or if any of the concentration gradients (and hence dispersion rates) is small.

Concentration gradients are likely to be small in the vertical and transverse directions when tracer has

impìnged on the bed and banks and has become well mixed. Longitudinal gradients are likely to be small

below steady dìscharges. This means that vertical, transverse and ìongitudinal mixing can sometimes be

considered as separate one-dimensr'onal problems,

MIXING PROBLEI'IS IN RMRS

In rivers various simplificatlons to the generaì three-dirensional mixing problem can be made whìch give

rise to a number of separate sub-problems.

Vertical and laterai velocitles in rivers are small and can often be neglected although their effects may

sometimes need to be accounted for in those dispersion terms which are retained. For example, longitudinaì
dispersion arises principally hecause of lateral velocity gradients fwhich cause tracer to travel downstream

faster in the centre of the channel than at the edges). These velocity gradients do not appear explicitly
in the one-dimensional longitudlnal dispersìon model but detennine the value of the dispersion coefficient.

If the injection rate does not vary with time (tenned "steady") then longitudinal concentration gradients

are usually negìigìble and hence longitudinal dispersion can be ignored. If the injection is made

uniformly across the channel width (e.9., from a diffuser pipe) then transverse concentration gradîents are

small and transverse dispersion can be ignored. Similarìy, if the injection is made unifonnly over the

depth then there is no need to consi'der vertical dispersion,

Near a point source both vertical and transverse dîspersion will occur. Some distance downstream, however,

the tracer will become verticaìlyweìl mixed and thereafter onìy transverse dispersion need be considered.

Fig. 2 illustrates the types of nlxlng problem encountered below steady tracer ìnjections. For non-steady

injections, longitudinal dìspersÌon must be considered as well.

V V V V
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MIX]NG I,IODELS FOR RIVERS

S.imple modeìs for river dispersion have been developed which make the following assumptìons:

(a) long.itudinal velocity does not vary vertically, transversely, longitudinally or with time (termed

"steady" and "uniform") ¡

(b) dispersion occurs in one, two ot" three dimensiona'l directions;
(c) the rate of dr'sperslon obeys Flck's Law, see equation (l);
(d) the d.ispersìon coefficients do not vary vertically, transversely, longitudinaìly or with time

(termed "steady" and "uniform");
(e) boundaries act as perfect reflectors.

These assumptions lead to rather simple equations for which analytìcal solutions may be obtained to

determine concentration as a function of time and/or'location fon several problems of practical importance'

Table I summarises the important river mìxing problems and the terms needed to solve them. The analytìcal

solutions can be evaluated readily using a programnable calculator or minì-computer and in many cases are

amenable to presentation in the form of nomographs. These nrethods form the basis of the "Handbook of

Mixing in Rivers" (Rutherford l98l).

problems for which solutions may be presented ln the form of nomographs are:

I vertical mixing below a steady transverse lÍne source;

2 vertical and transverse mt^xing below a steady point source;

3 transverse mixìng below a steady vertical line source (analagous to problem l);
4 longitudinal dispersion below an instantaneous poînt source.

It is a'lso possìbìe to superpose solutions to these sr'mple problems and to obtain solutions for more complex

problems such as steady sources of flnite width, and unsteady point sources.

Several caveats need to be placed on the use of these simple models.

I In most natural channels velocity, vertical and transverse dispersion coefficients vary vertically and

transversely. Thus assumptions [a) and (d) are vio]ated which suggests that the sìmple methods for

studyìng vertical and transverse mixing are at best only approximate. McNulty (ihLd) will present

resuìts of a theoretîcal study whÌch quantifies this.

2 Near the bank and bed of rìvers tracer may become trapped in "dead-zones" and assumption (e) violated.

Valentine (i.6¿dl h.ill describe how this affects longitudinal dispersion.

3 1¡hen consîdering longitudinal dispersion, velocity gradients determine the value of the dispersion

coefficient. Their effect can be approximated by a Fíckian model onìy some way downstream from the

point of iniection.

Cìearly,therefore, the sùnple dispersion models are best only approxìmate. They have considerable value,

nevertheless, for they provide a simple tool which can easîly be used to make a preliminary analysis of a

mix.ing problem. This anaìysis may help to decide whether or not the probìem merits closer attention' to

highlight data requirements, and to plan the appropriate experimental work.

DATA REQUIREIIENTS

For any preliminary analysis of mìxing which uses the simple models described above estimates are required

of channel parameters (e.g., mean depth, width etc,), velocìty and d'ispersion coefficients.

v v v Y
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IT1_ 
t"iïl of important dispersion problems in rivers and terms required to study them , 

I

_ Iry:_gl !9y-rs: Typc of Soluriorr Tcrms required (l) Numbcr of
(3) advection dþe.l.t dimensions

rnstantaneous polnt source

0(¡( Urd2/Dy

Urauor< r< -{wo,
9_bz/Dz< x< -
2

near field

nrid field

far field

x (4) x,

x,

x

v,z
z

3

2

I

x

x
(

steady point source

near field

mid field

far field

x (4)

.r

- (5)

3 (6)

2 (6)

0 (5)

0(¡( fduo,
U-æta,<*< -U-bz/D,2'
g_b2/Dz< x< -

t,

(5)

instantaneous ¿line source

near field

far field

0(x( 
{æro,

y,-d2/Dy< r< 6
x

x

Xry

x

2

I

steady z-line source

near field

far field

0(x( l*,",
u_dz/Dr< x < *
2

x

- (5)

2 (6)

0 (5)(5)I
instantaneous ¡-line source

near field

far field

0(¡( !æto.2'
l!-ø7tor< x.< @
,,

tso

steady y-line source

near field

far field

0(x( -a.bz/o"

u 6z¡prq yq *
2

x

- (5)

2 (6)

0 (5)(5)

NOTES:

( (l) co-ordinate directions are shown in Fig. 1.3
(2) near field = very close to the outfall, mid fïeld :

moderately and fa¡ fleld = some considerable dis_
tance away

(3) 4, Dr, 4 are dispersion cocfficients and U =
mean velocity (see equations 2.12 and 3.9 in text)

(4) on a very small scale, /, e advection may be
present in the prototype

(5) concentration is constant (fully mixed)
(6) the dimensionality can be reduced by one if the ce

ordinate system used travels downstre¿ìm at mean
velocity

(
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Channel parameters wiìì usually be known from surveys and velocities can be estinated either from gaugings,

or from channel parameters using semi-empîrica1 flow fornr¿lae (Henderson .l966). Dispersion coefficients
are highly variable but a fîrst estìmate can be nade from published data (for example Rutherford 198ì). In

most cases these estimates will have a large inherent uncertainty which may outweigh the shortcomings of
the simple dispersion models.

FIELD STUDIES

Preliminary anaìysis may indicate that further analysis is justified, Often this will take the form of
experimental work, possÌbly followed by modelling work to extrapolate fron experimntal resu'lts to derive
design data. Various experimentaì methods can be adopted but ít is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss

them.

0nce reliable field data have been obtained, the sÌnple models described above can sometimes be used to
extrapolate experlmental data, but ln other cases more sophìsticated modelling techniques may need to be

appìied. This will be a matter of judgment and is best left to be considered for each probìem separately.

It is at this second phase of analysing a mixing probìem that consultation with a speclalist in experimentaì

or modeìling technÌques may be valuable. Such specialists may be found in DSIR, I'lÌ,|D, unÍverslties,
engineering consultants and în some regt'onal water boards. One of the aims of this workshop is to make

participants aware of where varîous expertise resides.

CONCLUS I ONS

ì

2

3

Mìxing arises from both advection and dìspersion.
Advection is the result of averaged velocittes.
Diffusion is the process whereby tracer moves from a regìon of high concentration to a region of low

concentration as a result of molecular movements.

Dispersion results from the combination of molecular drìffusion and the effects of velocity gradients
and turbulence. Rates of dispersion are usually much higher than rates of diffusion.
In many circumstances dispersion can be modelled by Fickrs Law although values of dispersion
coefficients may vary wlth time and location in a particular ìúatenday, and from one watenday to another.
Aìthough the general dispersion problem is three-dimensional simpìifications can sometimes be made to
reduce the complexity of the probìem.

Simpìe methods, which assume that veìocity and dispersion coefficients are uniform and constant, yield
analytical solutions to a range of probìems of practical interest.
Such solutions are at best approximate but are potentially useful for making preliminary anaìysìs of
a problem which may heìp to decide what further action is required.
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DI SCUSS I ON

11 E U Taylor Is it possìble to estimate the uncertainty of these predictions?

Rutherford It is difficult to undertake a formal analysîs of uncertainty, but one should aìways undertake

a sensitivity analysis in which one makes predictÍons with a range of model coefficients (e.9., dispersion

coefficìents) and thereby gets a feel for the possible range of tracer concentrations.

P N McFarlane Can you comnent on what flow condîttons are limiting and hence for what flow conditions this
analysis should be carried out?

Rutherford Normally one conducts tnacer tests at low flot¡r to reduce the quantities of tracer needed.

The relationships between disperslon coeffr'clents and flow condîtlons are not well understood. In many

cases it is simply a matter of trying various comblnations of coeffîcients to determine what are critical
condi ti ons ,

J D Boyle Is the dispersion coefficient materlal dependent?

Rutherford It is generaìly assunnd that tracers gîve a good estimate of the dispersion coefficients for
pollutants. Fairìy large uncertainties are often introduced when results from field tests are used to make

predictions and these probably swamp other sources of uncertainty.

A G Barnett In rivers one is usually concerned with low concentrations and turbulent mixing dominates

mixing, so dye probably gives a good estimate of pollutant dispersion.
J D Boyle and A J Sutherland This nay not be true for particulates or pollutants with densities
si gnificantly different from water.

P Tortell l.lhat effect does a temperature difference between tracer and receiving water have?

Rutherford Stratification reduces the rates of vertical mixing and influences the rates of transverse

mixing. Modelìing buoyant effluents is dîfficult but ln doìng desk studies one can sometimes get an

idea of likely concentrations by making (often crude) assumptions about the lìkely trajectory and mìxing
zone of the effluent.

vv v v
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RLven and E¿fur^4 Mitcing ítloth,thop

Hatnil,lon S ciønce Cøntnø Novønbe¡ 17-18, 1981

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE OUTFALL FOR THE

HAMILTON CITY WATER POLLUTTON CONTROL PLANT

D R \li-Lhìe, Støvøn, Fi-tznau¡ìcø and, Poa.tne.t's, Chní¡tehwte[t

ABSTRACT

Prìmary sewage effluent from the Hamilton City l{aten Pollution Control Plant is discharged into the Haikato

River through a sub-fluvial outfal'l which extends ful'l-width across the river.

In this paper, various aspects of the outfall are outlîned and discussed including: desìgn consìderationsl

the diffuser model study; the novel contractural amangement agreed upon for construction of the outfalll
and the actuaì constructîon procedure. It concludes that the effluent discharqed from the diffusers is
quickly and effectìve1y entrafned l'nto the full òody of the river flow.

I NTRODUCTION

In 1970 the Hamilton City Council undertook a major construction programre to provide the City with a modern

sevrerage system and sewage treatment plant. The sewage treatment plant is a primary plant which discharges

treated effluent into the htaikato River by means of a sub-fluvial outfall that extends across the full width

of the river. The need for this form of outfall arose from an undertakìng given to the Hamilton City Council

that effluent from the sewage treatment plant would be mixed into the full body of the flow of the Waikato

River. This undertaking was one of those that is reiatîvely easy to say or write, but quite dìfficuìt to
put into practice. As a result, design of this sub-fluvial outfalì was deìayed by procrastìnation by the

writer until the tneatment plant t¡ras well underway; eventually it was apparent that since the problen

would not go away on its own, the matter had to be tackled and the approprìate factors and related problems

sol ved,

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Before any significant design work could be carried out it was necessary to establjsh factors such as:

the characteristics of river flow; the anticipated variations in level that occurred due to flooding;
the characteristi'c of bed movenent wìthin the river; any other idiosyncrasìes or peculiarities that might

have a bearing on the outfall design.

In addition, it was necessary to revieT¡ the sewage treatment plant flow characteristics, both for the

ìnitial design and ultimate design conditions. A sunarary of these conditions is set out in Table l.

Lastly, the general feasibility of constructing a pipeline across the river was also seen as a major factor.

In'itial inquirìes of the Waikato Valley Authority, the Ministry of Horks and other parties who had been

building structures such as brfdges across the river revealed that, while the river ìevel did not fluctuate
to a large extent, there was a complìcating factor invo'lving the bed movement characteristics, Ëvidentìy
'it was well established that waves of bed materÌal tended to move down the river and these waves were known

to have a trough to crest height of approximately 2.4 m. Nobody was able to gìve very nuch in the way of
assistance as to depths of scour or depths to which bed movement occurred, so, it was decided to adopt the
concept of a pipeline buried to a depth of 30 m below the riverbed at the deepest point with pedestaìs of
varyìng heights rising vertt'calìy from this pipeìine across the full width of the river to ensure an even

djstribution of effluent înto the river flow. Before any details of such a scheme were resolved, it became

apparent that our expertr'se in nozzle design and the identification of nozzle shape, and even direction in
which the nozzles should face, was lacking and that the r¡uestìonsposed..wouldbestbeansweredbyamodel study.
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IABLE I Characteristìcs of the sewage treatment pìant outfal'l

STAGE I ULTIMATE

D€VELOPMENT

Minimum Flow (l/s)
Average Fìow (1/s)
Peak Flow (1/s)

Number of Diffusers
Minimum Flow : Discharge/Diffuser (l/s)

: Velocity in 229 n Ø throat (m/s)

Average Flow : Discharge/Diffuser Il/s]
: Velocity ìn 229 m I throat [m/sl

Peak Flow : Discharge/Diffuser^ (l/sl
: Veìocity în ?29 n F throat (m/s)

210

527

2635

10

21

0.5

52.7

1.26

263.50

6.27

380

950

4790

20

l9
0.45

47.50

1 .13

238. 00

5.67

MODEL STUDY I^JORK

As a result, after discussions with Dr Alex Sutherìand of Canterbury University, a model study was

commissioned that was required to answer the following questions,

ì What was the best shape of the diffuser to ensure that:
a it remained unobstructed at all times; and

b achieved the maximum amount of disperslon of the effluent into the body of the river?

2 What directìon should the diffuser nozzles face to achieve optìmum dispersìon?

3 What is the behaviour of such a diffuser r'f it should be submerged by a sand dune passing down the
ri ver?

4 t^lhat was the scour pattern and the consequences of this pattern if the bed of the river scoured down

to the top or below the di'ffuser pedestal?

In order to answer these questions we first obtained a physica'l profile across the river at the outfall
sjte. This gave the bed profile at the time the soundings were taken, and indicated velocity contours
within the body of the river flow. This profile is shown on Fig. l.

A model was constructed (scale l:.l2) and a series of flow tests carrr'ed out in the Fluids Laboratory
at the School of Engineering, Cante¡bury University, A number of diffuser profiles and directions of flow
were tried. The general arrangement of the model dÌffuser nozzle is shown on Fig. 2 and the flow patterns
established around the diffuser under varyr'ng bed condîtions are shown in Figs. 3 (a), (b), (c), (d), and
(e). The nett result of this mode'l study was the foltowing lr'st of findings and recormendations.

I A dune-covered bed can be expected at all flow conditions wîth a maximum dune height of up to 2.4 m.

2 The best dispersion pattern Ìvould be achieved by facing the diffuser nozzle upstream, but the advantage
of discharging upstream was reduced at low effluent f]ows and by the presence of bed forms, Indeed,
it was the bed form and scour hole geometry that largely controlled the dispersion pattern when the
adjacent bed level was comparable with the nozzle level.

3 The passage of sand dunes over the dìffuser resulted in some obstructlon of the effluent flow. This
obstruction was less îf the nozzle discharged downstream and was cleared rapidly for the recornmended

diffuser shape which is shown in Fig. 4.

v v Y v
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If the main pipe was placed at a reasonable depth below the riverbed it would be necessary to protect

the pipe with a riprap blanket.

Foì1owìng the completion of this study the main design of the outfall was undertaken and the general form

of the project is shown on Figs. 5, 6 and 7. It was almost entirely based upon the model study

reconrnendations. The only recormendation not acted upon r.tas that of the riprap protection for the main

pipe. Instead it was decided to place and drive a concrete piìe on the downstream side of each diffuser
(not upstream as shown on the drawÌngs) in the hope that this would gÍve to the outfall a measure of
support and resistance against bed movement should r't occur.

From the flow characteristics of the diffusers - as set out in Tahle 'l - it can be seen that the outflow has

been designed to cater for an initia] flot\' of some 210 ]/s and an ultinate flow of 4760 1/s, It was our

intention to maintain a minimum velocîty of 0.3 m/s through the diffuser nozzle to prevent the entry of
river bed material and it was recognised at the outset that approximately half of the diffusers would have

to be plugged initiaììy în order to achieve this. Having put down our thoughts as to how the pipe should

be assembled, and the form it should take, vre then gave some consideration to the manner in which this
pipeline might be constructed.

CONTRACTURAL ARRANGTMENTS

Because there was already a reasonabìy large contract runnÍng on the construction of the treatment plant,
it was decided, after consultation wi'th the City Council, that ìt wou'ld be appropriate to extend this
contract on the basis of a Target Estimate contract to cover the construction of the outfall. By way of
explanation for those who are not aware of what is meant by this term, a Target Estimate contract is a

process of estabìishing with the contractor a genuine pre-estimate of the actual cost of the works which

does not include profit, overheads, nor ancil'lary items. The profìt and overhead is then added in, again

as an estìmate, and thìs final flgure is agreed to by all parties; the principaì, the consulting engineers

and the contractor. This is then put away in a drawer and work is conmenced and recorded on a pure cost
basis. If, at the end of the job, the work on a pure cost basis comes out at less than the target estimate,
then the savings are shared on an equal or prearranged basis with the contractor and the principal, i.e., if
the works cost $100,000 less than the target estimate then the saving made is shared $50,000 to the

contractor and $50,000 to the principal, or on other such preamanged terns. Similarly, if the costs go

over the target estimate, then the additional costs are shared on an equal or a prearranged basis as with
the savings.

CONSTRUCTION

l,iork commenced on the outfall in mid-1974 and had a contract period of some l0 months, Briefly, the

construction consisted of driving a sheet pile coffer-dam or cell out across the river, and carryìng this
cell across the river on a staging that was extended as each ptpe was laid. As each stage proceeded a

cell was driven, excavated of metaì, a pipe p'laced in'it adjoining the ìast pipe, the diffuser sections
added on top of the pipe, the pipe then backfilled, the sheetpiling withdrawn and redriven to form another

cell and so on acnoss the river. The whole of the work was done "l'n the wet" by divers operating air'lìfts
and other such necessary equipment.

The project ult'imateiy finished up with a staging across the fuìl width of the l,laikato River. This of
course was the most dangerous period in the contract as a flood could cause a significant amount of
damage to this staging. As was to be expected, the river vanied in depth, being shal'low on the western

side and deep on the eastern side so that the difficulty of carrying out the work increased as the work

proceeded across the river, Upon placing the'last pipe, the cell sheet piling was withdrawn and the

staging demolished step-by-step working back across the river.

As each diffuSer was compìeted the port rrlas temporarily plugged, to prevent the ingress of sand while the

diffuser was not in operatìon. Upon commissioning of the treatment plant ìn July 1975 a number of ports

v v v Y
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t'Jere opened and because of the low flows it was necessary to place restrictors in the diffuser ports in
order to keep the exit velocity sufficienily high to ensure the nonentry of sand.

The diffuser has now been in operation for 6 years and reguìar checks have been made as to its condition
and the conditîons prevailing around each diffuser. It has been established that the diffusers generally
rema-in clear and uncìogged, as anticipated by the nrodel study. There have been instances of course when
passing sand dunes, or sand waves, have completety submerged the dlffusers, but generaìly their performance
has been extremely good, as îs borne out by regular divers, reports.

In additìon, I believe that the City Council has carrîed out a number of checks on the effectiveness of
the diffuser and, without entering into details of these checRs, I think the best way to describe.its
effectiveness ìs to quote the no¡¡ Clty Engineer, Mr M G G Gurr, when he described the folìowing situation:

"['le were out in a boat tethered by a length of rope to the marker pile and therefore positioned about the
centre of the r'jver some l0's of metres downstream of the outfalj. some fluoresce.in dye was poured into
the outfall structure perhaps a little over-enthusîastically as a full five gallon bucket was poured into
the outfall manhole. After ¡¡hat seemed ages, but was probabìy around a minute or so, the whole river
from bank to bank changed colour in the wink of an eye. lt was a highly graphic demonstratjon but perhaps
one which should not be repeated, certainìy not without a prior water right.',

CONCLUSION

It would be fair to state that exPerrìence has shown the outfaìl achieves good mixing into the fulì body of
the lilaikato River' in line with the r'nltial undentaking given by ourselves to the Hamilton city Counci.l.

DI SCUSSION

wiìkie In many rivers it would not be possible to buìld a dr'ffuser pipeHne of this type across the river.
At westport a new bridge was ôeîng built across the Buller Rr\er and a dropper pipe was incorporated ìnto
each pier at a total cost of about $40,000 compared with ille ìfa1kato River pipeline at a cost of about
$650'000. In the Waimakiriri Rr'ver pipes wilì also be installed on an ex.isting bridge.

T R Healy In the nodel study what scalîng down was used and was the sediment size scaled down?
A J sutherland lhe linear model sca'le was l:.l2. The sediment size lvas not scaled down because we were
not interested in quantifying accurately the rates of motion, depth of scour etc. but just wanted to seeif the ports would clear.

T M Hume when and how do movements in sand waves manlfest thernse'lves and are they stìlì present?
l{ilkie Divers report that sand waves are still present and at tines cover ports (especially those
presently still plugged) while at other tîmes oôscuring ports (even those which discharge effluent).

T R Healy Has the cross-sectiþn shown changed srlce instaìlatr^on of the pipeline?
Wilkie Divers have noticed that several of the 12 m piles supporting the pipeline now have a 5_g n¡n
lean dor¡nstream. They also report that parts of the cnoss-section have aggraded while others have
degraded.

J C Rutherford Could the same degree of mixing have been achieved with a different (and cheaper) outfaìl
structure ?

tfiìkie If repeating this job we would re-examine mixing carefulìy. A point source was examined but
mathematical model'ling suggested that the streaming effect was 1ilìeìy to cause unacceptable quality to
downstream abstractors near Horotiu. In hindsight we might have been able to use the existing bridge just
upstream for the diffuser rather than tlstalìing a pipeline, but operatìng costs would have been higher.
M G G Gurr The t{aikato vaìley Authority have been monitoring the river for colifonns and their results
show very rapid mixing across the rîver which confirms the Hanilton City counciì dye experiment mentioned
in the paper.

Ì Y v V
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HUNTLY POWER STATION OUTFALL DESIGN

E M VaXenLL\tø, CenLn-oI Labon'a'fott"tu, lM0, Louton Hu'tl

ABSTRACT

This paper is a summary of the results of the hydraullc model studies carried out at central Laboratories

in order to examine and optrìmise the design of the Huntìy Power station cooling water outfall'

I NTRODUCTI ON

The dischargeofonce-through cooling water from power stations is a cormon method of achieving the cooling

necessary in the generatlon of electrical power by thermal means'

The Hunily Power station's cooling water will be drawn from the t¡Iaikato River' Each of the power turbine

units will take a flow of about 9.s m3¡s. l¡lhen the water passes through the condensens its temperature

wìll rise by approximately Boc when the station ìs operatìng on full load.

At full load the station wì11 require 37.9 m3/s from the river, which represents near'ly one quarter of the

river flow at lowest permÌssibìe stage. As thermal discharges are of the order of 10 times greater ìn

quantity than typical wastewater discharges, the need for effective outfall design is apparent'

The ìnitial basìs for the cooJing water outfall designs tested were restrictions imposed by the t'later Right'

that the maximum temperature rise of the river above ambr'ent should be 3oc downstream of the outfall' and

that the cooì.ing water should be dispersed uniformly over at least 40%, but not more than 50% of the river

tvidth at the Point of discharge.

There are two basic problens which make the design of a cooling water outlet structure located on a river

very ìmPortant.

I The returning coo'ling r¡rater must dissr'pate its excess heat as efficiently as possible' The increase in

temperatuìe of sunface waters resultlng from the discharge may be detrimental if the water is to be used

again downstream for further cooling processes, or if it is required as a potabìe water supply'

seconclary effects, induced by i.ncreased temperature, tnvolving ecoìogical changes in the biology and

chemistry may aìso be of sr'gnificance'

T¡" ¡s¡¡¡nin! coolîng water should not cause maJor damage to the bed of the river'

The appropriate str'ucture flay we'll represent a compromlse

dispersion is often an effectÌve scouring mechanism'

solution as the most effective method of thermal

NIXING IIECFiANISM

whatever the design of the outfall, mixìng of the cooling water with the receiving water takes place through

two maior Processes.

ì Jet mixing. This type of mixing occurs when the Jet veloci'ty is different to the velocity of the

receivingwater.Itrepresentsamosteffjcr.entmethodofheatdispersion.

Dispersìon by conyectlve shear flow. Addr'tì¡na] minor mixing is caused by buoyancy effects'
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At the point of discharge the momentum of the discharge is greater than the receiving fluid and jet-
like mixing of the heated and ambient water occurs. Ambient water is entrained into the discharge jet
and the average temperature and velocity of the heated flow are reduced.

Further from the discharge point the jet veìocity is reduced to the magnitude of the ambient current. In
this region entrainment does not occur and the temperature dlstribution is determined by natural turbulent
diffusion and convection. Ultimately, al'l of the rejected heat is passed to the atrnosphere through the
water surface, a process drìven by the elevation of the water surface temperature.

The density djfference between the heated discharge and the amblent water may inhibit mixìng in the initial
jet region and may promote spreadtng of the dischange as a heated ìayer.

The temperature distribution Índuced by a heated discharge ls thus determlìned near the ouilet by jet-like
diffusion and in an outer region by natural processes. Surface heat loss and density effects occur
throughout the flow making the process very compìex.

Anaìytical predictions of temperatures in the vicÌnity of heated discharges are possible under the
assumption that the flow is either a pure jet, or a pìume.

However, in cases where the geometry is complex or where the domlnant physicaì process cannot be isolated,
ìt is customary to construct a physicaì model of the discharge and ambient watenvay.

MODEL SCALII{G

For accurate similarity the dispersion process must be modelled r'n the followîng way.

The Reynolds number must be high enough to allow the vr'scous effects to be neglected, making the jet shape
independent of scale. In addition to thìs the turbulent dispersion process requîres full simiìarity and
a Chezy resistance coefficient equal to the prototype. Thts conditton l's satisfied by making the sìope in
the model the same as in prototype and providing artificial roughness, Simiìarity of the minor heat
dispersion from buoyancy effects is achieved by making the densÍty difference at the cooling water outlet,
the same in both model and prototype. These requirements resulted in a natural scale of l/60 (Keller and
Rogers 1974; Keller 1975; Bewick and Keller 1977).

A second model with a mobile bed was used to study the scouring problem. This model (Keller and Rogers
1974; Kelìer 1975; Bewick and Keller ì977) k.ds buitt to a dlstorted scale of l/?S (horizontaì) and
l/35 (verticaì). The distortion was necessary to comply with mobi:le bed scaling rules and so that a
model of sufficient depth couìd be huilt in the available space.

Later, a larger distorted scale (horr^zontal 1/41.84, vertical l/t5) rnodel was built to examine the scour
hole of the final design in greater detail (Bewick and Ke'lter lg77).

PRELIMINARY OUTFALL DESIGN

Four dìfferent discharge structures vere tested and may be classîfied broadly into two groups according to
the cooling water pump heads requrtred. Structu¡es ì, 2 and 3, descrited below, aìì discharge at an
elevation of approxìnately 107.0 m. They require lower pump heads than structure 4, which discharges at
an elevation of approximately l16 m (see Fig. l).

Structure l Four pipe cluster. This structure was designed to provide a concentrated cooling water
discharge whÍch would promote rapid iet nixing, and hence heat dispersion adjacent to the ouilet. The jet-
mixed flow then drîfts downstream with further heat dissìpation taking place through natural turbulence.
The jets were designed to spread outwards ìn a fan shape at angles to the main stream as shown in Fig. la.
The prototype velocity of the cooling water jet $ras 2.4 nls.

Y v V
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Structure 2 Multi-port Structure. This structure Ìras developed in an attempt to ìessen the scouring

action of the four pîpe cluster while retaining the extensive heat dissìpation through jet mixìng. A

2¡-port structure was builL wjLÌr Llre porl. sizes süch iiia'u the pi-otoiype iet veiocity of 2'4 m/s was

¡aintained. The ports were grouped lnto four sets of five outlets each. The groups of outlets were

established at different angles to the river flow as shown in Fì9. lb.

Structure 3 Three Point Discharge. This ìayout was designed to conform literaìly with Clause 7 of the

Water Right whÌch specifîed that the cooling water should be dispersed uniformly over at least 401, but

not more than 50% of the river width at the poìnt of discharge. The layout consisted of two piers

mounted jn the river ¡¡ìth a thlnd, bank mounted structure, Each port discharged equal amounts of the

cooì ing water [Fig., ìc).

Structure 4 Side l,leir on Bridge. This structure, shown Ín Fig. ld, was also designed to conform

specìfically with Clause 7 of the t/ater Rìght. The cooling water was piped into an aqueduct structure

spannìng at¡out 40% of the river width. The rvater was evenly distributed over a side weir mounted on the

downstream side of the aqueduct. Thìs aqueduct must be mounted above the flood level of the t^laikato

River, therefore the pumping head required is hìgher than for the three previous designs.

RESULTS OI. PRELTMINARY ÏEST

(a) Structure 4, the side weìr, was ineffective as a heat dìsperser and would have requìred a massive

foundation to be protected agaìnst scour. t{ot spots and streams occurred over extensive areas of the

river flow.

(b) Tne four pìpe cluster, str.ucture l, was effectjve as a heat disperser, but exerted strong scouring

action on the rìver bed. The resuìting scour hole could have detrimentalìy effected the dìspersion

character i st i cs .

(c) Structune 3, the three point discharge configuratlon, was found to be unsatisfactory for both heat

dispersìon and scourìng action.

(d) Structure 2, the multi-port diffuser, was effective as a heat disperser and exerted only a miìd

scouring action on the bed. Further testing was, therefore, directed to the optimisation of this
al ternati ve .

THE MULTI-PORT DIFFUSER

Two sets of tests were performed to optimìse the dispersion characteristics of this outlet desìgn (Fig. 2).

The tirst set were carried out to examine diffenent port angle configurations to eliminate a warm stream

which clung to the western bank and had a temperature at the limit of the model which was above the

allowable 3oC over ambi.ent. A second set of tests were carried out to assess the effects of the tlaikato

Vaìley Authorìty river training scheme, which calls for a change ìn bankline (shown in Fìg. 3).

Further large scaìe mobile bed model tests were also caruied out.

CONCLUS I ONS

These conclusions are a surrrnary of the results from the final tests leadlng to the proposed multi-port
diffuser design.

(a) It was found that the temperature characte¡istics of the thermal plume were negììgibìy influenced by the

port orientations but that thìs had a ìarge influence on the scouring characteristics. It was concluded
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from this that the best port onientations were those which dîscharged the cooling water as uniformly
as possible over as wide an area as possible.

(b) This configuration was found to be 90o - 70o - 5oo - 30o. (These are the respective argles of each
set of four outlets to the channeì bank line.) The tenperature characterjstics of the thermal plume
were shown to be most critical at the lot{est river discharges. However, even for this flow, the
maximum temperature in the river dropped to less than 3oC above ambient within 100 m of the down-
stream edge of the outfall. As the rtven discharge i'ncreased so the temperature in the river reduced,
as did the wjdth of the therrnal plume.

(c) The presence of a scour hole adjacent to the outlet structure shown in Fìg. 3 enhanced thermal
dispersion by drawing an increased quantity of the rr'ver flow r'nto the thermaì plume.

(d) The t'{VA training scheme (see Fig. 3) did not allow satisfactory perfonnance of the multi-port structure
wìth the lowest flows. However, the thermal mixing of the structure was inproved greatìy by haìving
the area of the outlet ports (from l m diameter to Q.7l m diameter). The additional head to drive this
will be available wìth the proposed seal pit arrangement.

(e) Scour associated with the therrnal p'lume was more severe from the lrlVA scheme than for the existing
channeì but was not excessive.
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DISCUSS ION

M J 0'Sullivan In the case of the "side weîr" discharge did signiflcant therrnal stratification occur?
Valentine I believe that some thennal stratifîcatìon must have occurred in the model of this alternative
because this was shown to be an ineffîcient method of thermal dispersion. Thr's must have been largely due
to the lack of the true 'jet mixing' phase.

J C Rutherford Based on the previous paper, David l,tilkie's solution to this problem might have been l0
point sources on a diffuser pipe stretchtng halfway across the channeì. Does this strike you as an
efficient structure?
Valentine David tllilkiets solution wouìd appear to be an efficient dîffusion method. However, the scouring
mechanism may have been more of a problem at ttuntly. lt must be recalled that the quantities of thermal
discharge can represent upto25Íofthe river flow, which are very much greater than sewage effluent
discharges. Constructîon of such an aìternative may have ìncreased costs in a similar fashion to the
3-point dr'scharge and the overflow weir.

Y V V Y
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A J Sutherland l,lhat were the prototype scour ho]e depths and how did they compare with expected natural

fluctuations in bed level due to passage of sand waves? ùlould these sand waves interfere significantly

with the action of the diffuser?

Valentine Maximum prototype scour depths predicted by the model were:

(a) for existing banl(line approximateìy l'2 m, and

(b) for r¡lVA bankllne appnoxîmately 3 m'

These depths would Þe greater than the height of expected sand waves in the natural rìverbed but would be

very unìikeìy to l'nterfere wlth the dîffuser in the case of the mu'lti-port bank mounted structure'

p Tortell Since, in dr.spersing heat one could use the atmosphere as well as the water medium, has any

thought been given to ust'ng a curtar'n of bubbles to remove some of the excess heat before the thermal

effluent reaches the receivÌng water?

Valentine This method was not considered for this polver station as far as I am aware but supplementary

cool.ing (e.g., cooling towers, canals or ponds) are being considered for the Second Waikato Thermal Power

Station,

D A Carter ¡¡ould you corunent on the ecological constraints looked into as pant of the study and temperature

d.ispersìon in the river because the 750 m boundary zone aPpears to be somewhat excessive. lllas this a

condition on the Water Right?

Valent.ine Ecological constraints were considered by NI'IASCO in drawing up water right conditions. This

study was aimed at destgning a discharge structure vihich would comply with those conditions. The 750 m

boundary was not mentìoned ìn the llater Right but was adopted by common consent'

A G Barnett since the ultinate heat sink Ís the atmosphene what consideration was given to possible

differences between the model and pnototype wìth respect to heat losses to the atmosphere?

yq1p.qqlg- In the model studies water temperatures, atmospheric temperature and humidìty were kept the same

as in the prototype. l-loÌ{ever, any differences ìn scaling for the atmospheric heat loss would probably onìy

become important in the far field region beyond the scope of the rnodel and compliance with the Water Right'

The model wouìd probabìy tend towards a lower heat loss to the atmosphere'

G J MacDona.ld D.id the model study investìgate changes in the vertical orientation of the diffuser

ports as well as ìookìng at the effects of pivoting the ports in the horizontaì plane?

Valentjne I am not aware that vertical angles for the diffuser ports were considered. It would probably

have induced more severe scour on the river bed if downward angles were employed to encourage vertical

mixing, and jet dilution might have been decreased'
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R:lve¡ and Eatuazq Míxittg Woahahop
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TARANAKT RING PLAIN DYE STUDIES

PRELIMTNARY RESULTS

J Kîffn, Ta.¡anaÏ¿i Cd.tchnuL Connúadíon, Stant(ottd.
J C Ra,fhùLßotld, gîa,tuL Ê Soi,L Soîencø Cøntte, l/tÍ/, Hani.t-ton

ABSTRACT

Dye experiments have been conducted în five Taranakî Ring Plain rivers to measure time of traveì and
ìongìtudinaì dispersion. Mass deficits were encountered, attributable to underestimation of river florv and
ìong "tai1s" in dye profiles. The effects of "dead zones" may need to be quantified in order to simulate
observed proffles accurately,

INTRODUCTTON

The work described in this paper is part of the Taranaki Rr'ng Pìain Water Resources survey. This study is
not concerned w'ith addressing the lmpact of any particular water user, but is being conducted to develop
techniques and assembie a data bank whtch ¡rill enable water managers to make a rapid and accurate assessment
of the potential impact of specÎftc proiects as and when they arise. one aspect of the study is to neasure
the time of travel and the rate of longìtudinal dispersion of a conservative tracer in several streams. The
intention is to extrapolate from these data to other watenrrays as required. The streams mentioned here
were chosen as beìng representative of the types found in the regìon. tt ìs envisaged that the time of
travel and dispersion will be used to assess the împact of industrial accÍdents, intermittent discharges
and abstractions, while the tine of travel data alone witl be used to assess the impact of continuous
di scharges.

METHOD

The dye used was Rhodanine Ì{T' an antonl'c xanthene derrìvative which has low adsorption properties and photo-
chemical decay rate, is stable at naturaì stream pH and tenperature ranges, and is detectable at lolv
concentrations. Rhodamine [rIT was manufactured as a 201 solutfon by du pont. Dye was poured into each river
from a bridge to make a line-source across the ¡yhole width. Dye was measured continuously in the field
using a Turner Filter Fluorometer Model IIt. The fluorometer was fitted with a far-uv lamp, 546/5g0 filters,
and a continuous flow door. Readings were recorded on a Toa Po'l¡a.ecorder. Streamwater was pumped through
N inch plastic tubing by a ! hp Davies centrifugal pump sîtuated upstream of the fluorometer. A fine mesh
plastic filter just before the fluoronpter caught ìarge particles tn the water and dissipated air bubbles
in the line. A petroì generator powered the fluorometer and pump,

Samples for calibration (,l5-20 for each expert'ment) were taken at regutar pre-determined increments of
concentration usîng a valve situated betrveen the pump and fluororneter and were stored in polyethylene
containers in darkness at ambient air temperature. Water tenperature readings were taken at the valve at
half-hourìy intervaìs. Calibratlon curves tt/ere detevrnined in the laboratory using a sample-holder door prior
to the experiments. Innediately after each experiment the samples taken for calibration were read on the
sample door and the results used to caììbrate the flow door readings, Standard temperature correcgon
factors (ltliìson 1968) were appìied to both sample and flow door readings. The accuracy was approximately
+ l5% at high concentrations, increasing to + 50% at the detection limit (0.02 mg/m3).

Streans were ttade-gauged usirrg a Gurley current meter at the injection and sampling sites and in some
instances at intermediate sites. The Stony, Punehu and Kapuni were gauged at sites located at the upstream
end of pools where the bed was rocky and the flow probably accurately measured to + l0%. The l,laionqana was

ìY V
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gauged at a weir and the Manganui, whose bed comprised fine graveìs, at a natural rock siìl' giving an

accuracy o¡ ¿6e¡l + 5%.

Mass determinations

The integral under the <.oncentration versus time pr"ofiìe at each samplìng site was evaluated usìng a

common numerical technique tthe trapezoi'dal rule), and the total mass passing each site was estimated by

mult.iplying this integral by the gauged flow. The accuracy of mass determinations was taken as the sum of

the accuracy of the concentration measurement (l l5%) and the flow measurement (+ 10% or + 5%).

Vel oci ty and ri j spersion coe:lFic'þqt

The one-d.imensional Fickian model for longitudinal dìspersion in a uniform channel was fitted to experimental

data. This welI-known model is

*.,* =# (t )

wheret=time,x=dìstancedownstream,C(x,t)=concentration,U=meanvelocityandD=dispersion
coefficient. If concentration is known as a function of time at sìte x,, then the concentration at the

downstream sjte x2, as a function of time may be obtained from the "frozen cloud" solution tc equation (l)'

it.. +\ -/ "l' '' 
"*n I'f=-j , . -- )Ud. Q)u\Ã2' t/ -l , exR (-j¡fr¡-¡--)Udt

' )-*l+nD (t2 - tt) tv\e2 u1t

where t1, t, = times at which the centroid of the dye profile passes sites x.t and x, and t = dummy time

varìable of integration.

The minj-computer program RQUTE (Rutherford lg8l), which makes use of equation (2), was used to find values

of U and D which gave the best fit between observed and predicted dye concentratìon profiles at the down-

strealr site in each experiment. Upstream profiles were either the cbserved profiles at the intermediate

site or a synthetic concentration "spike" one minute long at the ìnput site contaîning the amount of

mass dìscharged.

Two sets of D values rvere derived. The first set used concentration profiles exactly as they had been

measured. The second set used profiles which had been scaled up so that the mass at each site equalled

the mass discharged.

RESULTS

Profile shape

Fìgure 2 shows dye concentration versus time profiles measured in each of the six dye experiments' A

strik.ing feature of these Taranaki data when compared with resuits of similar experiments from other NZ

rivers (Day 1975; Rutherford e,t a.t. 1980:' Rutherford e't a'L. ibíd) is the presence of long

"ta.ils',. These are nost noticeahle in the Punehu, Manganui and Kapuni 2 profiles. Sampling did not

cont.inue over the conrplete profiìe at some sites, notably in the Stony. It iShowever' dìfficult to

make an objective comparison of these with other data using just dye concentration versus ttme profìles.

Figure 3 shows the data standardised using the transformation suggested by Day and ¡iood (1976)' This

facilitates making a comparison of shape between profiles. However, a quantitatiVe conParison was not

possible because the uncertainty of the transformed concentrations was not determined'
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Mass balance

From Tabìe I it can be seen that in each expeniment less mass was observed to pass each sampling site than
was discharged. To test the significance of the observed nass deficit, a nuìt hypothesis was that the
deficit lvas zero while the 90% confidence inte¡val of the deficit was assuned to be either + 25% (punehu,
Kapuni 2, Stony) or + 20fl ([aiongana, Manganui) of the inJected rnass.

considering the ltlaiongana and Manganui separately, one would conclude that at the g0% confidence level the
observed mass deficit was not significantly different from zero. Assuming a normal distribution, one might
estimate that there was a '10?i probability of the mass deficit in the Waiongana and Manganui being equaì to
or greater than the observed value. Taking these two experinents as independent, then the joint probability
of the mass deficit in both rÍvers being as hîgh as observed is ll.

Considering each of the other rivers separately, one would conclude that the observed mass deficit was
significant in the Punehu and Kapun't'I at both sites and in the Kapuni 2 and Stony at the furthest downstream
site onìy. The joint probabilÌty that all six experinents should produce the observed mass deficits where
none existed would be very smalt indeed.

There are at least two possible factors which rnay have contributed to the observed mass deficits.

Firstlv' the river flow may have been underestimated. This wqs nost ìikely on the punehu, Kepuni and Stony
Rivers where the river bed r,¡as very rocky at each gauging site and appreciahle flovt night have occunred
amongst the boulders where it could irot be measured. By comparîson the Manganui was gauged at a sÌte
where there are few rocks, and the tlalongana at a weir; in these rivers the nass defr.cit wSs small.

Secondly, low dye concentrations may have pensisted Ìn the "tail" of the dye profiles for q consr.derable
time after sampìing stopped. Maklng the assumption that each flow gauging rtqs correct then, for a]l the
dye discharged to have passed the bottom sarnplîng poÌnts in the stony, punehu and Kapuni Rivers,
concentrations of about 0..l mglr:r3 would need to have persÍsted for 24-36 hours,

It is possible that a combinatrìon of these two factors could have produced the observed mass defictts.
Comparison of the mass passlng the Ìntermedr.ate and downstfeam sr.tes in the Kapuni .1, 

Kapunr.2, and
Punehu provides some indication of the relative importance of these t$lo factors. l{ere the flow to be
underestimated and the "tai'l effect" to be negligible then one would antìcipate a nass deflcr.t behreen
the input and the internedîate site but not between the intermediate and downstream site. conye¡sely,
if flow v,lere to be estimated with the same accuracy at al.l sites, a significant discrepancy between the
intermediate and downstream sÌte would indicate that the "tail effect,, raas important. From Tqble I Ìt
would appear that the predominant factors are: flow underestimation fon Kapuni l, ,,tail effect,' for
Kapuni 2 and both for Punehu. Flow effect was thought to be small in the Mqnganui and Waiongana and the
deficits observed may be attributed to the ,,taìl effect',.

Overall the "tail effect" would appear to cause a mass defictt of about 20Í in the Haiongana and
Manganui while the f'low underestirnation and t'tail effect" appears to cause a deficit of 25-401 in the
Kapuni, Punehu and Stony.

Velocity estimates

Table 2 sunmarises the values of velocity which gave the best fit between observed profi]es andpredictions made using the Fickian dispersion model described above. Identical veìocity vaìues werederived using truth the "unmoditied" observed concentration profiles and the profiìes scaled up toachieve mass conservation.

vvVY v
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TABLE ] Summary of dye test results

Ri ver Inpu t Site I Site 2

fl ow
3.

nr /s

di stance

km

fl ow
3.

rn /s

di stance

km

f low
3.

m /s
mass

-o

nìass

s

mass

s

Punehu

Manganu i

tJai ongana

Stony

Kapun i I

Kapun'i 2

0, 378

L65
1 .29

3.11

I .65

40

120

40

100

35 .5

40

4.2

I 3.0

10.0

6.1

4.5
l.B

2.94

3.6

3.27

0. 997

I .75

30.4

104

34. 3

64.9*

27 .8

33.5

11.2

9.9

14.3

14.3

0.445

3. 41

1 .16

1 .73

23.4

77 .7

24.2

22.6

i'lote * samplinc stopped early, see Figure 2'

Itspersion coeltic

Figure 4 illustrates the situation encountered when attempting to reproduce the observed peak concentrat'ions

using the "frozen cloud" solution to the one-dimensional Fickian longitudinaì dispersion mode1.

If the known mass input was routed so that the peak concentrations matched those of the unmodified observed

profììes, then large values of D were needed and the predicted concentrations were consistentìy higher than

the observed concentrations in the rising and falling timb (as a simple consequence of the differences of

mass). These D values are a ìike1y upper bound on the true Value Ìn each channel,

If the observetJ profiles were scaled up so that their nass equaìled that discharged, then srìaller D yalues

were needed. The ohserved concentnations still tended to rise lâter (hut then nore rapidlyl and to fall
more slowìy than the predilcted concentratìons. This is partìy attrlbutable to the shortcomings of the

,,frozen cloud" approximation, but also reflects the inabltity of the Fickian model to descflbe accurately

the processes operating. These latter D values give a likely lorUer hound on the true value in each channel'

The two sets of D vaìues are summarised in Table 2. These values cqn be used to make estl'mat{ons of Peak

concentrations of conservatl've tnacers. The two D values wììl give uPPer ând lower bounds on the Peak

concentration. Theyareunlikelytogive an accurate estimate of the concentrations r'n the rtsing and falling
limbs of the profiles.

Dead zones

The long "tails" exhibited by these Taranaki data and the poor match obtainèd between òbseivations and

predictions made using the Fickian dispersion model suggest that "dead zonesl may be important: notably in

Punehu, Kapuni and Stony Rivers.

,,Dead zones" are regìons of stagnant water associated with, for exampìe, backwaters, boundary 1¿yers around

obstacles, and holes in the river bank or bed which temporarily trap dye and subsequently release it slowly.

They have been shown to afford an explanation for long "tails" in observed dye profiles. Valentine {¿b'id)

will address the effects of "dead zones" in detail.

In this preliminary anaìysìs no atternpt was made to use the recently developed theory and methodology

relating to ,'dead zones" to analyse the Taranaki data, aìthough this i's a possibility for the future.
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TABLE 2 : Summary of channel characterìstjcs and derived velocities and dispersion coefficients

I River Channel Characteristics Input - Site 2 Sitel-Síte2

Raw Raw

Veloclty

b d srk U D D/du¡t D Dldu* U D D/du¡t D D/du¡t

m m *. 
"-1 

r. 
"-1 

,n2 . 
"-1 

12. 
"-1 - r. "-1 t2. 

"-1 
t2 . 

"-1

Punehu 5 0.28 0.21 0.26 16 272 7 rLg 0.27 13 22r 7.3 t24

Manganuí 20 0.40 0.18 0.19 8.5 118 6.5 90

I{aiongana 13 0. 60 0.24 0. 48 9.0 62 6 .8 47

Stony 10 0.63 0.30 0.55 23.5 I24 13.5 7L

Kapuni L 9 0. 30 0. 15 0. 36 16.5 367 7 .7 L7L 0. 38 re 445 9 200

{ Kapuni 2 L0 0.35 0.17 0.53 36.5 613 11.8 193 0.53 26 437 13 2I3

Shea r
I^Iídth Depth Velocíty Velocíty

Scaled Scaled

(

Þo

Notes : 1 Rar¿ = dye profiles used as measured.

2 Scaled = dye profiles scaled up so thaË mass equals mass injected.

3 Channel characteristics are derived from gauging eards and aerial photographs.

I
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CONCLUS IONS

Dye tests conducted on five Taranaki Rivers have yielded estimates of velocity which should prove useful
'1 ¡f and when pollution irnpact assessments are needed.

There were deficits between the clye mass discharged and the mass observed to pass each sampìing site. ln
two of the experiments the uncertalnty în the gauged flowwas knol'm to be low, and the small mass deficits
were attributable to the presence of 'long (taìlstr on the proftles in which concentrations were very lou (at
or below the limit of detection) but whlch,because of their ìength (possibly 24-36 hours) contqined
appreciable mass. In the other four experr'ments r't was likely that ttre gauged flows were underestùtated
because the channels vrere rocky and the mass deficit was the result of ôoth the "tail effect" and the
underestimation of flow,

Two sets of longitud'inaì dispersion coeffr'cr-ents were derÌved which give upper and lowen bounds to the
likely true values.

SUGGESTIoNS FoR FURTHER lloRK

consîderation couìd be given to applyl-'ng rrdsq( 2s¡s' models to these channels. The qçcu¡¿çy of flor
gauging techniques in rocky channels may benefit from sone r'nvestr'gation, posst'bly usl'ng contltnuous
dilution gauging pr ocedures.

These refinements are consÌdered necessqny pnerequisites to ar\y attempt to relqte dispenst'on coeffr'ctents
to hydrauìic and flow parameters : required if dispersion rates ane to he extrapotated to other channe'ls,
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DISCUSSION

G B McBride Did you sample at just one point across the niver?
Kitto l¡le sampled at one point in the channel near the centne of the main flow.

R l'l Fullerton trte have found that Rhodamine B adsorbed onto the p'lastic tubing in oun sampling apparatus,
Have you experienced such dîfficu'ltt'es and could the long tails be sirnpìy an antifact of adsorptr'on?
Kitto We chpcked this hy taking river samp'les to supplement the continuouc traccs and oìthough these
indicate there could be some slight adsorption, nevertheless, we are certain that the ìong tails are real.
We have not used Rhodamine B which has the reputatlon for adsorbing readily but are investigatr'ng the
adsorption of Rhodamine }'fT on gìassrrare etc. and its breakdown ln sun'lîght.

E M Valentine Could you comment further on how the quantity of tracer t"ecovered at the weir compared with
the other sîtes?
Kitto For the Waiongana 40 g wene dischanged and 34.3 g were recovered at the weir.

Y v v v
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D A Carter Was any sampl ing done immediately beìow the injection site?

Rutherford During the Kapunì 2 survey 40 g were injected, 33.5 g were recovered at sìte 1 and 22.6 g at

site 2. Thus 6.5 g were lost ìn the first reach and a further 10,9 g ìost in the second reach'

M E U Taylor l,Jere there any temperature differences in the stream which might account for this loss?

Kitto Temperature cornection factors were appìied to all samples.

K E Parnelì In converting fron volume to mass what specìfic gravity did you use?

Kitto The manufacturers quote a specific gravity of 1.20 whereas in fact it is bout 
.l.09. 

Since we used

dye to make up standards for calìbration, the initîal concentration of the stock solution is not critìcally
important.

M E U Taylor You have to dilute stock solution by many thqusands to get standarCs. Is this a possible

source of error? Normally you need to use at least 100 ml at each dilution step.

Kitto l,le took ì0 9 into 2 lître (stock solution) nominally 20% and then l0 ml ìnto 1000 m] for successive

di I uti ons.

Rutherford trrors in making up standards could explain the diffetence between mass iniected and rnass

observed at any site but some other mechanism must be nesponsibìe for the apparent loss of dye lglSSSn

samplìng sites.

A J Sutherlan!- Have you compared your results with those of Dr T J Day who carrìed out sevefAl studies

ìn Canterbury rivers?
Kjtto Some of his transformed profiles looked quite similar to our results.

Rutherford From my readr'ng of Dr T J Dayts pape¡s it appeafs that he scaled all of his Profl''les to achleve
.l00?á 

mass conservation but I could find no comments on whethe!'he found mass conservatl'on or not.

E I'l Valentine How did the mean velocity from gaugings compare with the mean transPort yelocity?

Kitto Gaugìnqs were made at only 2-3 sites often ì'n pools, and it is dìfficult to cornpAre r¡eAn water with

mean transport velocity.

A G llarnett Some years ago durÌng tests at Tekapo B Power Station where there \'ras effectlvely q 1on9

pipe betvreen input and samplìng site we got very close to l00% dye recovery, hut at Tekapo A Power

Station where there was a surge chamber between input and sampfing site r¿le got very long tails and a much

reduced mass recovery.

A G Barnett Can you say how the results can be useful in the case of a continuous dischqrge?

Kitto If cgntinuous chemical or biological processes occun then time of travel ts imPoftant for assesslng

the yieìd of such processes.

A J Sutherland You mentioned that these studies are being done in the expectation that results t¡ill be

useful in assessing the ìmpact of petrochenricaì and other development. Ir{ho funded the study?

Kitto It was partly funded by the Taranaki Catchnent Cormission 4nd partìy by the National Water and Soil

Conservation Organi sation.
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ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional model of mass transpont has been used in studies of the l4anawatu, tlaikato and llaipa Rivers.
Methods and results are revîewed brlefly.

Longitudinal dispersion tlas found to have a neg'ligibìe influence on D0 in the htaikato River, ïhere aquatic
plant metabolism dominated. It ¡¡as found to have only a mÍnor effect on BOD concentration in the llanawatu

River where inflow rate varied diurnal'ly but where velocity and renoval rate dominated.

In the Waipa River after the emergency dunping of mìlk, dispersr'on tnfluenced BOD sìightly and D0 on'ly very
slightly, Predictions were very sensitive to variations of BOD decay and reaeration rate.

In the t,Iaikato River, longitudinaì dispersion wss critically important in predicting concentrqtions of
conservative tracer downstream from an instantaneous point dlscharge.

The Fickian model of longitudlnal di'spersion was found to he adequqte foÌ predicting tracer concentratt'ons
near the peak, but mismatches were obtained consistently for low concentrations {n the leadlng and trar'lìng
edges of profiles.

I NTRODUCTION

Close to the point at which tracer or pollutant is injected into a nlvef channel, concentration is
influenced by advection and dispersion in each of the three coordtnqte directlons. As it is camied down-

stream by the current, tracer rìmpr^nges on the bed and eventually becomes verti'calìy uell-mixed. Further
downstream tracer impinges on the banks and eventuaìly becones latenailywell-mixed. This leaves do¡rnstreanr

advection and ìongitudinal dr'spersr^on as the inpontant transport pnocesses. Followlng work by G t Taylor on

longitudinal dispersion in pipeflow it was suggested that tnacer transport in an open channel cou'ld be

described by the so-cal'led "Fickiantr model (Fischer '19731 :

Sncl*fcnucl =#oo€J-*,

wheret=time,x=distancedownstream,C=cross-sectionaverageconcentration,A=cross-sectionarea¡
U = mean velocity, D = longitudinal dispersion coefficient, and k = a first order decay rate coeffici.ent
(zero for a conservative solute such as dye[.

Strictìy equation (l) is not valid close to the point of r'njection hut on]y applies outside the "Edvective
zone" which extends downstream for a dlstance estimated by Fr'scher [1973) to be

L = 0.45 Ub27¡ u* (Z)

where b = channel width, R = hydnauì|c radius, dnd u* = shear veìocity.

(1)
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14ith1n the advective zone concentration versus distance profiles measured after slug injections are

.invariably more hìghìy skewed than solutions to equation (l) and values of D and U required to match

observed and predicted concentrations vary with time. Below the advection zone in a uniforn channel

concentration versus distance profiles approach the Gaussian bell-shape wh'ile D and U ean often be taken

as constants.

For accurate simujation of polìutant transport within the advective zone a more complex model than

equation (l) is required such as the "streamtube model" (Fischer .|966).

If concentration is known as a function of time at locatìon x., and U, D and A are constAnt, then

concentration may he predicted as a function of tìme at downstnean location x2 using the approximate Ifrozen

cloud" solution to equation (l ) :

i c(x.,,t) (xz-xl - U(t -.))2
c(x't) =1.åexpt- - _ -k(tr-tr)ÌUdt

' _J_/4nD (tr-tr) 4D (t2-t1)
[3)

where t.,, t, = times of passage past sites xl, x2, and r = dumny tirne varjable of integratr'on'

Equat.ion (3) provides a powerful tool for estimating values of u and D from field data (most commonìy when

both x., and x, are below the advectjve zone) and can also be used to make predictions of concentration'

This paper sunrmarises the findings of studies in the Manawatu, lllaikato and llaìpa Rivers where equations (l)
and (3) have been used to modeì poìlutant concentration.

I4ANAI,IATU RIVER

I NTRODUCTION

The Manawatu River is approximately 226 km long and drains a predominantly agricultural catchnent of some

u,ãoä"orä. 
-oi 

puin'."rton Norrh [79 km from the sea) the nean f]ow is s+,à m3¡s (range 9-2430 r3/, ou.r"

the period lgTl-lggl), the r.iver is steep (r m/lm), shallow, fairly swift, meanders extensiveìy and has a

shingle bed.

In the 5 km reach below Palmerston North the river receives effluent from three maior dtscharges [see Tabìelt

and Fîgure ì). The combined effect of these discharges presently causes some degradation of Nater quality

in the river, notably dìssolved oxygen depletion and sewage fungus growth (Currte and Rutherford 1982).

The qualìty of the river was seen as unsatisfactory and a Technìcal Committee established in December 1979

adopted as a target receiving water standard a maxÌmum daily and night time BODU concentrati.on of 5 g/m3

at a control site located downstream from all three discharges. The convnittee then had to appot"tion

equitably amongst the three discharges the acceptahle BOD massfloq, taking into account the BOD removal

known to occur in the river hetween outfalls.

TABLE I The ma.in discharges to the Manawatu River near Palmerston North

Vol une

,3/ duy

Raw BOD

ks/ day

Treated

ks/ day

Palmerston North Sewage

Manawatu Dairy Company

Borthwicks/CWS Freezi ng

t¡lorks

I 6 ,000

I,610
5 ,000

6 ,700

I 2 ,600

I o ,000

4 ,500

I 2,600

6 ,500

Total (including other

minor contributions)
23,000 30 ,000 23,700
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In a pre'liminary study of the river Currie (1977) measured river BOD concentrations, BOD inflows and time

of travel. BgD inflows were highìy variable, resulting in variable river BOD concentrations, and it was

.impossìble to obtajn consistent estimates of BOD removal rates. Subsequent examination of these Cata

suggested that better estìmates of BOD removal rate might have been obtained if it had been possible to take

ìongitudinal dispersion into account. No data were available to do this, however, and it was necessary to

conduct another more detailed survey.

The outfalls are separated by distances comparable with the length of the advect'ive zone (estirnated frorn

equatìon (2) as 5 km) and Ìt was appreciated at the outset that equatìon (l) would provideatbest an

approximate description of pollutant dìspersion between outfalls.

MEÏHODS

5.4 k9 of Rhodamine Ì{T dye r,ras released into the seblage treatment plant effluent at 0700 on 22 March 1979

and was fully mixed in the r.iven some l5 minutes later. Each of the three discharges was sAmPled regularly

to determÌne BoD inflow rate. Rive¡ flow was low and faifly steady at about 26.3 mJ/s. The river water

was sampled at five sites'

Site A - Inrmediateìy upstreanì of the first outfall (PNCC sewage treatment Plant).
SiteB-Approximateìy2.TkmdownstreamofthePNCCsewageoutfa]landinnediateìyupstreamofthe

Manawatu Cooperative Daìry Company outfall.
Site C - Approximately 2.3 km downstream of the Manawatu Cooperative Dairy Company outfa'lj un4 i¡¡g6iqtelJ

upstream of the Borthwicks/CWS Freezing Works outfal l.
Site D - Approximately 1.4 km downstream of the Borthwicks/CWS outfaì1. This sl'te conresponded to the

"control sitet' as determined by the Lower Manawatu Technical Committee.

Site E - Approximately 9.3 kn below site D.

At sites A and E samples were taken from as near to mid-niver flow as Possible. At sìtes, B, C and D all

sampling was done from a dinghy attached to a No B wire tagline tensioned between anchors on each side of

the river. Each sample collected for dye and BOD ana'lysis was a coDposite of sanples taken at the rnid-

points of 5 sections of equal discharge across the river cross-section. The sections of equal dischôrge

were determined by gauging the river prlor to sampling.

Samples were collected at eitber 15, l0 or 5 minute intenvals following a pre-deterrllr^ned schedule based on

estimates of when dye would be present at each site.

SampleswereanalysedfordyeconcentrationusrlngaTurnermodelll'Ifluonometerondiscretesamplemode'
and for B0DU using standard incubatìon at 20oc,

Dye concentration vefsus time profiles at each river site were used to estimate veìocity, U, and dispersion

coefficient, D. Values were se'lected which gave the best fit between the observed profile at each site and

the profile predicted fnom the profìle observed at the site next upstream using equatt'on (3) (with k set to

zero for the dye).

BgD removal rate coefficients, k, were estimated initislly for each river reach from

(4)

where x' x¡+1 = location of outfall and next downstrean sampling tt,.,_?i, t¡1t =.average.rîver BOD just

upstreañr of-outfaìl and at downstream sampling site, Mj = average mass florv rate at the outfall' and

Q = river flow rate.

These values of U, D and k weìe then used in equation (3) to predict BOD versus time profiles at eqch

sampling site. Vaìues of D and k wene varied to investigate the sensitivity of predicted BOD profiìes.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2 shows BOD observed concentrations at each rìver sampling site and estimated* increments below each
discharge' It is clear that a substantÌaì increase in river BOD concentration occurs as a resuìt of the
discharges and that the înflow rates and river concentration are highly variable.

Table 2 surmarises the velocity estimated from the time of travel of the dye peak. The estimates of velocity
between sîtes A and B assuming the dye was discharged at 0715 was much lower (0.3C m,/s) than between sites
further downstream (0,50 n/s). This may in part be due to the fact dye was placed.into the sewage flow
and took an appreciabìe tîme to reach the river and mix transverseìy. By assuming a delay of 30 m¡.nutes
this discrepancy is greatly reduced and so in the ensuing anaìysis a delay of 30 minutes was assumed to
operate at each of the outfalls,

TABLE 2 Derived velocity, dispersion and BOD renoval rates

Mean Velocîty
U

nls

Dr'spersi on

D
2

m /s

BOD Renoval

k

day

A-B

B-C

C-D

D-E

0.48+

0.49

0 .50

0.51

50'

34

25

57 .5

3.6
.l0.5

4.1

+ taking discharge time as 0745 i.e. 30 minute delay to allow for transverse mixing

Figure 3 compares observed and predicted dye profiles. A satisfactory match was obtained near the peak
of each profile but there were consistent dìscrepancies in the rising and falling limbs of dye profiles.
This mismatch has also been noted in the llar'kato River (Rutherford e.t a,{-.1ggOI and the Hokio Stream
(Manawatu Catchment Board, unpub.),

Figures 4 and 5 compare observed and predicted river BOD concentrations made using values of k and D

selected from the range of anticipated values and the U vaiues given in Table 2. The value of k greaily
influences the BOD concentnations, The value of D has only a fair'ly snall ìnfluence. This is surprising
in view of the finding mentioned earlier that r,eliable k estimates could not be obtar'ned when longitudrlnaì
dìspersion was neglected. A possible exp'lanation is that in the eanly study the BoD data t{ere not
sufficìent1y detailed and/or the time of travel data were not accurate.

Having derived values of U and k, a steady state vensìon of equation (ll tin which longitudlnal dispersion
was neglected and daìly average BOD inflow rates used) was employed to calculate the maximum BoD inflow
rate from each outfall such that the BOD receiving v¡ater standard adopted for the control s.ite wouìd not be
breached. A reconrnendation was then made to the Manawatu Regionaì l¿later Board that they adopt these values
as maximum permÍssible effluent standards (currie and Rutherford lsg2).

* increment taken as observed BOD massflow divided by river flow.

v Y V Y
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l,lAIKATO RIVER DISSOLVED OXYGEN

REVI ELl

Details of thjs study are given elsewhere (Rutherford 1977; Strachan 1979) and in this paper the main

conclusions are simply listed lnsofar as they relate to the ìmportance of longitudìnal dispersion.

D0 was found to be controlled to a very ìarge extent by the metabolism of aquatic pìants, notably phyto-

plankton, During summer low flows effluent discharged to the river resulted in BOD concentrations whìch

seldom exceed.¿ ã g/m3 and which conbined to produce a D0 sag averaging | - 2 g/n3. Dìurnal variations

in effluent loading caused some local variation in river BOD near outfalls but had very little effect on the

overa'll D0 sag. Consequently longìtudinal dispersîon was of companatively mînor sîgnlficance when nodelìing

00, and could be neglected.

ltlAlKATO RIVER POLLUTANT FLUSHING

INTRODUCTION

In the mid 1970's consultants to the Auckland Regional Authorityrvere faced with designing off-river storage

for the proposed drinking water abstraction works at Mercer. They wanted estimates of the time taken by a

polìutant injected as a slug (e.g., foìlowing an accident) to travel fron various points of injection to
proposed drinking water abstractlon sites and the ìength of time for which concentrations at the abstraction

site would exceed a specìfied limit.

The one-dimensional Fickian model, equation (l), was considered adequate for making such estimates but

reliable data on velocity and dispersion coefficient were needed.

METHODS

At this time several members of the l.lal'kato River Technîcal Comittee expressed a desire to obtain data on

time of travel and mixing rates and so a joînt exercise was planned invoiving about fifty people from

several agencies.

p¡ior to the test beîng conducted, estimates of the ìongitudinal dispersion coefficient were made from data

published in the literature and from velocìty measurements made in the test reach. The range af values

obtained for D was sQ - 350 m2ls.

Figure 7a-b show the simulated dye concentration profiìes at each of slx proposed sampling sites in the test
reach for these two D values. lt can be seen that the value of D greatly influences the peak concentration,

the time the dye concentration first reaches a specifr'ed limit (-say S mglm3), and the time for which dye

concentration exceeds that limit.

36 kg of dye (Lissamine Red 4BI was released from the Fairfield Bt"tdge, Hamilton, in I'larch 1975 and trqcked

over a reach extending some 25 kn downstream (see Fig. 6). Cross-sectlon average dye concentration versus

time profì1es were obtaîned at six sites and were analysed, as described above for the Manawatu dye data, to
derive estirnates of velocity, U, and dispersion coefficient, D.

RESULTS

Figure 7c shows the observed dye concentrations. Higher peak concentrations were observed than had been

predjcted : implying that the rate of longitudinaì dispersion was lower than had been anticipated.
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Figure I compares observed dye profiles with the best fit predìctions. A reasonable fit was obtained for
concentrations near the peak, but there was a persistent mismatch between observed and predicted

concentrrtions in thc risìng and falling limbs. Tests indicated that thìs was not an artifact of the

"frozen cloud" approximation, but reflected the inabilÍty of the Fickian dîsper"sion model to predict the

behaviour of tracer slugs at low concentrations.

In order to derive the design data required by the consultants, a h¡rbrid approach was developed. Since it
gave a satisfactory fit of high concentrations, the Fickian dispersion model ì¿,/as used to predict the size
and timìng of peak and half-peak concentrations. Then an empirical simìlarity form obtained from the dye

test data as suggested by Day and Wood (1976) was used to reconstruct the entìre profile. Details are
given in Rutherford Qf. a.î- (19801.

CONCLUSI ON

For the problems of modelling the flushing of slug loads of pollutant along a river channel, accurate

simulation of longitudinal dlspersìon is important. The existing Fickian model can be used to make reasonabie

estimates of pollutant concentrations near the peak of profiles provided reliable estimates of U and D are

available.

The Fickian model is not very accurate for low concentrations in the leedlng qnd trar'lr:ng'lirnbs of profìles.
However, improved models for ìongltudînal dispersion are being developed (see Valentine íbLd) which

may enable reliable predictions to be made of concentratîon ln the rising and fallînglimbsoftracerprofiles.

¡IATPA RIVER MILK SPILLS

I NTRODUCTI ON

0n 2 lvlarch 1979 industrial action conmenced at six factories of the NZ Cooperatìve Daìry Company (tlZCOCl

sjtuated in the Waikato and Hauraki Plaìns dr'strict. Overafive day period some 2 millîon litres of milk
was discharged into the Mangapiko Stream from the NZCDC factory at Te Awamutu whence it f'lor¡reC into the

}Jaipa River (see Fig. 9). High BOD concentrations and seve!.e deoxygenation resulted, and there rlras a fish
kill. The opportunity was taken to study the ¡esponse of the river to the shock pollutant loadings.

METHODS

Three longitudìnal surveys of the Waipa Rtver were r¡ade from boats.

Run I 1947 - 2355 on 7.3.79

Run 2 0620 - 1026 on 8.3.79

Run 3 1730 - 2135 on 8.3.79

Measurement of river D0 were made,ùr aifl using YSI meters and sarDples were taken for subsequent laboratory
analysis of B0D5.

A mathematlìcal model for BOD and D0 was developed. The modei was based on one-dimensionai transport
equations like equation [1) to ¡¡hich were added sou¡ce/sink teryns to account fon BOD exertion, physical

reaeration and tributary infiows. BoD exertion v',as assumed to stop when D0 dropped to zero [Gundelach and

Castillo 1976) and a semi-empirical equatlon was used to estlnate the reaenation ì"ate (O'Connor and

Dobbins l95B).

A novel numerical method was developed to solve ttre model equations [McBride in prep.), which has proved

to be very accurate for predicting the movement of steep concentration fronts along non-uniform river
channels under steady flow.

V
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Further details of methods are given by McBride and Rutherford (1982).

RESULTS

Mean velocity was estimated from the times of passage of peaks and troughts of BOD and D0. Veìocìty decreased

as the river approached Ngaruawahla and couìd be described fairìy well by

.0005x+0.lfor0<x<20
u=

.0105x-0.1for20<x<60

where x = km above Nganuawahia ând U = velocity în m.s-],

Two patches of anoxic water containing high BOD concentrations were found in the river. Each v¡as about

20 km long and were separated by about l0 km of water containing low BOD and fairly high D0 concentrations
(see Fig. l0). This reflected the known intermittent nature of the mÍl1,. discharge.

Figure 11 compares BOD and D0 ohserved during Run 3 with predictions made, usìng Run 2 data as the initial
condition, for various values of ìongìtudìnal dispersion coefficient and BOD decay rate.

Values of D ìn the range 0-20 n2.s-l would be expected in the Waipa River. Model results show that
increasing the value of D attenuates the peaks in BOD concentration near km ì6, km 24 and km 30. One

mìght also have expected rìncreasing D to decrease the sìope of the BOD front near km 4. It does so only
slìghtly for two reasons, Firstìy, the veìocity decreases narkedly as you approach Ngaruawahia and this
acts to "piìe up" polìutant and sharpen concentration gradients.

Secondly, the absence of data near the downstrearn end of Run 2 and Run 3 prevents an accurate assessment

of the concentration gradient and the boundary condition imposed by the numerical scheme may be partially
responsibìe for this behavlour.

Increasìng the value of D attenuates peaks in D0 co.centration near km l0 and km 27. One might have

expected that increasîng D wouìd have decreased the sìope of the D0 front between km 30 and km 40, The

fact that it does so slìght1y reflects the influence of reaenation. As D0 drops the rate of reaeration
increases and counteracts the effect of longitudÌnal dispet"sion. The upstream boundary conditton may also

have lessened the effect of increasing D close to km 40.

Generally these results accord with ou¡ expectation that increasing the rate df longitudinaì dispersion

"smears" BOD anC D0 concentration peaks.

Values of k between 0.6 and 5 day-l have been observed in NZ rivers (l4cBride and Rutherford l9B2).

Simu'lations show that variations of k betr{een 0.25 and 1.0 day-l markedly influence BOD and D0 concentrations

between km 25 and km 40. ln this region there are fairìy high BOD concentrations waiting to exert their
o.xygen demand and non-zero D0 concentrations enable bacterial metaholism to proceed,

By conparison, between km 16 and km 24 there are high BOD concentrations, but D0 is zero so no exertion
can occur and the influence of varying k r's small. Between kn I and krn'14 BOD concentrations are low so

there is little to exert and the influence of k on D0 is small.

Variations of the reaeration rate a'lso influence D0 and BOD predictions markedly (McBri¿e qnd Rutherford

l9B2). Overall it can he seen that:

Dispersion had no influence where BOD or D0 concentration were uniforrn.

Dispersion noticeably sneared peqks and troughs of BOD concentration. Where BOD decay occurred,

thìs augmented the effects of dispersion.
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3 l^lhere the velocity decreased markedly, near Ngaruawahia, the tendency for dispersion to "smear" a B¡D
front was counteracted by the tendency for the decreasing velocity to cause BoD to',piìe up',.

t 4 Dispersion also smeared peaks and troughs of 00, and through its influence on BOD, affected D0 uptake
rates. However, reaeration counteracted the effects of dispersion and generally d.ispersion influenced
D0 less than it influenced BOD.

i 5 BOD decay rate influenced BOD and D0 markedly in negions where D0 exceeded zero. gverall, predicted
BOD and D0 profiies were more sensitive to variations of decay rate over the range of anticipated
..^ì..^^ ¡L--values than to variations of dispersion coeffic.ient.

CONCLUS I ONS

ì Dispersion strongly influences the concentfation of conservatìve pollutants origìnat.ing from
jnstantaneous point injectîons. (Dye test resuits.)

2 ln a channel where area increases with distance downstream, dispersion is counteracted by decreasing
veìocity. (t,la'ipa modell ing studies.l

3 Dìspersion also influences the concentì"ation 0f non-conservative pollutants (e.g., BgD) originating
from rapidìy varying sources, although decay exerts a strong tlfluence whÌch augments and may dominate
the effect of dispersion. (Wai.pa modeìling studies.)

4 Dispersìon has only a minor influence on the concentration of non-conservative pollutants v¿hose rate
of injection varies sìowly, while advection and decay exert a strong tnf'luence. (Manawatu study.)

5 Dispersion influences D0 concentrations below rapidly varying sources of BoD, but generalìy decay
and reaeration exert a stronger influence. (Kaipa modelling studies.)

6 Dispersion is neglible when predicting D0 concentration in a niver where BoD exert.ion is of mìnor
significance compared with aquatlc plant rnetabotism. (l.laikato D0 study.I
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DISCUSSION

P N McFarlane As you measured dye concentrations and BOD concentratìons sinultaneously, did you obse¡ye
any BOD inhibition effects due to the presence of dye?

Gilliland Rhodamine l¡JT was chosen for its documented 1ow toxicity in the aquat'ic environment. I believe
inhibitìon of BOD to be unìikely at the levels observed at the river s'ites during the study.

P Tortell Gìven the low dispersion characteristics of the klaipa River, had the mitk (ischarge been in one

slug rather than in three parts, would the impacts have been the same regarding BOD, DO levels and impact
on river organisms?

Rutherford Had all the milk been discharged over say B hours, I expect we would hqve seen BOD concentrat.ions
about three times higher than observed but of course D0 could not have been depleted furthef than the anoxia
which was observed. Hence organisms would have been exposed to anoxic conditions for about a thind of the
time, i.e., about B-12 hours, which may still have been ìong enough to Ìnflict severe damage.

lvl E U Tayìor Would dîscharging alì the milk in one sìug have caused problems further downstream?

Rutherford Possibly, a'lthough the tlaipa River fjows into the Haikato River at Ngaruawahia r¿he¡e considerable
diìution takes place. If, however, the Waìpa slug and the sìug from the Te Rapa Dairy Fqctory (on the
Waikato) had coincided, then the hlaikato River could well have been stressed rnore severely than ¡¡as observed.

J D Boyle At what stage does a Fickian dispersion model cease to be appropriate in a pool and riffle system
like the Manawatu? Would a stirred tank/plug fior,r¡model be more appropriate? It may be able to explain some

of the l ong tai'l s .

Rutherford This is somethtng I would like to look at but have not yet done. There is a recent publication
on this subject and it has some attfactions.
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LONGITUDTNAL DISPERSION AND THE EFFECTS OF DEAD ZONES

E M Valøntìn¿, Centlu.L La.bona'finLu, WÌ0, Lowelt t{u-tf

ABSTRACT

A model of the longitudinal dîspersion process which includes the effects of dead zone trapping is outlined.

A set of fie'ld experiments which demonstrate these effects rìs described and conc'lusions drawn about the

nature of the process in rivers.

INTRODUCTION

It has been well demonstrated that fon steady flow in p'ipetines the one-dimensional Fickian-type.diffusion

equat'ion derived by Taylor (192ì) is valid. That ìs, Ìn describing the dìstribution of a solute in terms

of the moments of the concentratìon distribution, a finite quantity ôf solute tends to becorne normalìy

distributed with a variance growing at a rate Proportìonal to time"

Thus a Fickian process is characterised by a constant diffusion coefficient, K, that is independent of the

concentration and the time.

Thisequation,oftheformJ=-K * tl)

(where J is the one-dimensional flux across a reference plan penpendicular to x, per unit time, per unit

area of a diffusing substance with concentration c) has been applied to natural rivefs and in some cases

the observations suggest that the theory ris not applicable [Notdin and Sahol 1974).

The inportance of the non-unr'form velocity distribution on the dispersion of a pollutant in .natur"al rivers
has long been recognised. More recently, t'nterest has been focused on additional mechanisms in an effort
toexplainwhytheone-dimensionalsolutìondoesnotappeartoapplytorivens[Valentineandhloodl9TT'
]979 a, b; Valentine l97B).

The dead zone mechanism

It seems probable that, apart fron the non-unifofmity of flow cross-section and velocity distribution
dealt with by Fischer [1966), the most ìmportant mechanisn which is present in rivers and not in pipes

is the trapping and release of parcels of fluid by peripheral dead zones. Until a few years ago thìs

mechanism received scant attention,

The boundary roughness of a stream consists of elements r¿{hich cause the production of trqpped, cifculating

eddies. It has been demonstrated in numericql qnd experimental studies that this dead zone trapping of an

instantaneousìy injected, neutfally buoyant matelial, greatìy incfeased the dispersion coefficient and

delayed the period where the variance increases linearl.v with tirxe Li.e,, where equation (l) appliesl.

Dispersion equation

The Eu'lerian dispersion equatrìon for tur.bulent flow can be written for thnee dimensions.

f -r*= ..#*¡i(., #r. þ(,,#) e)

where c(x,y,z) = concentration of a dispersant at a point'
t = dispersion time,
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x,!,2, = distance coordinates ìn longitudinal, vertical and ìateral directions,

and er,.y,.z, = local eddy dìffusivities in x, y and z directiùns.

Equation (2) describes dispersion jn the flow zone. An equation which descrjbes concentration in the

idealised dead zones shown in Fig. f is

+ = {* (c_w)

where w = concentration of dispersant in eddy traps'
K = eddy entrainment coefficient, evaluated from experiment,

U = cross-sectìonal (maìnflow) average of veìocity,
and d = depth of dead zone.

That is, the mass transfer across the main flow/dead zone interface is assumed to be proportìonal to the

concentration difference across it, and to the mean Velocity in the flow zone.

These two simultaneous partial differentiaj equations may be solved numerically for up to three-dìmensions

by conside¡ing the moments of the concentration distribution. This is useful, as it is in this way that

experimentaì results can also be expressed. However, the numerìcal results must be expressed in the spatial

domain (i.e., as a function of distance x) and experinrental results are generally expressed ìn the

temporal domaìn (as a function of time t).

EXPERI MEIITS

The experiments which are described wepe desìgned to test the modej for a case trhere trapping v{as

important, but without the usual complicatìons of sinuosity. A 4000 rn reach of a h,ater race on the

Canterbury Plains vras used. This channel is straiqht, has a generally unìform slope, a rectanguìar

cross-sectìon, and constant flow. The cross-section is small, thet"efore a great dimensionless distance is

represented. The bed materìals consÌst of the armouring fraction of the underlying alìuvial deposits and

the side boundaries of weed-covered soil.

The experiments basically consrlsted of introducing a slug of sâlt tfqcer to create a sudden plane source,

and monitoring the conductivity levels produced in the flow at chosen sites along the channeì.

Tr,ro series of tests r,¡ere performed; the first set where the channel was in an overgrown state (the rrough'

series), and the second set following the cleaning of the weed covered channel sides (the 'cleared' series).

That ìs, one set had a nelatìvely high dead zone volume and the other a very much reduced trapping potential.

In modelìing the flow cross-section an evaluatìon of the flow section Variables nust be made. This is

straightforward with the flow zone and idealised dead zones but more difficult for the irreqular dead zones

of a natural stream, However, measunement of the depths and afeas of the dead zones ìn a nepresentative

sampìe of the boundary roughness has perrnitted a reasonable approxiTìation of dead zone volume.

RESU LTS

The comparìson of numerical and experimental results is Accomplished by an approximation caìled the 'frozen
cjoud'which allows hoth sets of results to be expressed in the tempofa'ì domain. The approximation does not

create too many difficultìes in comparing the effects of the differ"ent dead zone volumes upon the dispersìon

process. The iinportðnt statistical parAmeters which clescribe the concentration distribution are now

presented.

(3)
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Displacement and veloci ty

Figure 2 shows graphs of dispìacement of the tracer cloud nean from the injection point as a function of
time for the 'rough' and 'cleared' conditjons. Both sets of experìmental data indîcate that the mean

veìocity of the cìoud, U., reduces from an initial maximum to a constant minimum velocìty as predicted by

the model. Despite the scatter, due primarily to small discharge differences between occasions when tests
were performed, it is apparent that for the greater roughness there is a slower fìnal velocìty,

Vari ance

Graphs of temporaì variance, versus the mean trdvel time ar,e shown in Fig. 3.

There is a remarkable difference in the growth of variance between the respective roughness conditions,
i.e., the greater the dead zone volume the larger the gror,rth of varìance. It would be impossible to account
for this difference merely by considerlng a change of velocity profile. The curves show an initìa1 period
when the rate of growth of variance increases with tir¡e followed by a region where the gror+th of variance
is l'inear. In these cases it took 1500 m (rough) and 600 m [cleared) to reach the Tayìor period. ln view
of the difficulty of estimating dead zones, the agreement betvleen experiment and theory must be considered
s ati s fac tory .

Decay of peak concentration

As the peak of the concentration di.stributîon is subject to relatìvely large enrons due to sltghtly
differing flow rates, these have been removed by adjusting the data to constant values of the zeroth
moment (ì.e. , /-cdt).

For the Tayìor type of solution to apply, the peak concentration must decay as a function of t-å wtrìctr
appears to be true in Fig. 4, for large dispersion tìmes. Taken rr'th the form of the dispìacement and

variance data these data are consistent with the eventual Fìckian description of the longitudinal dìspersion
process.

S kew

This'is a sensitrìve parameter. It is a'lso dìrectly affected by the assessment of the 'tail, of the
concentration djstribution. tven if the spatial distribution were Gaussian, the temporal distrîbution
would exhibit positive skew due to the continutng dispersion process as ìt passes the prohe, Thus, ìf
the process becomes Fickian, the skew coefficient obtained can be expected to hecome asymptotic to some

positive value. This appears to be satisfied, as shown in Fig.5.

The decay of skew in these data becomes veny sìow'. Also, where the dead zone voiume is greater, the
va1ues of skew at early dispersion tirnes at^e much larger.

CONCLUS I ONS

The dispersion process with dead zones can eventually be descfibed as behaving in agreement wlìth the
Tayìor hypothesîs.

There is a delay, due to the trapping mechanism, in the arrival at this period.

There is an enhanced growth of varîance. That is, for a given flou, the dispersion coeffic'i'ent is
greatiy increased.

The mass transport veìocity of the po'llutant is reduced below the nean fìou velocity,

It appears that river channels have generqlly been too shor"t to reach the diffusive (Taylorl perìod and

Lot'

v v v v v
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to indicate a reducing skew coefficient. If the major dispersive mechanisms are accounted for, then

a constant riisoprsjon coefficient is appìicable onì-v after consicierable distances. Indeed, as the

finaì 'equilibrium period' is rarely established, the initial period where the rate of growth of
variance is increasing with time must be regarded as the most Ímportant in some rivers.
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DI SCUSS I ON

A J Subherland Could you please elaborate on the meaning of the key associated with Fig. 3 of the written
paper and ìn partÌcular the correspondence between'A = rough' and 'B = rough, no dead zones'?

Valentine 'A' represents the numerjcal solution for both the 'flow zone'and'dead zones' included from

field measurement. 'B' represents the numerical solution which considered only the 'flow zone' as above

but ignored the dead zone mechanism. This was done to demonstrate that the flow profiìes alone could not
produce the sort of dispersion which was actually measured in the field,

McBride In Equation 3, how was K calibrated? How sensitìve is the model to changes in K and d?

Valentine K was computed from experimental work in a 'dead zone' in the bed of a laboratory flume.

If the equation describìng ìnstantaneous dead zone concentrations

dw_KU¡^ \
d-T = ã-- tc - wJ

ìs empìoyeC, and material tracer is injected into the dead zone cavity and allowed to'bleed off'
downstream, the concentration in the nrain flow, ç, = 6. Therefore for thjs case

dw Kll..
¿¡ = -¿- t'wJ '

By monitoring the rate of decay of w in the cavìty, know'ing d and U, K can be evaluated.

The model appears to he relatively ìnsensitive to values of K and this did not vary significantly for
differences in channel dead zone geometry. However, the rate of growth of variance is sensitive to d

and the area of dead zones which together describe dead zone volune.

A_a_QqrcË (l) Referning to Fig. 4, whlìe I accept that the sìope of the curve might eyentually reach

the Taylor period with a i:2 siope ilt would appeav" thal this l"es barely happened within the experinental

reach, espec.iaìly for the rough channel. This retnforces the conclusion that thjs period is unlìkely to

to be reached in many practicai cqses.
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(2) The conrnent that the curve nevet becomes Gaussian in a timewtse sense while becoming Gaussian

spacewise is not absoluteìy conrect as thrls relies on the assumption of the Taylor solution. There is an

alternative asymptotìc soìution, attrr'butahle to Hayaml', ¡¡hich becomes Gaussian in time but not i'n space.

Both the Taylor and Hayamî solutr'ons converge at large times.
(3) The mean velocìty as measured by the asymptotic behaViour of a dye cloud is the true mean taking dead

zone volume into account.

Valentine (l) I agree that one of the most t'mportant conclusions from this paper nust be that the Taylor
period of the dispersion process wr'll not be reached in many practr'cal cases, especially where dead zones

are present. Specifically, houever, the data in Fì9. 4 r's the most sensÍtìve parameter when comparing

different experiment runs on different days. These data suffer from tracer losses and the data presented

were collated at levels of only a few times the ambient conductivr'ty. It. is therefore necessary to view
these data aìong with the other parameters.

(2) I am not yet familiar wìth the Hayaml solution. However, t agree that both spatial and tenporal
distribution wiil tend towards the Gaussian at ìarge time. Theoretîcally fot the Taylor. solutr'on the

spatial distribution v¡ill achieve this. However, in a physical situation the tendency for the temporal

distribution to become Gaussian must be very slow or indeed asynptotic to sone negative value of skertr,

(3) The asymptotic values of U and U..lord will be equal for the usual definitions. However, the definition
of the dead zone geometry as empìoyed ìn the model in fact removes this from the'flow zone'. In order to
provide input data for the model, fìow-zone veloctty measurements ¡¡ere taken to arrive at a velocity
characterisation and a value of U (in the manner which this would norrnally be done). This means that U

represents the mean average tnansport veloctìty in the flow zone only for standard methods of gauging.

J C Rutherford Can you solve the 1-D dispersion equation with dead+zones directly without recourse to
noments? Can you take the moment solutions and get concentration versus time or concentration versus

distance profiles.?
Valentine I am not aware of a l-D solution wìth dead zones other than that developed by Hays (1966) and

based on frequency analysîs.

It would appear to be ìmpossibìe to take noment so'lutions and get back to C-t or C-x cuìves. However, by

using overall dispersion coefficients predlcted by moment solutions it should be possible to calculate

,,, approximate values of peak concentratr'on on durations above certain concentration levels.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

Hays, J.R. 1966: "Mass transpo¡t mechqnisms in open chênnel flord'. PhD thesisr Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, l38 p.
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kLvut and E^tuahq MirÛq \lonlz'shop

HanLUon Sciønce Cønttt¿ Novenben 17-1 8, ig80

DISPERSION OF A CONTINUOUS POLLUTANT

SOURCE IN NON-UNIFORI4 FLOIiJ

A J Mc\'tu,L'tq, UwLveati.tq o[ Caúenburl4, Chni-alchunclt

ABSTRACT

A new approach to diffuslìon of a çontinuous pollutant source in two-dìmensional flow has enabled non-uniform

flow cond.itions to be examined. A model has been developed to calculate Vertical concentration vafiations

in a natural river flo!,r sltuation. The model .indicates for the extreme case an incnease of 25% in the

mixing length. The method used is described and some results gÍven.

I NTRODUCTION

In order to assess the potentl'al impact of the release of a pollutant in a river, it is necessary to determine

the pollutant concentration downstream of the release point. Previous studies have found the concentration

distr.ibution for the release of a slug in varying velocity distributions and a continuous point release in a

uniform velocity with a uniform diffusivity. The case of a contînuous release in the more realistic ìogar=

ithmìc veìocity and parabolic diffusivity distributions has not yet been approached.

In this investìgatìon, an algorithm has been developed in two-dimensional turhulent sheEr flow [velocity

varying with depth) to obtain the compìete downstream concentration dìstribution. This has enabled the

prevìous assumptions: that there are negligible longitudlnal concentration gradients, that the veìocity

does not vary with depth and that the diffusivity does not vary with depth, to be exarnined.

OUTLINE OF PROBLEM

The governing equat.ion in the diffusion equation (or conti:nuity of concentrarion equatlon) for a two-

dimensional flow Ìs (see appendix for notation)

àt " ax "* arZ âJ

(1)

ïhe concentration d.istflibution is therefore dependent on the velocity and the diffusivity at any Point.

In this case it is assumed that there is a local homogenetty of diffusion coefficients, That is' the

longìtudinal dìffusivity is equal to the vertical dìffusivity at any point. Figure I shows the boundary

conditions for the probìem. Sr'nce thls is two-dimensional, water wil'l flow in the x-dinection only. The

important boundary conditions are: the input conditìons at x' = 0, that there ìs an equìlibrium

concentration a ìong way downstnean, and that there îs no loss of concentration acì^oss the upper and lower

flow boundaries.

hlhereas previous work has

and in particular væ have

diffusìvity profile.

been done with a uniform veloci'uy this investigqtion involves a non-uniform velocity

chosen a ìogarithmic profÍle. This is shown in Fig. 2, along with the corresPonding

The d.iffusivity prof.ile is deri'ved directly from the veloci:ty distrÍbution as is stqndqrd practlce. For means

of comparison, the method was also used with a uniform velocity distribution and a standand so'lution uas

obtained following Carslavr and Jaeger (.l959).
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FIGURE 1. Section down channel
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METHOD OF SOLUTION I,JITHOUT THE RESTRICTIVE ASSUMPTIONS

For the sudden release of a slug of polìutant Aris (ì956) multiplied the diffusion equation by xP and

integrated from x = 0 to infinity and thus obtained a set of equatìons from which the moments of the

solution (j.e., fcxP dx) could be obtained for all values of p. It -ìs apparent that with the probìem set

up in its present forrn this method will lead to inFinÌte moments. However, if a new variable cO* is defìned

by

cd*=c/ -l'ce

then the dìffusìon equation remains unchanged but the boundary conditions must be modified' Now we have new

.input condìtions and cd* = O a long way downstream from the source. This enab.ìes finite moments to be

obtaìned for this ,,concentratÌon deficit". Indeed, if we define the noment of the concentration deficit

distribution as

- tD t

.dp = /ocd* x' dx

then we can generate an ondinary differential equation for any cdp r,{hich requires either initial conditions

or'lower order moments. These equations can therefore be solved irumerically for all the moments required.

The method of solution is numerical integratlon, a standard solution technique which gives good results. It
remajns to obtain from these moments and the boundary conditions a plot of cd* versus distance downstream

at any height in the flow. Thr's will be discussed in terms of the far field and the nean field.

lHE FAR FITLD SOLUTION

Far from the source of the poìlutant the longitudìna1 concentration gradients are Very small. The exclusion

of this term enables a solution of the forn

c¿* = F(x').c(y') t4)

to be obtained by the method of separation of variables. Then for yr = constant, that ìs' choosing any

height in the flow, we expect an exponential form of solution fol c¿*. To solve fon the coefficients of

the exponent.ial series we can take moments of the series. At large distances from the source' the

domìnating term will be the fi'rst term of the exponential series. This will be of the form

(2)

(3)

-cnx
co* - Ao(v') e

Then from the moments we can solve for both coefficients AO(V') and ao'

TI-IE NEAR FIELD

co* = A¡(v') .-oott+ A.r (y'i.-ot*'+ Azfu'¡ "-ozt' 
* ..'

(5)

An attempt has been made to detennine the near field concentration profile using ihe computed moments

and assuming that the solution form is that of the far f.ield case when ìongitudinal concentrqtion gradtlents

are negìected, given bY

The coefficients ai are assumed to be the sarne as for the uniform Velocity - unìform diffusivity case. That

is, c; = cnj, where c Îs a constant (as determined fot the far field solutìon) and n.i is of the form

n, = ii * ljz, i = 0, l, .... Again, moments of the exponentìaì series can be obtained and in addition to

these equations, the value of c¿* ät x' = 0 is known' thus

c¿'{ = A0*A.l *AZ
lx'=o

(6)

(7)
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Awav from the source (at x'= 0l all derivatives with respect to xraÌ"e zero yieìdin9 further equations ìn the
coefficients only.

It remains then, to deterrnine some criteria as to how many monent equations and how many derivative
equations to combine wìth eqn [7). 0nce this is decîded, a matrix can he generated and solved for the
approprìate number of coeffîcients,

Problems with numerical stability prevents the use of a,ll the noments, so the number of moments used varied
from two to five and oonversely the derivatives were vanied from eight to zeno" The actual number of
moments and derivatives used at any por'nt depends on the distance from the source.

RESULTS

In order to assure the vaìîdity of obtaining a con]plete concentration distribution by the nethods of
moments' the standard series solution was compared with that obtained from the',method of moments,, ustng
uniform velocity-diffusivity distributions. ln both cases the basr'c diffusion equation (l) was used, wìth
assumptions of uniform velocity, constant diffusivity and negìigible ìongitudfnal concentration grqdients.
Figure 3(a) and (b) are respective'ly the sert'es solutÌon and the moment solution obtained for a source at
0'998 to 1.00' Figure 4(a) and [b) are similar plots for a source at 0.499 to 0.50ì. ldentica] solutions
are obtained remote from the source (say 5 depths downstream fnom the point of release). Cioser to the
source the agreement is reasonable and certainly suffici'entìy accufate for engineerrìng purposes. From
this we can conclude that.in engineering applicatîons, the first term of our exponential sertes, eqn (4),
wiil describe the distrjbutlon adequateìy. This term is relatÍvely simple to ohtain.

The methods of moments was then used for the case of the mone correct ìogarithmtc veìocity and panabolic
diffusivi'ty distributions. The maximum vartatton hetween this case and the uniform case occuns wfren the
source is at the bottom of the channel. This is shown in Fig. 5, with the dasheci lines representtng
the distribution for the uniform velocìty profiles. It ìs noticed that for this sour.ce locatìon, the ìow
veìocitv and dìffusivity at the channel bed Ís significanily retarding the dispersion and ¿iv¡y from the
source there is up to 25% ìncrease in the mixing length with the logarithrnic velocity.

The inclusion of trapplng mechanÌ'sms in the fìow has a different effect in the continuous reìease case
than the previous instantaneous slug releases. l,Iith the slug releases these mechanisms released trapped
material back into the main flow after the pollutant cloud has moved dor{nstream, brhereas in the steady case,
the trapping regt'ons act as storage elements wîth no net transfer to or from the maiì flow" Thus,
effectively, the trapping regions wtll reduce the amount of polìutant in the maîn flow, enabling equilibrium
to be reached at a smailer distance from the source.

Experiments are presently being performed to verify the calculations made for the reaiistic.logarithnic
veìocity distribution. Some prelimìnqry resuìts from these experîments are shom in Fig. 6. It can be
seen quite clearly from these plots that the numerical solution, the solid line, is incorrect close to x,= 0.
Ïhe method is being extended to give a better approxìmation in tt'.e near field, which is of considerabìe
ìmportance in atmospheric diffusion calculations.

RE FE REN CES

Aris, R. 1956: 0n the dispersion of a solute in a fluÌd flowing through A tuhe. proc. Roya.l Soc. of London,
Yo1. 235A, 67-77

carslaw, M.S.; Jaeger, J.C, 1959: "Conduction of heat in solids". oxford Universt'ty press, London.
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FtrGURE 5. Moment solutions for source at bed : uniform and

non-unjform velocity and diffus.ivì ty
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APPENDIX - notation

no(r')' R'(v')"' 
= :ï::l;l:iï,'':,:ffli:::'ï'1.ìi:li,:'l':l::,ron of x, y and t

.dp = pth moment of the concentration deficît

.d* = dimensionless concentration deficit ! - 1

ce = fully mixed concentratr'on e

:' = ::ff:,;i:i':ï::::l 
a'ü x=0

F(x') = general function of x'
G(y') = general function of yt

ni = (i+l)Ztorî=0,1,...
moment number, P = 0, 1, 2 ...

t = dispersion time

u = flow velocity
U = mean flow veloctty

:" : ìÏ;;,::llliL*,..*ent rrom the source

x, = dimensionless dtstance, [x/yn)
vertical displacement above bed

y' = dimensionless depth, (y/yn)

Yn = mean water dePth

d0' dl' ttz ... = exponent coeffictents for the series solution
e, ex, Êy ... = turbulent diffusivities; homogeneous, longitudtnal and vertical values

respecti vely
(ü/'*) 2

DISCUSSION

J C Rutherford In Fig. 5, U and D values do not appear explicitly. llere similar yq'lues of U and D used

in the uniform and non-uniform cases?

I'lcNulty Velocity is defìned non-dimensionally in the model as u = Ux(yI. U is exactly the same for both

the uniform flow solution and the non-uniform (logarithmic) flow solution. For uniform flowxk) = I for all
y, and clearìy in the non-uniform case, by the definition of U, f[xfu) aV = f.

Thediffusivity is similar, thatis E, = Ey= r = D,l(y) where D= ufVnlu.,uldvfu) = (r-v)llleÙ r{hich

depends entirely on the choice of velocrìty.profile. Again the integral fjUfu) av = I for both velocity
di stri buti ons

M J O'sullivan Do your results apply to large dead zones, e.9,, back+taters in rivers?
McNulty These results may be applied to'large irregular trapprlng elements wfrÌth are random in their
location and number. In this case it would be a matter of examining each "dead zone" to determine the

volume of water it contained and hence ttie effective volume of "smeared" eddy required to allow for each

dead zone. It would also be necessary to estimate the effect of any such zone on the mainflow velocity.
The computer solution will then allow for a non-zero mainfloddead zone interface velocity rather than

takìng out the dead zones and havîng the velocity zero ever¡nvhere on the mainflow boundary.

E M Valentine When considering larger pockets, such as embayments or backwaters, the dead zone nodel should

stìl1 appìy if the parameters which descrlbe the dead zone volume are known. Hor¿even, for large emba¡rnents

a large non-dimensional dîstance or time would be required to reach an equilib¡ium state.
McNulty This is true for the ìnstantaneous release because polìutant wr'll be released back into the nainflow
region after the cloud has moved dormstream. l..Iith a continuous release the dead zones in fact renove

pollutant from the mainflow. This effectively increases the volume availab'le for mixing as coupared to

the same mainflow region with no dead zones. Thus the pollutant has a strortef mixing tìme.
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Rivut and EAÍtGhq MLvíng Qtonkthrtp

Haw-Lton Scienc¿ Cøntn¿ Nov¿nhu 17-18, 1q81

MODELLING ADVECTION AND LCNGTTUDINAL DISPTRSION

G ß l.4efuuLde, Wd-tø,t Ê Soil Sc,Lp"nc¿ Cznltø, ll(!fD, Hat:iLt.on

ABSTRACT

The performance of two well-knordn and two recently developed numerical schemes for modelling advection and

'longìtudinal dispersion in river and estuary channels is described. Performance has been assessed by

applying each scheme to an îdealised test probìem in steady uniform channel flor,¡ and rnaking a quaìitative

visual assessment of degree of false smearing/oscillation produced. Recommendations on scheme selectjon for

river and estuary problems are given.

INTRODUCTI ON

After a sìug of tracer i.s mixed acfoss the c!"oss-section of a channel, fof example during a dye test' the

subsequent downstream distribution of the tracer is brought about by the simultaneous Processes of advectÎon

and longitudinaì dispersìon. A mathematical model of these processes can be constructed to assess the

mìxìng characteristics of the channel, For problems in which the flow is approxirnately steady and unifonm,

analyticaì solutions to the model equation may be found. Rutherfc¡rd [l9B1) has given nomograph solutions

for this case. For unsteady or non-uniform flovts an approximate numerical solution to the model equation

must be sought using a "numerical scheme". Hot{ever, these schemes often introduce erì"ofs in the fofm of

false smearing and osci'llations near the front and tail of the tracei" patch.

After reviewing the nature of advection and longitudinal disperslon Processes, this paper comPares the

performance of two well-known numepical schemes that have been used in river qnd estuary pollution studies.

Performance has been assessed by visual conparison, using computet graphics' of scheme results for an

'idealised test problern. The perfornance of two recently-developed higher accuracy schemes is also incìuded,

and conclusions are drawn as to the criteria that shou'ld be used to seìect a scheme for a particular study.

ADVECTI'ON AND LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION PROIEsIEI

Advection refers to the process of the downstream transport of the tracer patch by the mean channel cross^

sectìon velocity U, whe¡e

u=q/R

and Q is the channel t¡ater rate Of flow And A is the channel cross-section afea"

Longitudr'nal dispersion refers to th.e sppeqding of the tracer patch along the rlver channel. It artses

because lateral and vertical variations in longitudinal velocity cause tracen to be transportecl downstream

faster in the main strean than nean the banks and bed' This "trapped" trilcer is eventualiy mîxed with the

mainstream flow by lateral and Vertical çuffents resuìting in a longitudfnal spreading of the tracer; hence

the term longitudtnal dispers.ion.

Figure ì typiFies the lateral variatìon of ìongituciinal velocìty that gives pise to ìongitudinal dispe¡sion.

0n Fig. 'l the cross-section M' is advected at the mean velocity u' The departure of the actual velocity u

from the mean is u', ì.e.

(t )

u = U i ut (2i
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FIGURE I Lateral variation of longitudinal veìocity

FIGURE 2 Example computational grid
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It is the lateral (and vertical) varìations in u' that give rise to iongitudinal dispersìon.

It has been found, as reviewed in Fìscher Ql d.L, (1g7g), that the rate at vrnich mass or ihe iracer is

dispersed through AA, is proportional to the L,trgifud,Lrza.¿ gradient of tracer concentrat'ion' The constant

of proport.ionalìty is called the longitudinal dispersion coefficient'

Typicat values of the coefficient are l0 m2.s-l fo. the Waipa River [McBrlìde and Rutherford 1982) and

50-200 m2.s-l for the ¡¡aikato River (Rutherfard at a¿. l9B0). Str^ictly this descriptìon of longitudìnal

dispersìon should not he appìied over an "advectîve zone" extending some distance downstream fnom an inflow;

the extent of this zone is a topic of current research (McQuivey and Keefen 1976; Bettaos 1980)' llowever,

in modelling studies it is usually assumed to hold over the whole channel belng modelled.

NUMERICAL SCHEMES

llhen using a numerical schene, one seeks to compute values of tracer concentration at val^ious pOints along

a channel reach at a number of times. one therefore speaks of a "comÞutational grid" being imposed on the

channel upon whìch those calculations are to be made. A sÌmpìe exatrple js shown in Fig. 2 in which vre wish

to solve for values of tracen concentration at four points behueen X, and XO at four times between tinle = 0

and time = T.

This is a uniform grid since the grid time and distance inteì"vals (¡x and ¡t) are constant' By using ttre'

scheme difference equation the unknown concentrations are solved for at the interior nodes of the grid (open

cìrcles) given known values of the concentration at t = 0 [the so-ca]led "jnitial conditions") and at

boundary nodes of the gri.d (known from so-called "boundary conditlions"). These known values are shown as

solid circles. In practice grìds contain hundreds, if not thousands, of nodes to obtain good resolution'

Computers are used to carry out the calcu'lations'

The schemes discussed in this paper are:

A The QUALI scheme developed hy the Texas Water Development Board (1971). This scheme has been widely

used for steady non-uniform rtver f1ows (Grenney e't aL' 1978)'

B The Stone and Brian (1963) scheme. This scheme has been used for unsteady flows in rivers (Keefer and

Jobson l97B) and in estuaries (Thatcher and Harleman 
.l972)'

c The QUICKEST scheme of Leonard t1979)" This is a recently developed scheme that can be aPPlled to

unsteady non-uníform fJow in rivers and estuaries.

D The LAI,IBDA scheme of McBrìde (ín ¡tzøp\. This is also a recently developed scheme. It app'ìies to

steady non-uniform river flc¡ws and has been used successfully fot the I'laipa "milk spiì1" data

(McBride and Rutherford l9BZ)'

Dìfference equations for these schenes are given in the Appendîx'

A notable feature of schernes C and D is that for some choices 0f 
^x 

ônd lit, the downstream houndary

concentratìon (the solid circles vertically above Xd on Flg. 2) need not be specifîed t'n advance' This

is especially useful if calculation of tracer concentr'ation at the di'stance is the object of the rnodellîng

exercise. To use schemes A and B for such a case one nìust extend the downstrean boundary to a point \'Jhere

.it can reasonabìy be expected that the effect of the boundaìy conditr'on on upstream concentl'ations is small.

At that point a zero concentration gradient is commonly irnposed, e,g., lexas Water Development Board (197.l)'
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SCHEME PERFOR,I,IANcE

Schemes A-D have been used for an idealised probìem: the "Top [{at Test,," This is now a colnmon test for
numerical schemes, albeit a severe one. In this test Ì{e conslder a channel of length 100 ¡x. At time zero
the concentratlon everywhere is 5 unr^ts, except between nodes l0 and 19 where it is 20 units. This is
shown as the dotted line on Fig. 3. t{e sinulate advectîon/tong.Ítudinaì dr.spersion in this channel for the
ìength of time required for the mass of tracer to advect do¡mstr€am by 36Àx, This test is carried out
using each of schemes A-D. The upstrean boundary conditions r\ taken as 5 unr.ts at node 0 for all ttme,
and at the downstream boundary [when required) a zero concentnation gradient is assumed at node ]00.

Processes of advectîon and longitudi'nal dîspersrìon modelled on a partr'cuìan grld are very conyenlenqy
categorised by the following dinenslonless numbers

Courant numher, a = UÁ,t/Ax

Dispersr'.on number, o = Dtt/tx?

where D is the longitudinal dispension coefficient. By using schemes A_D for vartous conbinatlons of q
and o, we can quickìy build up an understandtng of scheme accuracy.

The most severe test for these schemes is that of pure advection where D=Q, i,e., o = 0. In Fig. 3 we show
the schemes' predictions for pure advection, ¡¡"ith a chosen as untty (sr^nce the LAMBDA scheme is only
defined for that value). Sone irmediate conclusions can be drawn.

+ The QUICKEST and LAMBDA schemes (schemes c and D) both reprcduce the exact solution to the problem forthis courant number (c = l), i.e., the tophat is simpìy transported downstrean by a distance 36ax.

+ The Stone and Brian scheme (scheme B) generates some smearing and substantial oscillattons at the taÌ.1
and peak of the tophat.

+ The QUALI scheme (scheme A) severeìy disperses and damps the true concentration wave. This is because
of a phenomenon known as nnumefical dispefsiont,, i.ê., the scheme Used to sinulate advectiOn a.lSo prOduces
a false longitudinal dispersîon*.

At the Courant number used for this test (c = l) the QUICKEST and LAMBDA schemes make use of the fact that
from one time step to another tracer is simply advected fron one node to the adjacent downstream node. Infact the LAMBDA scheme is set up on a grÍd that deliberately forces the local courant number to òe unity,
even for non-uniform flow. The other schenes are not so constrai'ned and it is instructive to compare thetr
performance at other courant numbers. No further testing of the QUALI scheme is necesary; it wiìl atways
introduce a substantial amount of false dispersion.

Figure 4 shows the pure advection test for the QUICKEST schenre (scheme C) for q = 0.6. Although there isa little smearing and oscillation, these results are very accunate rvhen compared to the resujts of many
other advection schemes (McBride ìg80). The resurts for schemes A and B (not shown) are simirar to those
for q = I shown in Fig. 3, i.e,, they are generally unsatisfactory.

Inclusion of ìongitudinal dispersion (o r 0) generally improves the accuracy of these schenes, s.ince it
provides a mechanism for damping out oscillations if they occur, Figure 5 shows the predictìons of
schemes B and C for q = 0.6 with a very low dispersion number, a{ = 0.01. Also shown on the figure are theresults for the LAÌ,IBDA scheme (scheme D), which c.lose.ly approxirnate the exact soluilon. As can be seen, by
comparison with Figs' 3 and 4, r'nclusion of even a very smali amount of longitudinal d.ispersion gives much
improved results, especially for the Stone and Brian scheme (scheme BI.

* In fact the numerical dispersion coefficr'ent for the QUALI scherne can be shown to equal $(ax + uat).

V V v
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0n Fig. 6 is shown the effect of increasing lhe Courant number on the perfornance of the Stone and Brian

scheme. The figure shows that as c is raised above ì significant upstream oscil'latìons occur.

The above results suggest that it would be helpful to examine schene accuracy fot a variety of values of
cr and o. Thîs is not necessary for the LAMBDA scheme sînce it has already heen shown [McBride, în prep.)

that this scheme ìs very accurate for all o, at least up to o ='1. A ìarge number.of tests for the Stone

andBrian andQUÎCKEsTschemeshavebeencamiedoutfor0 <c¡<2.4and0<o<1, thuscoveringthe
range of these parameters likely to obtain in rnodellÎng studies. A quaìÌtative assessrnent has been rnadeas

to the accuracy of the schemes' predictions by visual inspectttons of each simu'latr'on uslng computer graphics.

Results were adjudged accurate if oscillations did not exceed l unit r'n amplr'tude. Figures 7 and I l'ndr'cate

the combinations of e and o for whlch accurate results have been obtar'ned ust'ng these two schemes fot the

"Top Hat Test". The shaded area on each graph indicates the region where significant oscillations and

smearing occumed. The Stone and Brian schene is stable for all values of q and o, though inaccuracies
occur increasingly as cr ìncreases. The QUTCKEST scheme has been shown by Leonard (1979) to be stable
only for certat'n combinations of G and o, as shown on Fig. B. However, it is considerably more accurate
than the Stone and Brian scheme at low values of o.

CONCLUSIONS

The folìowîng conclusions can be drawn from the above results.

I The QUALI scheme is ìnappropriate for estimating longt'tudînal dispersion in channels because of
induced numercial dispersion.

2 For steady non-uniform channel flow the nost accunate results are ohtar'ned using the LfütiBDA schene.

3 For unsteady flows, such as în estuartes, both the Stone and Brian and QUICKEST schemes can give

accurate resuìts, with the QUICKEST schene performing better at low dÌspersion numbers.

It should be poìnted out that these conclusions are based on the "Top Hat Test" only. In the author's opinion
there is no substitute for carrying out an accunacy analysis such as the above for a test depicting the
type of problem to be modelled. This is not an onerous task once basic skills have been built up,

especially if one uses modern computer graphics faciìities, This testing ought to incìude several schemes

and the effect of including other processes, i,e., lateral inflows or interna'l sources/sinks.
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APPENDTX : SCHEME DIFFERENCE EQUAïIoNS

The difference equations that follow appìy to a uniform grid of uniforn channel flow. The dimensionless

numbers are : cr = U^t/^x; o = Dtt/¿x2. The suh- and superscript notation is Cl = C(i¡x, n¡t), where C

is concentration,

Scheme A QUAL] Scheme

- cl*r * (r+c,+2olc! - t**")c!_.t = c!-1

This scheme is unconditionally stable.

Scheme B Stone and Brian Scheme

¡z+so-6o)cl+r + (e+12o)c3 + (z-3"-6")cl-¡

= (2-3a+6o)cJ*ì * tt-'r"lrn-l + p+s*+oo)cl-l

Ìhjs scheme is unconditionally stable.

Scheme C QUICKEST Scheme

c: = tilt-")(c-2)+s(1-.¡1cj;] - fcr-fl (t-o2)+otso-z)lc!-l

* t,(r-ä(q+ì)-o (3"-ì)lc]:] * tä ("2-r¡*'.:cl-l

The stability reg'ion for this scheme is shown on Fig. 8. Ìf c = I no downstream boundary condition is
requ i red.

Scheme D LAMBDA Schene

- eoc!+r + (l+zeo)cJ - eoc!-r = e"c!-l + ¡r-z6o)clll - d"c!-l

The grid for thls scheme is constructed subject to the constraint that c = l. The parameter e is a time-

weighting coefficient between 0 and l, and 6 = l-e. For o = 0 the difference equation is explicit, stable
for o < !, and no downstream boundary condition is requìred. For e=l the difference is fully intplicit and

uncondìtionaì ly stable.
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DI SCUSS I ON

T R Healy Is the modelling of advection as given in the paper reaìly applicable to two layer flow in
estuaries? Most NZ estuaries at theÌr headwaters or in freshes exhibit two ìayer flow, and this might he

a major probìem for the numerîcal modellers in the future.
McBride The models discussed in this paper are al1 steady and one-dimensional in space. Modelling unsteady

and/or two-dimenst'onal stratified flow in estuaries is a much more difficult probfem, and one beyond the
experìence of this author. Deve'lopnent of a full understanding of modelling one-dimensional flow should be

the starting polnt fon the modellr'ng of trvo-dimensional flows.
A G Barnett You have considerable difficulty modelling the stability at the interface in two ìayer flow.
M J 0'Sullivan One of the greatest difficulties is when two layer flow b¡^eaks down to become one layer
and vice versa.

M E U Taylor Have you tried any profiles other than the "Top Hat" to test the models and how did the
various models perform with these profiles?
McBride Test problems were tried with a boundary condition variation and rcith a "Dunces Cap'J (like the

"Top Hat'Îest" but with width 2lx). A test with an inflow'imposed at an interior node was also tried.
The "Dunces Cap" and boundary condition change tests gave quaìitatively the same results as the "Top Hat

fest'i The inflow test revealed that further problems, in the form of false upstream mass tnansport and

oscillations upstream of the inflow node, can occur with schemes that use central differencing for the
advection term of the transport equaticn. This is particuìar'ly apparent for schemes which are neutrally
stable for pure advection.

Dr A J Sutherland (l) þlhat is the source of numerical dispersion and could it he minimised by greater
precision in the calculations?
(?) Is Fig. 3 a fair test of the schemes in that a has heen optiqised for schemes C and D and not for
schemes A or B?

McBride (l) Numerical dispersi'on is not attrihutabìe to rounding errors! and thus cannot be decreased

by increasing machi'ne precision. Rather ît îs attributable to the scheme truncation er.ror. The

truncation emor is the "amount" hy which a dîfference equation, defined on a particular computation
grid, departs from the differential equatìon for the same problem. tf thls "amount" contains a second

order space derivative, then one speaks of the scheme possessing numerical dispersion. The coefficient of
this derivative (which will be in terms of U, 

^t 
and ax) is the scheme "numerical dispersion coefficient".

A truncation error analysis can be perfonned quite simply by attempting to recover the differential
equation from the difference equation, using Taylorts series. Details are in most numerical analysìs texts.
(2) Scheme B has been tested for a range of cr, as in Fig. 7. The effect of varying a on the performance

of scheme A has been tested, but is not showï in the paper. Such testing sho$¡s that as o ts decreased, the
numerical dlspersion decreases a littìe. This may be expected fr"om the decreased numerical dispersion
coefficient (gìven in the paper ut I to* + U¡t)). This corresponds to a false dispersion numher of

i (t + c). Thus halving s from I to ! reduces this dispersion number from I to 3/8. Hor*ever, to run the

"Top Hat Test" for the latter case requires that the number of time steps be doubled. The net effect of
reducing cr and increasing the number of time steps is a small decrease in numerìcal dispersion.

v Y t v
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t{ani.Xfon Sciøn¿ø C¿ntnø Novenbe¡ 17-18, 1981

CLASSIFICATION OF NEhI ZEALAND INLETS:

SHORT-CTRCUITTNG ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMTNT OF

NEI{ ZEALAND COASTAL TN!-ETS

R A lQ-afIL 6 K R Gnnnge, N 7 )cøanognnphg fuÃf,i.t!-te, OSIR, tle.tl-Lnglon

ABSTRACT

In Heath (1976) it was reasoned that r't was not possible to study îmmediately all the New Zealand coastal

inlets. Rather it was advocated that detailed studi'es should be camied out in one inlet within each gr"oup

of Ìnlets, the groups havîng been classified accordîng to their Þhysical propertìes. This idea is based

on the prenise that i'n'lets can ultt'mateìy be c'lasslfl'ed withìn schemes such as the theoreticaì classification
schene of Hansen and Rattray (1966).

Our research in New Zealand estuaries, whì1e in the long term hopefully leading to the goal of understanding
the inlet environment, has also lead us to other questìons. AcceptÌng that much present-day research in
New Zealand inlets is problem oriented Ìnvolving envr'ronmental assessment with strong time and resource

constraînts, is there some t¡ray of short-circuiting this envîronmental assessment?

Our pì"esent (we are still fr'nalÌsi'ng a manuscrîpt which is at present in draft form) conclusions are that
the main factors which control the ìnlet are : resÌdence tt'me of the inlet waters; the tidal excursjon of
coastal waters; the tîdal energy disslpatîon; the freshwater inflow; width and depth,

From these factors a considerable amount can be predicted for the in'let biology and geoìogy and therefore
they can be used to indicate if there is likely to be an "environmental prob1em",
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DISCUSSTON

J C Rutherford l^lere the residence times r'n PeJorus Sound estimated from tidal prìsm calculations and from

sal înity measurenents companabl e?

Heath The tidal prism method gives a value of 18 days, the saìÌnr'ty defect method 2ì days. However, the

close agreement is probably misleadtng because the presence of an înternal tide probably decreases the

resÌdence time of the lower ìayer and makes the valr'dity of the tidal prism method doubtful. The

calculations based on Ketchum's modi'fied tidal prism method for the near surface layer are probably more

valid.

A G Barnett Have you considered a numerical model of the Pelorus Sound system?

Heath Not realìy. l.that would be needed îs a model capahle of changing the density structure with time

after a stofm event.

B L Hilliams Could you expand on your approach referred to in the abstract for the forthcoming paper on the

short cl'rcuiting strategy for inlet envÎronmental assessment?

Heath Hhat we are saying is that people need to look canefully at broad physical indicators to see if there

is an environmental problem.
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B L tlilliams
Do you consider there is an advantage in tphysical' scientîsts and'bîoìogical' scientists working aìong-
side each other on estuarine pnohlens?

Heath Yes verymuch so, for the ultiÌate problem rests with the bìologîcal system which is closely linked
with physÍca1 and geological processes,
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THE USE OF FLUORESCENT TRACERS TO EXAMTNE MIXING IN LUCAS CREEK,

UPPER WAITEMATA HARBOUR

K E ?a^w,Il, Gzognaphq Døpattnenl, Univettifq o{ Auehland

INTRODUCTION

Bearing in mind that this meetlng is, in essence, a workshop, thîs paper, as well as presenting results of a

field experiment which lvas undentaken durlng March 1981 in Lucas Creek, reviews the fluorometric technique

for use in surface water tracing. Special emphasis will be gìven to the effect of the morphology of Lucas

Creek on mlxing. The results in this paper are tine specific for the conditions prevailing in Lucas Creek

at the tÌme the experiment was undertaken.

THE STUDY AREA AND THE UPPER WAITEMATA HARBOUR CATCI{PIENT STUDY

The Albany Basin is 36 square krn in area within the Upper lttaitemata Harbour Catchment (fig. t.¡. Lucas

Creek is a 6.5 km long estuarine arm of the Upper t,iaìtemata Harbour with principle fresh waterinputs
from Lucas Stream, Oteha Stneam and Te Wharau Stream, The head of tide is at Albany with well defined

hÍgh tide limits on both Lucas Stneam and Oteha Stream arms"

Foìlowing an indication in the l¡Iaitemata Harbour Plan (AHB and AM 1975) that the Hobsonville Inlet and

Lucas Creek were sensitive to po11utìon, and, therefore, that there was a need for further study to

ascentain whether further land development would lead to serÌous environmental degradation, the Upper

tlaitemata Harbour Catcfunent Study (UI^IHCS) rr,ras promoted by the Auckland Regionaì Water Board. It $,as

established as:

"A regional study with national significance designed to provide answers to pressing ìocal probìems of land

and water management ... but with a responsibility to develop principles or guìdeìines for rational land

development and water quality control that may be applied on a national level."

The general terms of reference for the study are:

"To carry out a study of the land and wateì^ resources of the Upper l.laitemata Harbour and its catchment

in order to facilitate the integrated rnanagement and protection of these resources and to promote their
enhancement for the benefÌt of the local, regional and natîonal communities."

The study focuses on six fields, these heing

i Land resounces
'ii Fresh water hydrology

iii Estuarine hydrology and sedìmentology

iv þlater quality studîes

v Bio'logical studles
vi Guidel ines formulation

The experiment reported here was undentaken ìn conjuncttìon rlith a tida] gaugîng being conducted by the

Distrîct ltydroiogy Group, MalD, Auck'land.
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Ttre Upper l.laitemata llarbour CaËchment.
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TIIE FLUOROMETRIC TECHNIQUE IN ESTUARINE RESEARCH

Fluorescent tracers have been proven ìn a number of dispersion expeniments in the last 20 years (Pritchard

and carpenter 1960; warner and smith l9B0).. They are relatîveìy ìnexpensìve and both easiìy handled and

analysed. They were chosen as the most practical tracers for the Lucas Creek study because there appeared

to be no insurmountable prohlerns w1th the tracer properties or appropriate analytical technìques'

An intnoduced tracer must be non-toxlc to aquatic life. Smart and Laid'law (1977) review the toxicity of

f.luorometric tracers and conclude that: "concentrations sufficiently hîgh to be a problem are so

transîent under norma'l field app'licatlons because of rapid diìution folìowing iniection, that dye wilì

not cause any lll effects to aquatt'c lr'fe-"

Fluoronetric substances absorb lr'ght energy causing excitatÌon of some eìectrons and the emission of light

energy at a higher waveìength, Dyes have different combinatìons of excitation and emission spectra, vthich

makes the separation of some dyes possible.

Fi'lter fluororneters utilise this property to give a relative measure of the intensity of light emitted

by a sampìe contaìnîng a fìuonoscent substance. Quantitative anaìysis is possible by calibration of the

fluorometer vrith known concentrations of dye. Filters ar.e fitted to the fluorometer which onìy allow

specific wavelengths to pass, these being chosen as close to the absorption and enission peaks as possible'

The rnost conmonly used fluoroneter is the Turner model III (Turner and Associates 1974). t^lilson (1968)

gives a detaiìed descrîption of ana'lytical techniques.

A number of factors which affect fluonescence must be considered in determining the appropriate tracer for

use in a particular situatìon. The important factors are temperature, salinity, pH, background natural

fluorescence levels, adsorption, photochemical decay and minimum detectable limits.

Fluorescent tracers currently avallab'le fall înto three ranges of absorption-emission spectra, includìng

the optical brjghtners wliÌch were feJected for this experiment because they are known to decay very rapidly

in sunl.ight and because natural background levels are very hîgh. Basic data for the dyes in the two ranges

are given in Table 1.

TABLE I Excitation and emission maxima of the dyes consÌdered and filter combinations

Range
Common
Name CI Number Dye Colour

Maximum Maximum
Excitation Emission(nm) (nm)

Primary Secon{arY
Fi I ter Fi ì ter

(Turner Code)

Orange Rhodamine B

Rhodamine HT

45t 70

NIA

Basic Violet l0
N/A

Il0-832 ll0-833
II0-823 Il0-833

555

555

580

580

Fl uorescein 45350

Lissamine (FFI 56205

Pyranine (Conc) 59040

Acid Yellow 73

Acid Yellow 7

Solvent Green 7

I l3:313 ,, o-sr 8
520

515

5l 5

490

420

455

Although Feuerstein and Shelleck [19,63I reviewed some of the properties of three tracer dyes, the first
comprehensive statenent was produced by Smart and Laidlaw (1977). The findings of these studies were taken

as a basis ftom which sultqble tfacers were chosen for further exanination.

In natural waters backgnound fluorescence varies considerably' Thene is littìe background fluoresceirce in

theorangerange.Hot¡lever,thegreenrangehashighbacl<groundf.luorescencemakìnglowconcentration
quantitative anaìysis difficult. Feuerstein and Shelleck (1963) believe that the green range dyes can only

be used as quantitatîve tracers t'n r¡¡ater of the highest qualÌty'
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Minimum detectable limits are based in part on background levels. Minimum detectable l.imits using the
Turner III fluonometer and high sensitivity door are given Ìn Tab]e 2 (Smart and Laidlaw .|977, p. tg),
calculated as l0% in excess of background or I sca'le unit, whichever Ìs the greater, in deionized water.

TABLE 2 Minimum detectabìe limits

Dye
ttillmun detectabil ity pg/l

Rhodamine B

Rhodamine WT

Fl uorescei n

L i ssami ne

Pyrani ne

0.010

0.013

0.?9

0. 29

0. 087

The fluorescence of RhodamÌne lrlT and Rhodamine B is affected signlfr'cant'ly by temperature. The green range
dyes are not significantìy affected. standardisation can be achieved by allow.Ìng sampìes to stand in a roomof constant temperature for some houns.

|ilith the exception of Pyranine, alì dyes ane stable wr'thin the pH range of all but highìy poltuted estuarine
wa ter,

smart and Laidlaw (1977) report that none of the green range dyes is affected by salinity. Rhodamine B is
reported to be only slìghtly affected. However, tv¡o separate experiments on Rhodamine WT showed widely
differing amounts of suppression of fluorescence by salinìty. One experiment showed almost 100Í suppressionat lB q/l chlorosity after a long perr'od, whereas the other showed onìy Bã suppressíon. No expìanation is
offered for this difference except that the expeniments "were conducted severa] years apart in different
laboratories and on different batches of dye,,(Smart and Laidla¡r 1977, p.21),

Rhodamine B is found to be of ll'ttìe use as a quantitative tracer because of its very poor resistance to
adsorption, principallybecause of its catÌonîc nature. Pyranìne and Lissamine have high resistance to
adsorption on both organic and inonganìc suôstances. Rhodamine l{IT and Fìuorescein have a moderate
resistance to adsorption on both organîc and inorganlc matenial. Because of the relatively cìean nature of
estuary waters, if an anionic tracer is used little adsorption wi'lì occur (smart and Laidlaw 1977, p. 27).
scott ¿l al' (1969) conducted experùnents on Rhodamine lJr concluding that in the presence of fine material
any loss of fluorescence will take pìace î¡ a short time, that loss of fluorescence.is independent of dye
concentnation and that ioss of fluorescence nay be appreciab.le for concentration of sediment greater than
500 mg/l.

Photochemical decay is deterrnined in part by the amount of ¡¡ater sunlight can reach. Therefore, in shalìow
water there wÌll be more decay than in a simt'lar volume of deep water. Decay rates for pyranine and
Fluorescein are high' but: "the orange fluorescent tracers and Lissanine FF exhibit 1ow photochemical decay
rates such that no correction will he requlred for tests of up to one week in duration.,, (smart and Laid]aw
1977, p. 34).

The decay of Rhodamine hlr has been determined empirically by warner and smith (1980) using the segmented
estuary approach. This was possìble because the systems were large and no dye escaped. ïhe studies
suggested a decay rate of approxinnteìy 3% per day. As well as photochemical decay, possible
causes of this decay are adsorptlon, salinîty suppressìon of fluorescence and minimum detectable.limits
being reached at the dye front.

v v
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Initial evidence from the'literature seemed to preclude all dyes for quantitative surface water tracing

with the exception of Rhodamine ì¿{T and Lissamine, although Rhodanine B" Fluoresceìn and Pyranìne were

concluded to be suitabìe inexpensive tracers for a semi-quantitative pîlot study.

It Ìs recognised that photochemical decay and salinity may affect fluorescence, but there has been little
quantitative or comparative research into these factors. The effect, if any, of saìinity on photochemical

decay has not been explored. It is recognîsed that the foìlowing experiments do not accurately simulate

field condltions, but it îs belleved that the implicatìons are applicable. Rhodamine B, Rhodamine !JÏ,

Pyranine and Lissamìne were exanined. Fluorescein v¡as elimr'nated because of its known excessively fast
photochernical decay rate.

Two experìments were conducted. Fi'rstly, the dyes of I'nterest, each at three different concentrations were

diluted in both fresh and salt [35 ppt) water. Each was pìaced rin sunìight, with a further sampìe of

each dye at each concentration kept in totaì dankness as control. Secondìy, the dyes at one concentration

were diluted in water wr'th eîght different salt (NaCl) concentrations. These solutjons were kept in

darkness and tested fon any reductt'on in fluorescence.

Silica-glass test tubes vlere used in the decay experiment. As a necessary preliminary to the experiment,

a UV spectrum ¡¿as run on the test tubes. It was found that the tubes passed almost all wavelengths of ìight
reaching theearth'ssurface (ahove 292 nm) (Fig. 2). A siìica-gìass test tube containing deionized water

rvas also tested. The results ôre gr'ven in Fìg. 3. It is clear that at aìl wavelengths greater than 360 nm'

only 50% of light is transmitted through I cm thickness of t^¡ater (the diameter of the tube). Consequently,

in perfectìy cìear water, 50?,i of any photochemical decay wìì1 take place ìn the upper I cm of water. The

ìmplications of this ¿¡e encouraging for the use of dye in estuarine research as photochemical decay is

f ikely to be non-existent in most of the water.

Figures 4 and 5 show photochemical decay of dye in both fresh and salt water for one of the concentrations

examinecl. A general pattern is obvi'ous. Salt water suppresses photochemical decay. The effect is less wjth

Ljssamìne qnd Pyranine than wîth Rhodamr'ne dyes, but is stìll signìficant. These results are encouraging for

the use of dyes in sea water. For exampìe, Rhodami'ne 9IT decays to 50% initial fluorescence after 180 hours

in sunlight (mixed weather conditions in spri'ng). Therefore in the top I cm of water, with ìight reachìng

thesamplefromall angles, th:ere would be a decay rate of only 4.5% per day. As decay only occurs in the

top few centimetres, and if thefe is no concentratìon of dye in the top layers (as might be expected in a

highly stratifîed estuary), totql photochenical decay would be negligible.

Rhodamine Ì{T and Lissamine were found from the laboratory experiment to be considerably more stable in

sunlight than pyranine and Rhodamtne B.

Because any suppression of fluorescence by salinity would not be readily distinguishable from photochemicaì

decay, therefore, under the experinental conditìons, the slol¡ing of photochemical decay by the presence of

salt must be more sìgni.ficant than suppression of fluorescence by the presence of salt.

It has been noted that Smart and LSlTlaw Cl977l presented conflicting evidence on saljnity suppressing

fluorescence of Rh.odamine lr|T, Si.nilar conflicting evi:dence was found in my laboratory experiments. The

first expe¡inent using e{ght salt concentratiþns showed suppresston (Table 3) falìing between the two

findings of Smart and Laillaw 09771. Hor{ever, qn experiment using the batch of dye ultimately used in the

field test showed a different level of suppresslon (Table 41. No explanation can be offered for these

differences. It is appafently necessary to test each batch of dye to öe used in salt water research.

The literature, confirned by fu¡ther lahoratory experinents, indicated that Rhodamine [,lT and Lissamine,

t¿rere the only ones that could be nellably used simultaneously for long tern quantitative analysis. Thus,

they were selected fof use in the mar'n experiment. Rhodamine B and Fluorescein' being cheap, were

considered sulìtable for a pì1ot study since quantitative analysis was not required, and their rapid decay

characteri'stics enabled the main experiment to be conducted soon after the pilot study without fear of

cross-contam i nati on .
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DECBY OF DYES IN FRESH hIRTER CONCENTRFìTION ?
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DfCBY OF DYES IN SRLT HRTER CONCENTRRTIOT': ¿
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TABLE 3 Experiment I : Effect of Sodiun Chloride on Rhodanlne l¡lf at 0.25 ylll

[f lnitlal fluorescence)
Salt concentration g/l

Time 0.355 3.55 2010 35. 5

18! hrs

7l! hrs

286 hrs

r00

97

94

'100

t00
'100

r00

100

r00

.l00

ì00

97

90

88

84

96

94

90

TABLE 4 Experlnent 2 : Effect of Sodium Chloride at 30 ppt on Rhodamine I'lT

(g lnitlâ'l flûorescence)
Dye concentratìon

Time
0. I ul/1

fresh water
0..l ul/l

salt water
0.01 u]/1

fresh water
0.0.l ul/l

salt water

24 hrs
7? hrs
270 hrs

'100

'100

100

'100

't00

90

'100

t00

100

100

99

94

In the course of the field experiments further insights were gained on the use of dyes in estuarine
situations. Vìsual evidence showed that Rhodamine B adsorbed seriously onto all bed and bank materÍals,
whereas Rhodamine WT did not ìeave any trace, even though concentrations of Rhodamine l'lT were much higher.

Fluorescein was visible for sone hours aften its r'njectìon. Howeyer, Lissamine disappeared almost

irmediately and was not detected f'luorometrically after a fewninutes, despite preìinrinary work that
suggested Lissamine was suitable fon fr^eìd use. The reason for this is not known. When dissolving
Lissamine powder in water for inJectlon, some crystallisation was seen to occur after a few ninutes. This
has not been previously recorded and needs investigatlon.

l,lhereas both orange range dyes were sur'table for their respectr've functions, there does not appear to be

a suitable gneen range dye for estuarine resear"ch.

FIELD EXPERTMENT DESTGN

lhe experiment was designed to strnulate accurately a conttnuous lnflow into Lucas Creek of a dissolved
substance in the fresh water, from Lucas Stream. Injectîon of the tracer was at Albany because complete
mìxing of the tracer ìn the fresh Trater lnput was assured as a result of the stream florving over a 3 m

waterfall innedÌately downstrean of the r'nJectîon point. The bottom of the waterfall is the head of tide.

From 1050 h (high tidel to 1630 h (low tide)- on l0 t'larch ]9.81, 28.33 I of stock Rhodamine HT solution was

injected into Lucas Creek at the head of tide, 100 m upst¡ean of the State Highway 1 bridge at Albany.
To give a suitable rate of constant flor, the manufactuner's stock solution was diluted to 301 by volume

and iniected at a rate of 277 ml/min using a constant head ìnjection devtce, sinilar to a Mariotte Flask
(Chunch 1974). Stock Rhodamine tlT Îs supplied as a 20% solution by weight, with a specific gravity of ì.ì5,
not l.l9 as reported by Wiìson (ISOA¡. Thr's was checked uslng a hydrometer. Therefore, 6.5'l kg of
Rhodamine t.lT was înjected. 0n ll llarch 198.l, at 1130 h [high tide), 6 Rg of Lissamine FF vras injected
at Greenhithe (Fig. 6).
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Samples were taken from points on surveyed cross sections. These sites are indicated on Fig.6. 0n
'injection day, and from l2 March to lB March, nater samples were col'lected periodîcally, but at least once
a day. For the next ttdo weeks sampìes were collected twice a week, and then two weekìy until no trace
of the dye was found on 7 May ì98i. From 

.1030 h, ll March, to 0ì00 h, 12 lrlarch comprehensive data were
collected [Fig. 6)

MIXING TN LUCAS CREEK

Physical characteristics of Lucas C¡éeR.

Lucas Creek is a drowned riven vaì'ley estuary wht'ch extends 6.5 km from the mouth at Greenhithe to Albany,
splitting 6.2 km from the mouth into the Lucas and 0teha ams. Notable features are the deep pooì at 19,
the rock sills between L5 and L4 and upstream of 12, and the large sîde embayment to the Te Hharau stream
at Ll4 (Fis.7).

Verticaì and lateral mixinq

Differences in dye concentratr'on in a cross-sectr'on can be caused by salinity stratification or by velocity
differences, whîch make water in some parts of a cross-section move faster than elsewhere. The degree of
vertical mÍxing was measured at L5 and Ll7 with lntensive sanpling on the surface and at 0.6 of the depth
(0.6 D).

At L5 vertical mixing criteria are only important at some stages of tide, because rock sills restrict tidal
fìow upstream of that point. Signifrìcant dr'fferences in dye concentration in the vertical at LZ are'iilustrated in Table 5.

TABLE 5 L2 dye concentration, l3l5 h ll March

Depth Concentratr.on ¡girl
Surface

lm
2n

136

22

t3

However, at L5' below the rock sills there was a high degree of vertical mixing (Fig. B). During the first
half of the outgolng tide, surface concentratlons are significantly less than concentratìons at 0.6 D. Then
as the tide goes out, the difference, especr'ally as a percentage difference, becomes sma]l. Similarpatterns
occur at all ventical profiles in the cross section. lt is apparent that the rock sîlls between L5 and L4
cause considenable mixing. These features result in substantial mixr'ng by turbulence, in a manner simllar
to rap'ids in rivers' Hhen the ¡rater is deeper there Ìs less mixing. It would be reasonable to expect
that mixlng would be less if the rock siìls were not present.

Differences in the verticaì are less on the lnconlng, than on the outgor'ng tide. Further mixìng, which
occurs in the already mixed water after passÌng 15, makes the water returning even nore holtogenous in the
vertical than on the previous tride. Foì'lowing thr's argument, it is apparent that differences in the
vertical decrease wi'th each succeedtng ttÏe.

At Ll7 vertical differences in dye concentration foilow a crear pattern (Fig. 9). 0n the outgoing tide
concentrations on the surface are gr€ater than those at 0,6 D. 0n the incoming tide, however, there is a
tendency fon concentratlons to be si¡nÌlar on the surface and at depth, and in some cases, at about mid_
tide, higher concentrations occur at 0.6 D (TaÞle 6).

J
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DYE CONCS. FT L5 - 4?n SITE - ll l4arch tg8t
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TABLE 6 Dye concentrations at the 100 m vertical, Ll7

'108

I I March

Time Concentratîon at
surface [r¡gll )

Concentnation at
depth (Fg/l )

I 735

I 803

I 835

I 903

1 034

2003

8.8t
6.61

3.40

0.30

0. 23

0.t0

4.81

6 .8t

4 .61

0.36

0.30

0.10

0n the outgoing tide the velocity Profl'le causes higher concentrations at the surface, because surface
velocities are greater, bringing high concentrations of dye from the upper reaches of the estuary. 0n

the incoming tide velocities are agaìn gneater on the surface. Therefore, undyed water from the main

harbour reaches the sur"face zone faster than the bottom zone.

The velocity distrÍbution and channel features promote vertÌcal mr'xing. The rock sills in Lucas Creek

encourage extensive mixing at L5 and consequently a high degree of mÌxlng r's found in the estuary below 15.

Lateral differences in concentration show a disttnctive pattern. To establish conditions at the
beginning of the tidal gauging, samples were collected in the channel and near the bank at high tide at
'1130 h on ì1 MErch, one tidal d4y after the dye release bêgan. In the upper reaches of the estuary there
were considerable differences between tiank concentrations and channeì concentrations. Again these
differences can be explained t'n terms of advectrìve mean veloclttes. ÌIater tends to linger near the banks

because the shean effect on the banks is greater and, therefore, velocr'ties in the channel are greater
than those near the banks. 0n the tncomlng ttde, tvater with ìower dye concentratìons wi'll have moved

faster in the channel than near the banks.

0n the day foìlowing the dye injection, lateral varlation in dye concentration at L5 lvas smal1, except at
high tide when bank concentrations were higher than channel concentratlons. Hhen the 30 m and 60 m

profìles were inundated there was a tendency for bank concentratr'ons to lag hehind channel concentrations.

This lag is also demonstrated at LlO (Fr'g. l0l. Although the peak concentration at the bank did not reach
the concentration attaiÌed in the channel, the ti'ne a given concentration is reached at the bank was about
30 minutes after than concentration had been reached ln the channel.

The time lag between channel and bank concentrattons at Ll7 was greater than that further up the estuary
and was especrlally great on the ebb tÌde when velocltìes were hÌghest. The lag is shown to be up to
two hours (Fig. II).

It is clear that differences r'n advective velocitles aì"e the major cause of vertical and lateral
differences in tracen concentration aften turbulent diffusion, caus.ed hy the rocR sitls, initially
mixes the water in the cross sectr'on.

Longitudìna1 mixing

At ì130 h on ll I'larch most of the dye was located in the sectr'on of the estuary above 15. There had been

considerable redistribution within thi's sector with a large quEntity of dye rnoving into the Oteha ann of
the estuary. Also, a considerable quanttty had accumulated r^n the relativeìy deep section between L2 and

14. The visible dye front was between LG and 17. Below this poÌnt there was only a small amount (4%) of
dye,

Y V V Y
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By ìow water there was a small but significant quantity of dye in the shallow section above L5, but

concentrations remained high. Some storage between L2 and L4 is evìdent. Below L5, channel concentrations

of dye ranged from 70 yg/l at L6 to 9 tg/l at the mouth. Four thousand grams of dye remaìned in the

estuary at low tide. At the followîng hi'gh tide 4683 g v,rere accounted for. Although some redistribution
occurred, most of the dye (92/" of that in the estuary at 2352 h) was upstream of 17.

The total volume of water in the estuary at LW spring tides equals the volume of water upstream of a point
between L6 and L7 at Ftl.I sprìng tides. Therefore, if there were no mixing, but mereìy a replacement occurring
as water enters the estuary from Llll, the water downstream of the point between L6 and L7 would be water with
its origin outside of Lucas Creek. The evidence from both high waters on ll March shows that a marked change

in concentration occur^s between L6 and 17. This tends to suggest that the pushing of water in Lucas Creek

at Ll,I up to L6-17 is an important process.

The rìnfluence gf morphology on the removal qf a coRtaminànt

The flushìng time, defined sìmpìy as "the time requìred to replace existing fresh water in an estuary at a

rate equal to the river discharge" [Officer ]976) is generalìy calculated for an estuary usìng one of two

methods. The method based on salinity is unsuitable for a harbour situation because much of the freshwater

in an arm comes from outside that arm. For exampìe, based on data in Johnson (1979), 40% of the freshwater
in Lucas Creek at high tide on ll December l97B came from outside Lucas Creek. The other method commonly

used, based on tidal prisms, is knor¡¡n to give an excessive'ly short flushing time. This method (and ìts
extensìon) gives estimates of between I.l and 3.2 tidal cycles for the experimental period, The fact that
the half life of the dye in Lucas Creek was over 3 tidal cycles, and that dye was detected in the estuary

for over i0 tidal cycles, shows that these methods underestinate flushing tìme considerably. The under-

estimate is not only a result of inherent errors based on the assumptions, but on the way they are used.

The methods are usually applied to the entire estuary, even though more than one dispersion regime may exist.

All estuaries, at some stage in the tidal cycle, have sectîons which behave as rivers, where outflow from the

section equals the inflow of fresh water. In Lucas Creek this section is well defined, being above a serìes

of rock sills between L5 and L4 (see Fig. 7). For about 3| h either side of high water the section above L5

acts as an estuary with 2-directîonal flow governed by tldal action and fresh water inflow. For the

remainder of the tidal cycle the estuary behaves as a riyer, independent of tidal action. Thus, these rock

sills considerably affect the dispersion of a substance entering the estuary above them.

If a substance is concentrated in the upper reaches of thesystemat Hl.l, then, on the outgoing tide the

substance in solution wilJ travel at the same rate as the tidal flow until the rock bars are exposedrafter

which flow will be equaì to the river inflow (about 30 1/s during the week following dye injection). During

the first 3l h of the ebb tide a proportion of the water in the upper system wì'lì pass the rock bars

(remembering that a significant proportion of this water wou'ld have come from below L5 on the previous
'incomìng tide) and will continue moving downstream until L$. After this, flow will be much slower.

Because the nature of the system dìctates that a si'gnlficant quantity of water is ponded between L4 and L2,

significant quantities of r,rater fron the upper secttons with the hìghest contaminant concentration will
remain above L5. An estimate of the volume of water above L5 at low tide is 4100 m3.

When, on the incoming tide, the rock bars become inundated the water ponded behind them will be pushed ìnto
the top system, leavlng "new" water whtch has come from further down the estuary in the section imnediately
above the rock siìls, 0n the next ebb tide most of the water whìch gets over the sills before discharge

falls to that of riven input will be the relatively uncontanlnated water. Consequently, onìy a small

proportion of dyed water uill escape befo¡e ber'ng pushed bacR. for the cycle to begìn again. Therefore,

whereas water jn the lower end of thesystemis rapidly dispersed, dispersion is much slower in the upstream

end of the systern unless there is considerable ft"esh water lnput.

Figure l2 shows the concentnations of dye in the pool at Albany from lon tide to low tide on 18 March.

There was a sìgnificant change ìn concentration between lT25 h and 1755 h. An interpretation of this is
as follows.
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Figure f2 Dye Concentrations in the pool at Albany -
18 March 1981
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Durìng the first part of the flood tide no water gets above L5 because the tide ìs below the rock sills'
fhen, for a short period water ponded above the rock sills is returned, Thus, new v',ater is available

in the pond for dilution for 2 h at the end of the rising tìde. The water returnìng ìn this perìoci has

a constant concentration imp'lying that it has a connon source. From data coìlected on lT March it is

apparent that the water, or at least a considerable proportion of ìt, must have come from above L5 because

at low tide the L5 concentration was ì.52 ug/I, As the volume of v{ater above Ll at low tide is onìy about

5 per cent the volume at high ttde, most of the water ln the pool at high tide is not from the pool at the

preceeding low tide. An estinate of the concentration of newwater is (5.6 - 0.05 x 7.9)/0.95 = 5.5 u9/l'
which must have origr'nated above 15.

It is apparent that two distinct dispersion mechanisns openated in Lucas Creek under the tidal and meteoro-

logical conditions prevailing dur"ihg the experimentaì pert'od. These mechanisms were produced by two distinct

characteristics which coinci:dentally alnost overlap. Fr'rstly, the rock bars cut off the top end of the

system from tîdal actiìon during a significant proportion of the tidal cycle. Secondly, the amount of water

in the estuary at Llrl is approximateìy equal to the volume ahove L6 and Hli\t. While dispersion is rapid beìow

L5 this is not the case above L5'

Two other features of the morphology of Lucas Creek can consr'derably effect dispersion. Side embayments

separate parcels of water and a subtidal bar near the mouth affects the manner in which water leaves Lucas

Creek.

The only significant embayment is the estuarine arm of the Te Wharau Stream, Concentrations in this arm

never rose above 0.5 p9/1, vrhich is smaìl compqred to the concentrations found in the lower section of the

estuary at low tìde. Because water does not inundate the mudflats of the Te Wharau arm until about half

tide, any dye which gets in the embayment would have had îts low tÌde origin outside the estuary' and would'

therefore, contain a consìderable pr"oportìon of undyed water.

At the mouth of Lucas Creek, the mìxing and exchange that occurs will affect the amount of Lucas Creek water

that leaves the Upper Harbour system, that gets redjstributed anound the Upper Harbour and that is returned

to Lucas Creek,

At Ll9 the ebb tide distribution of dye in the cross sectl'on showed it to be concentrated close to the left
bank [Fig. 13). This continued on the f]ood unti'l between 1935 h and 2055 h (Table 7). While there was

a substantial quantity of dye in the water outside Lucas Creek, concentrations on the flood tide were high

near the left bank of Lucas Creek, once the dyed water passed upstream, uncontaminated water followed, and

hence lower concentrations occurred near the left bank.

Figure 14 shows where the dye was located in the cross section off the Herald Isìand jetty. It is clear

that near low tide and for a substantial tîne fo'llorving, dye was more concentrated near the left bank.

Because of the nature of the branchi'ng system where Lucas Creek ioins the main arm, it is l ikely that any

contaminant located near the left bank off Herald Island will enter Lucas Creek on the flood tide.

TABLE 7 Dye location in the cross sectìon Ll9 - ll March

Tìne Left bank Channel Right bank

1 905

I 830

I 935

2055

2.8

0,297

0.29

0.09

o.29

0.23

0.06

0.'1 3

0.09

0.16

0. 09

0.16
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Therefore, because Lucas Creek contaminated water tends to nemain nean the left bank on the outgoing tide,

much of this water returns to Lucas Creek.

The propensity for water to leave and return faster nean the leit bank r's demonstrated as far upstream as

Ll7, 614 m from the mouth of the estuary. Fìgure 15 shows dye dr'strihution in the cross section during

parts of the tidaì cycle on 14 Manch. tt is simi:lar to that noted for L'18 and Ll9, but the contrasts are
'less marked. It is also apparent that this is a daîly pattern for which there are two probable explanations.

Firstìy, at the mouth of Lucas Creek the Nater on the ebb tìde cones into contact with the body of flowìng

water in the main harbour, causing eddi.es and a forclng of Lucas CreeR ¡vater towards the left hnk.

Secondly, the pfesence of a subtidal bar on the rttght side of the channel near the mouth of the estuary

(Fig. 16) causes a change in the veloci'ty distrìbutr'on as the tide nears its lowest level, slowing water

near the right bank. It is thus permìtted to move faster in both directj'ons near the left bank. Because

of this a significant proportion of the $Gten leavlng ¡nìl return to Lucas Creek.

CONCLUS I ONS

With small freshwater inflow, the dominant cause of nrixing and dispersion is tidal action. Tìdal prism

volumes are large, which, in the absence of other factors such as nock sills at L4-L5' would otherwise

gìve a rapid potential mixing of contaminant and a consequent fast removal.

Differences in dye concentration occun in the vertical between ebb and fìood tides, vhich reflect the

velocity distribution. 0n the ebb tÌde highe¡ concentratîons occun near the surface, whereas on the

flood tide the new water movìng faster near the surface reverses thr's trend. Lateral differences ìn dye

concentration are even greater. Concentratlons near the bank tend to lag behind channel concentratìons

by up to 2 h as a direct result of diffenences in velocities.

A simpìe model of the processes of longîtudr'nal dÌspersion can be pnoposed. At high tide most of the dye

in the estuary is distnibuted in the upper section above the poînt where the volume upstream at high tìde is
equal to the entire volume of the estuary at low tide. Below this point are lower concentrations,
principatly derived from water that has neturned from outside the estuary. Near the mouth, no dye is present.

Dye traveìs down-estuary on the ebb tide at a rate equal to the tidal flow untjl a tide level is reached such

that the section above L5 takes on the characteristics of a rlver with rapt'ds. This traps some dye, but

the renaÌnder of the dye continues to move downstream at a rate equal to tidal flo¡r. By ìow tide a consid-

erable proportion (10%-25% depending on tide conditions) will have left the estuary, and a substantial
quantity of dye will be in the estuary, near the mouth. Dye wiìl have left the estuary c'lose to the left
bank and wilt be concentrated near the left bank in the maÌn harbour channel. Resr'dual high concentrations

will occur in pools above L5 as the flushing rate in that section Ìs determÌned by the stream inflow which

is usually snall.

0n the r'ncoming tide some dye will return to the Lucas estuary, again near the left bank, and some will
be transported up the main Upper Harbour channe1. Substantiaì quantìties of 'newr water wìll enter Lucas

Creek. flny water left in the estuary at low tide will be pushed back upstrean, with some mixing beyond

the poìnt described previously. When the tide oyertops the rock sr'lls, the water ponded behind them will
be pushed to the extreme upper end of the estua¡y, v¿ith water wr'th less concentrated dye moving into the

sections inunediately upstream of the rock bars. The water entering the mouth of Lucas Creek will be

substantialìy uncontaminated by the time the tide level reaches the level of the mudflats of the Te Wharau

Stream arn of the estuary, and water dov¡nstream of this arrn will have onìy'low concentrations of dye.

During successive tidal cycles the pattern of dye concentration renalns substantialìy the same, but the

total mass p¡esent gradualìy diminishes.

Under ìow flow conditions the pull-push of the tides and the resu'lting replacement effect is important,
perhaps being more significant than the mixtng that occurs due to differences in adveètive velocities.
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The constraining effect of the rnorphology of Lucas Creek on dispersion ìs also clearly demonstrated by

the research. The rock sills above L5 cause consìderable ponding during a signifìcant proportion of the

tida.l cycle, and slows rates of dispersion considerabìy. Aiso, the subtidal bar near'uhe mouth of the

estuary appears to have a considerable effect on the distributîon of dye leavlng the estuary, and creating

the potential for a gneater proportion to return than may be expected-

Lucas Creek can be separated into tr,¡o subsystems for the purposes of studying mixing and the dispersion

of a contaminant. The separatìon is caused by the rock sills and reinforced by high tide and low tide

volume consjderations. trlhereas the removal of contamÌnant in the section below L5 will be rapìd (possibly

asfastaspred.ictedbyconventionalmethods),remova]fromthesectionaboveL5,intowhichabouttwo-
thirds of the catchment drains, will be slow'
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DISCUSS I ON

R K piIIglL Is there any evidence to suggest a poìlutant entering Lucas Creek below L5 (as opposed to Ll

which was the input site for the tracer) will enter the part of the Creek above L5 and thus have a much

ìonger residence in the estuarY?

parnell The evidence suggests that dye entering Lucas Creek below L5 will be unlikeìy to travel upstream

of 15. It appears there are two very dìfferent parts in the Lucas Creek'

J Kitto Have you any explanation for the differences in the effect of salinity on different batches of

Rhodamìne l,JT?

Parnell Ljke Smart and Laidlaw (lS7il, I cannot explain the difference' It ìs clear that eachbatchof dye

needs to be tested and 4n appropriate correction facton used in any fie'ld test until some explanation can be

found .
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T M Hume l.Jhen using dyes in estuarine research what is the biggest probìem : adsorption of dye onto
organic or inorganic (sedimentI naterlal?
Parneìl Rhodamine B has poot" resistance to adsorption, because of its cationic nature. pyranine and
Lissamine have high resistance to adsorption on both inorganic and onganic material, Because of the
relatively clean nature of estuary wate!s, r.f an anionic tracer ls used, llttìe adsorption will occur.
Scott el a.L. (1969L conducted experiments on Rhodqmine IIT concludlng that in the presence of fine materia.l,
any ìoss of fluorescence wîlì tEke pìace ù a short time, that loss of fluorescence is .independent of dye
concentration' and that loss of fluorescence may be appreciable for concentratr'ons of sediment greater than
500 mg/l.

R J l'lilcock (l) Rhy didn't you test the relatlonshìp between rhodamine fluorescence decay and salinity
using seawater solutions rathen than synthetic NaCl solutions?
(2) You experinented with lissarnÍne FF, a green dye, in spite of the suggestion that high background
fluorescence made use of green fluorescors impractical. Did you check this for the water of the Upper
Harbour?

Parnelì (1) I was unable to accomplish all the studies desirable in the tine available. Also a number of
salt concentrations were used in the experiments so some abîtity to control saìinity was necessary.
(2) Samples for background were taken on many occasions. These were taken for each sample site and good
explanations of background as a function of tide heìght and site were found. It was found that backgrounds
could be easily removed,

R A Heath You mention that the salinity defect method for calculating the residence time in Lucas Creek may
not be appìicable because the flood tide water is aìready low in saìinr'ty. Horl€ver, this is taken into
account' for the Lucas Creek water wiìì have a lower salinity than wouid be the case if the exchange was
with more saline oceanic water.
Parne]l The difficulties ìn using the t = V¡/R where V, = V(So - Snl/So method has problems for two reasons.
Firstly' a satisfactory measurernent of so ('oceanic' saiinity) ìs impossìble because the main channel saìinity
changes. secondìy, the amount of water which has aìready left Lucas creek fpossibly many times) and returns
cannot be accounted for.

J C Rutherford Can you tell us the residence ttr¡es of Lucas Creek as calcuìated using:
(l) tidal prism;
(2) saìinity method;
(3) dye results?
Parnell (l) salinity measurements give ahout 5 days. (2L The basic tìdal prism rnethod gave a I tidal
cycìe. The modified Ketchum method gave about 3 tidal cycìes. (3) Under the freshwater inflows which
operated at the tìme, the dye half-life was 3! tidal cycìes, but some dye was sti'll present about 90
tidal cycles after injection.

Y Y Y v t
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R.Lve¡ and EtfuLiltq Mixî.ng llonh¿hop

ll amt Lto n S ciencø Cøn Ltte Novenben 17*18, 1981

UPPER l.IAITEI'IATA M0DELLING STUDIES

M J ?'Su.LXivan Ê R K PennQ.A, T[poruficaL Ê Ap,¡iliød MøchanLu Døpanfrnent., UwLvet'si.tq o( Ãuclzland

ABSTRACT

¡ne-dimensional models are corunonly used for analysing the hydraulÌcs and mixing of rivers and because of the

relatively narrotr tidal creeks in the Upper Haitemata Harhour it is appropriate to model it as a branched

network of one-dimensional ri'vers. In the present work the numerr'cal ìmplementatìon of one-dinensional

hydraulic and pollutant dispersa'l mode'ls is discussed and model results for Lucas Creek (in the Upper

tl.laitemata) are compared with results from field observatìons.

I NTRODUCTI ON

In recent years numerous studies of computer modelling of the hydraulics of estuaries and rivers have been

carried out. Early work ìs summarized by Dronkers (1964) and the more recent publications by Hinwood and

|/lajììs (1975a, b), Abbott(1979), Ramming and Kowalik (1980) and Nihoul (1978). For the specìaì case of

transient rìver hydraulics a good su[mary is provided by Henderson (1966).

The computer modelling of mixing processes in estuaries or rivers is well sun¡narised by Fischer e.t a'L.

(1979) and Fischer (1976a, b).

The main difference in the approaches adopted by various authors is jn the level of averaging appìied. Even

us.ing modern large computers it is not possible to produce a model which evaluates velocities and pollutant

concentrations, for example, at every point in the body of water under investigation. Sone averaging ìs

aìways requìred. In the most detailed models the flow regìon is split up into a large number of discrete

elements or blocks and the varjables are assumed to be constant (or some simple polynorninal form) within

each bjock. A small amount of work has been carried out with two or three layers of blocks thus allowing

for modelling of stratified flows. But most studies have assumed that the flow is vertical'ly well mixed

and have considered depth-averaged quantities. For rivers most studtes have assurned that the whole river

ìs well mixed and have used cross-sectìona1-averaged quantities.

BASIC EqUATIONS

The basic equations used express conservatìon of mass, momentum and. pollutant (or sone chemlcal such as sqlt

or dye). The variables used are A the area of the flo!'/, U the average Velocity, Q the dischqfge (Q=UAL

y the depth of water, C the concentration of pollutant and h the elevatîon of the river bottom above datum.

Then conservation of mass can be expressed by the partial differential equation

Here t is time, x ìs dìstance along the river and q ìs the lateral inflow (from small streams) of water.

Simiìarly conservation of momentum is expressed by

(t)4*!Q =oâr ax

!q- + h (ua) + gA 5 (y+h) + 4rqt = oo^ c'AR
t2)

is the Chézy friction coefficient
Conservation of chemical sPecìes

Here g is the acceleration due to gravìty' R is the hydraulic radius, and C

in an empìrìcal frictional "drag" proportional to average ve'locity squared.

is expressed by
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a-(4È+*qt= k too*l*oro

Here D îs a diffusion coefficient and Co is the concentration of the chemical in the lateral infìow.

The basic aoverning equations often appear i'n dìfferent forms. Usr'ng the fact that, b, the hreadth of the

flow (see FiS. l) ìs given by

b= + (4)
ay

then equatìon (1) can be rewritten as

off+$=a

The usual fonn for the Chézy frr'ction coefficient is

ç = g1/6¡n

where n is the well known Manning's n, Then (21 can be rewritten as

#-k(uQ) +sAþo+nt +snl}+la =o (z)

Equation (l) and (3) are often combined to give

f., *=ik(DAlqx)+fitco-ct (Br

No analytical solutions can be found for the coupled, non-linear equations [5], (7) and (B) (or [l), (2) and

(3)) and therefore numerical methods must be used.

Some variatìons of these equations are often used. An al lowance fon the veìocity variation across the cross.
section is often made by introducing an extra coefficient c in the second term of (7), that is "ktrql,

(3)

(5)

(6)

where c is defined by

"=4^ lu2¿n
a'Å

Here u is the velocity value at each point in the cross-section.

Also (7) is often reamanged, using the chain rule for partial differentiation, to give

-a$+ zu ** tno - ortl #- uzn{ + sn*l*s!+ls = .

where AV = l4l v constant.x -dx- -

(e)

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

The basic approach adopted here is Èo replace the governing partial differential equations outlined above

by fìnite difference approximatlons. These discrete versions of the equatìons of conservation of mass,

momentum and pollutant can also he derived without reference to any partìal dÌfferentiaì equations by

considering conservation principles for a discrete representation of the river. In Fig. 2 the subscript i
refers to quantities evaluated at the centre of the ith section of the river, each of ìength Âx, and the
subscript i + 9" to quantìties evaluated at the interface between the ith section and the i+l section. The

superscript n refers to quantlties evaluated after n time increnents each of length at,

Conservation of mass (or volume if density is cancelled) then requt'res that the change of volume în a block
must be balanced by the difference beù'¡een the flow entering and leaving the block, together with any
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lateral inflow. lhus

o* uf*¡tuf*r - vft + 
^t(Aîi¿ 

-

Here the flows at the interfaces and the

oîlü=Io?ll*qlq)

In order to obtain equations which

at the beginnìng of the time step.

Ai:Ð = tttx õ!+l

lateral inflow have been averaged, for exanple

(l I )

are linear in the unknownr, rT*t .rd ail¿ the breadth ul*L it evaluated

The conservation of momentum is expresseì as

(l o)

(12)

o*rqlTr - aî*r) * otul*lul*sr rA\I\n - uî+Oîilt

+ at(r -,î-rrri-iqiil - ui_iqilll

+ 
^tsAl+t 

Gîil - n.i*, - !f*l - n,)

+ 
^r^x 

s(n2lVl)n ofll = o
R4/3,i+\\i+u

Here all barred quantities are averaged over a time step as in equation (1.l).

As before, all coefficients are evaluated at the beginning of the time step to preserve the linearity of the

difference equations. The most important special feature of (12) is the "upstream" weighting parameter

,!*r, which is defined by

(' uT*L' o'

,1 . ={ ' (r3)
't+4 I\o uT*L u o.

This type of weìghting ensures that the momentum flux which is transported into the block comes from the
upstream djrection (that is, from where the flow is coming). lhe feature gìves good stability of the
difference approximations, especially for fast nroving fìows. A similar scheme can be derived from the
alternative form of the momentum equation (9) but is slightly more cumbersome because of the extra terms

i nvol ved.

If only hydrauìic rnodelling is of interest then (10) and (12) must be solved for M blocks in a rÍver, say,

together with initial data, y!, i=l,2,...,M, and Q!*¡, l=0,t,2,...,M and boundary conditions. The usual

boundary condjtions of interest in a tidal river are the specifications of a tidal height at the bottom

of the river, thus specifyins y1*1, and the specification of a discharge at the top of the river, thus
givlng Ofill. Equations (10) anå (12) can be combined, with some algebraic effort, to give a trì-diagonal
system of equations which can then be solved very efficiently.

If the dispersìon of a poìlutant in the river is also of interest then the velocity distribution Uf*,
and flow areas R!*¿ can be used with the following difference approximation of (8):

u(cf*r - cf ) + þtru1 * tuf tr rei*r - cil])

+ þtrui - luit) rcii] - ci-rt

= 

ffiJo,ooi-a(cîi] 
- cT*') - Di-rAI-B(ci-r - cillr]

^tÂx 
-n+l ,*n+1 

CT*t )* 
4 

ot \Loi (l 4)
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Again baped quantities ane averaged as in (11). Upstream weighting of the advective or transpori term'

U S, nas been used in []a). This type of difference approxìmation gives good stability properties but

leãâs to the add.ition of I'numerical" dìspersìon. Other nore sophisticated schenes can be used to improve

the dr'spersion characteristics (see Stone and Brian (.l963) or Crowley (.l968)' for example).

For a river consisting of M biocks the initial concentrations C!, I = 1,2,...M must be specr'fied and

boundary conditÌons at each end given. For tidal creeks such as Lucas Creek it is approprlate to spectìfy

the concentration at the upstream ena, Cff+1, while at the bottom the concentration should be specified

durîng the incomîng tide and a zero concentration gradient specified duning the outgoìng tide. For ì=1,

2,...M (14) gives a tri-dlagonal system.

BATHYMETRY

In (10), (12) and (l+) AT+L, Rî*L, bl must be evaluated i.n terms ot yî, vl+1.. tn ,n. present study the

bathymetry at a number of íection-s was obtained from field data and converted to an approximate piece-wise

linear form as shown in Fig. 3. The data at cross-sections between these major sections is obtained by

lìnear interpolation.

RESULTS

The basjc programs were tested on several idealised problems and then applied to data from Lucas Creek.

During a fieìd experiment conducted by Ml,lD and University of Auckland personnel very detaileC data was

obtained for a pe¡iod of l6 hours. The experìment was aimed flìrstly at monitoring dye concentrations in

detail durìng this period (24 hours after a controlled release at the head of Lucas Creek near the Albany

bridge) and in lesser detail over a longer period. Secondly, the experiment determined detailed hydraulic

data in the form of velocity profiles at up to B verticals at 2 cross-sections and spot velocity measure-

ments at various stations up the river. Tìdaì heights at each of these sections were also recorded.

From this data average velocities were calculated to allow comparison with the computer model results.

For the computer model the measured tide height at the downstream end (section Ll7) was used as one boundary

condit.ion and the measured discharge at the top sectl'on (Ls)was used as the upstream boundary condition.

The main calibration required was the choice of Manning's n. After some experimentatìon a value of n=0'015

was found to give a good fit to the exoerimenta.l data. l¿Iater level profiles at various tines are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5 and the veìocity at the mouth (Ll7) is plotted in Fig. 6.

It was not found necessary to vary n with depth pnobably because the water slope is quite smal'l and the flow
'is governed maìnly by volume conservation rather than frictional resistance.

The results of the dye test are compared with the computer model results in Fig. 7. The measured

concentrations at the top (15) and botton (Ll7) sectùns uere specified during the outgoing and incoming

tides respectively. Otherrrcise a zero concentratìon gradient was enforced at each end. A diffusion

coefficient of 2A n2ls was used. Thts v¿as taken as a typical Value from Johnston (,l980).

The results tilere not particuìar'ly sensitive to the choice of diffusion coefficient. This is partly because

the data are for a perìod 24 hours after the Ínitial release of dye and the sharp concentration fronts have

already been somewhat smoothed. But the maîn reason is that the'large numerical dispersion dominates the

physical dispersion coefficient. Reasonable agreement between rnodel results and field data is obtained but

this result cannot be used to calculate the physical dispersion coefficient reliabìy. Improved methods are

being developed.

Detailed dye measurements at each section confirmed that Lucas Creek is quite well nixed laterally and with

depth and therefore the l-D assumption is valid.
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CONCLUS IONS

The l-D modelling of Lucas Creek has produced good agreement between computed results and field data. The

ease of achìeving such a good match is rather deceptive and a number of Points should be stressed as a

warnr n9.

I Lucas Creek is quite well mixed laterally and with depth.

2 The experiment conducted did not adequately test the dispersion performqnce of the computer model.

3 An ìmproved algorithm is requîred to neduce spurious numerica'l dispersion and allow a deterrlinatìon

of the actual dispersion coefficfent.
4 The ponding effect above L5 was excluded from the model because the hydraulic model was not designed

to handle this situation and was made external to the cor,rputer model. lfork is proceeding on this
point rvìth the aim of usìng the speclfied dye release as the only input at the upstrean end of the

computer model.

5 The interchange at the bottom of Lucas Creek was also made external to the computer model t'ith the

concentration at 117 being specified during the incoming tide. l¡{ork is proceeding on a,network model

of the whole of the Upper t^laitemata Harbour which will allow a proper test of the ahility of the

modeì to represent mixìng at the mouth of each creek.
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DISCUSSI ON

T M Hume (l) What are the minimum field data requirements to make the modet applicable in other situations?
(2) How does Manning's n vary with tidal range?

O'sullivan (ì) You need some bathymetry to begin with. In ofder to ca'lculate Manning's n, water levels at

two positions (and preferably three or four) during a tidal cycle are required, As an additional check

enough velocity measurements to allow a reasonable estimate of discharge at the mouth of the creek would be

useful. (?\ It appears that a smaller Manningts n should be used in shallow water. However, to avoid

complex "tuning" of the mode'l a single value was used. Therefore, the water surface slope is too flat at

hì gh tide.
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GJMacdonaldt,lasthediffusioncoefficientchangedSoastoachievethebestfitofyourcomputed
concentration profile to measured concentration values?

o,suilivan rnr.. uulr.l f= ir, zo' 30 n?/s were t.ied and D = l0 m?ls gave the best fit of the three'

f*tftur testing might provide an even better fit'

B_ÀHeatn Have you looked at hokr the model fits at different tidal conditions (i.e'springs versus

neaps ) ?

0,sullivan unfortunately we do not have suffl'cient field data to make this comparison'

A J Sutherland could you please elabonate on the concentratîon boundary condition applied at each end of

the reach?

0'sullivan Basìcaììy the boundary condìtîon (at either end of the reach) is that the concentration is

specifiediftheflowîsintothereachandazeroconcentrationgradientisspecifiedlìftheflowlìsout
of the reach. At the bottom of the reach for Lucas creek (Ll7) the concentration specified during the

incom.ing tide was taken as a linear decrease from that calculated at the turn of the tide to that observed

at high tide, Thus the form of the measured concentratt-on vs time curve was preserved but not the exact

values, This boundary condition corresponds to the physical situatìon where the water which leaves the

mouth of Lucas Creek is partially mixed before returning'

g_!_Mcqrîde- 0n F.ig. 6 why is.it that the observed and predicted concentrations at sîte Ll7 between hours 6

and g do not agree? I have understood that concentration, rather than concentration gradient' was specìfied

at this site for an incoming tide'

0,Su-llivqq The concentrat.ion is specified at L.l7 durìng the incoming tide, but not the measured

concentration.Tcbeconsistentwiththeca]culatedconcentrationattheturnofthetideaconcentration
vstimeprofileisspecifìedwiththesameformasthemeasuredonebutstart.ingattheca.lcu]atedva]ue
at the turn.

p l¡¡ l¡lilljams Many estuaries have pools at their upper ends. ts your model really adequate seeing it cannot

cope with the upper ends of these tidal creeks?

o,sullivan I don,t see any problem choppìng these little creeks off at some arbitrary location (say at a

rock sjll) provided the effluent sources you are jnterested in are strìll within the system' If they are

not, then you have to specify boundary conditìons carefully'

DGGoringYourl4anning(snof0.015jslow.Fromexperiencenthis.lowoccurson.lyinconcretecanals.
I put tÙ to you that there js another degree of freedom in fitting your model to field data and that is

the initial volume oF water in the model '

0,sullivan The Mannìng's n of 0.015 is low but this probabìy arises from the inaccuracy of the friction

terms for slow movìng tidal fiOws, Differences in the initial state for trial stimulations were "dampeci

out" after about one tidal cYcìe'
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Haníl.ton SoLønce Cønfne Novuhø¡ 17-18, 1981

ASPECTS 0F CIRCULATION tN THE IrIAIMEA tNLEt :

DYE TRACER STUDIES

K G ltlulcolf, Ne.Uon Cafelnenl. toand, Ne,taon

ABSTRACT

Field work conducted in an attempt to optimise location and operation of the outfall from the Nelson
Regional sewage scheme into the ÌIainea [n]et r's described. Likely effìuent pathways Ì{ere established at
neap tide (l*orst case conditions) using dye lnjectìons (periodjcaììy repìenished) photograohed ¡¡6¡ the
air. These confr'rmed that the Þ{aimea Inlet is poor'ly fìushed. Calculations suggest, however, that
bacterial contaminatr'on of bathing beaches lin the inlet wìll not he severe. Recomnendations concerning
outfall ìocation, design and operation were made.

INTRODUCTI ON

The testìng descrìbed in this paper has been undertaken to help optimise the locati.on and operationofthe
outfall of a major local sewage treatment plant near Nelson which will dr^scharge into the eastern "¡ri¡g,,
of the Waimea lnlet.

Ïhe Waimea Inlet is situated at the mouth of the Waimea River. It has tr,¿o entrances (see Fig. l) and the
eastern and western "wings" draln largely separately with minimal crossflow. At the waimea Riven nouth a
small naturaì delta currently deflects all but flood flows into the western ,,rring',. The fresh water
continues to flow westward at alt tldal stages. Under most condìtions sa'linity measurements made in the
eastern "wing" show only slightly dÍffering values within and outside the inlet (28-32 ppt) with no
obvious diìution Patterns discernìble. During flood events significant volumes of typically silt-laden
floodwater pass eastward, espectally at higher tidal stages.

At the turn of the century the river flow was directed mainly eastward toÌ¡ards Tahunanui Beach. The
present westerly discharge is a naturaì change and has not requìred engr'neering for channel marrntenance.

The exchange volume of the eastern inlet varies from l0 x 106 to 32.5 x 106 tn3 ou.. a total eastern area of
some 2150 ha. During the ìower neap tides only a portion of this area is covered at high tide. Tidal ranges
vary from 4,4 to 1.5 m.

An echo-sounder cross section for the eastern entrance shows a channel w-idth varying from lg00 to 200 m at
spring tide. At the same time cross-sectional area varìes from around 6500 m2 to only lz00 n2. At higher
tìdaì stages some water flows over the I kn wide Rabbit lsland sandflats. As the tidal level lowers,
flow shifts into the nal"row main channel and velocities increase. Peak velocities in the main channel occur
at this shift stage.

At present there are several large industrial discharges to the eastern inlet. Two local authorities
discharge comminuted and raw sewage, and in addition there are several emeì"gency overload outfal.ls. The
consuìting engineers for the Nelson Regional sewage Scheme estimate of present nutrient inputs are given
in Table l.

Discharges 1,2 and 3 all currently carry high facecal coliform ìoadings. The receiving channels generally
display levels from 1,000-10,000 colifonn/lQO ml at mid-tide, and leve'ls typr'cal of raw seÌrrage at low-túater.
Severe algal blooms of IJLva andEnfetonoaphn occur periodica.lly adjacent to the neatworks. tntense gold_
green EugLena blooms mark the ir¡¡edrrate vicinity of discharges l, 2, and 3. High actd content and sugar
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combine to cause yellow fungoid growth at the juÍce factory point of discharge. Bark suspension has
ìncreased the organic content within the muds near the chipmill.

TABLE I The major discharges to llainrca Inlet þer tidal cycle)

kgN . ksP

1. Meatworks

Z. Stoke/Tahuna Sewaç

3. Richmond Sewage

4. Juice Factory/Chip l4i1I

l8t
49

24.5

l0

l6 .25

8.4
4.2

2

It is not considered safe to gather edible sheìlfish wlthin the inlet and it ìs lnadvìsable to bathe near
the Stoke outfall

Thus the effects on Waimea Inlet presently are barely tolerable.

A regional sewage scheme which wlll collect and treat waste water fro¡n around the','laìnea Inlet ìs under
construction at present. After treatnent effluent will be dlscharged into the eastern wing of the Waimea
Inlet. The sewage scheme will greatìy reduce the discharge of bacterla, nr'trogen and BoD to the inlet.
Table 2 sur¡marises the composition of the treated effluent. Even rithout recourse to outfall optimization,
the scheme clearly offers great benefits in tevms of relievlng present intense and localised poì1utrìon.

The inlet waters have an S.C. classification and Tahunanui Beach. at the tîdal entrance, an S,B. Meeting
S.B. coliform standards (200/100 ml) for Tahunanui Beach, at all times, is the prlmary objective for outfall
optimization. A secondary objective is to avold localÍsed algal (ltLvalEntettonotqfu) blooms in the outfalI
vicinity. The probìem thus is to optinrise outfall location and operation so as to avoid locally concen-
trated effluent slugs such as presentìy cause bacterial and nutrient overload in several aneas.

TABLE 2 Specified effluent limits, l{elson Regional Sewage Scheme

B0D5

S. Sol ids
Total N

Total P

Oil and Fat
Faecal Coliforms

50 s/m3
8o g/m3

500 kg/day
'150 kg/day

14 g/m3

al ways . 1057ì 00 m1

30-day average* < 5 x'1047't0o mt

60-day average < Z x lo4/loO ml

Notes:

I *five samples at not less than 5 day interyals,
2 Boron, arsenic, fluoride, sulphide, cyanide, phenol, p.C.B.,g organochlortdes/organophosphorus,

arsenicals/carbamates/2.4.D cornpounds, and various heavy meta'ls all have specîffed limits.

METHODS

Previous experience with tracers has led the Board to reaìise that neasurement of dye conceñtratr'ons in
estuarine and coastal waters and accurate estimation of mixìngrates Ís impractìcable. The primary purpose

v
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of these tracer studies has, therefore, been to indicate probable effluent "slug" pathways. Effluent

(as visualjsed by dye) should be kept to areas of maximum turbulent mixing and minimum environmental

impact, for as ìong as possìble. 0utfall siting, construction and operation would be based partly on

the tracer studies, Some measure of dispersion rates can also be gained from close scrutiny of changes

in dye patch colour and size'

Drogues were found to be unsuitable within these shallow waters because they inevìtably ran aground.

outside, .in deeper waters, drogues worked well but proved rather too expensive wrth loss of some drogues.

Both fluorescein and rhodamr'ne have been used but rhodamine B or BN was quickly found to be most suitable'

It is cheaper to purchase powdered dye and mix with methanol and/or dilute acetic acid, but this operation

is fraught with dìfficulties; the powder form is cancinogenÎc, very persistent and badly staining, and

extensive protective gear and other precautions are required. The best dye source found Ìs pre-mixed

agriculturaì spray-marker dye. Dye in this form is not cheap but is concentrated and long lastìng so that

economy of release will offset the purchase price.

In tracer studies it is most Ímportant that tracer movements accurately reflect real situations involving

effluent or water movement. If dye is simply poured onto the water surface a proportion remains at the

surface and will often not follow deeper water movements. Thus rhodamine was discharged at a depth of from

I to 2 m in the shallow channels (3 - 5 m naximun depth). Thus ampìe vertical mixing occurred in both

directions. Pumped sampling was earlier used to confirm adequate vertical dye distribution. A simple

arrangement comprising a hand plunger punp (engine sump type) mounted through the lid of the proprietory

dye container was used. Discharge was through a clear PVC tube of known length and the tube end necessarily

was weighted. Several strokes on the purnp gave a brillÌant but localised dye patch. This release method

was used in the most recent muìtiple dye-patch test'

Several dye-tracer tests have been carried out at dìffering tidaì stages and at both neap and spring tides.

Two separate tests are described here.

The first test was performed at an average tide on 23,.10,75 and involved release of one dye patch at high

tide (0827) followed by the reìease of another patch three hours lateì (.l.l30). Dye was tracked until dark

(1750); about 2\ hours before the next high tide.

The second test was performed at a neap tide on 2.l2.BO and involved the nelease oi."u.n separate patches

at approximately haif-hour intervals starting ! hour before high tide with the last 3 hours after high tide

(see Fiq. 2). Dye was tracked until iow tide.

Fading dye patches were replenished by guiding the dye-hoat to the des'ired position wÌth instructions

radioed from the trackìng pìane. Each radio crew canried a standby unÍt, and headphones proved useful

when ambient noise was a Probìem.

Concurren¡y with the second test, velocity measurements were made at three depths (0.2, 0.6 and 0.8 depth)'

at three possibìe effluent release points.

Aerial photography was used to track dye movements. The topogfaphy around llaimea Inlet was unsuitable for

ìong term, land-based tracking. When dye was confined to recognizable channels or crossed identifiable
,'landmarks,', vertical (through floor hatch) photography was best, due to the direct plotting capability

us.ing colour positive fìlm. In many cases, however, oblique photos vrere Preferred so that sufficient

ìandmarks could be framed to pewnit triangulation of the dye patch. A shutter speed of 1/250th second

was the lowest which guaranteed blury-free prints when using hand-held 35 nrn reflex cameras through open

plane windows ìn the presence of some air turbulence. Colour positiye fÌ1m in 36 frame format was

preferred, for plotting fìexibility and to reduce in-ftight loading. In cToudy conditions,400 ASA film

was found necessary' Photography was through an open window or haich' An ultra-violet filter' behind

a polarizing fìlter, was routinely used to aid clarity and to feduce haze and reflection.
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Dye photographs were mounted and patches sketched onto existing contour plans of the inlet ìn contrasting

colours. The timing of dye patches was accurate to within + 5 minutes.

Figure 3 shows the observed dye pathways for the first test. The striking feature of these results is that

tnacer swept out to sea on the falling tide returned on the rising tide. The net dìspìacement after one

complete tidaì cycle would probably have been found to be very small had sampling been feasible until high

tìde (2030). lt is important to remember that the dye patch was replentîshed several times during the

course of the experiment. Thus some dispersion took place.

Figure 4 shows the observed dye pathways for the second test. Dye release (l) was made at 0630 (l hcur

before high tide) in order to gauge "up-inlet" travel of effluent (the water-right permits discharge

between ! hour before and 3 hours aften high tide). Dye was found to move up inlet and thereafter

behaved in much the same manner as dye released l! hours after hr'gh tide. A portion of dye release (2)

(made at 0705, high tide) escaped over the RabbÌt lsland sand hanks and release (3) frsgmented in the

Tahunanui Beach area, wîth partial main channel escape, west of Haulashore lsland. No other releases

escaped from the eastern end of the nain channel. Re'lease (7) made at 1010 at the other end of the

discharge perîod specified in the water right did not get much past Oyster Island, ln the Upper Airport

channel area,

Figure 5 shows measured water levels and velocities at the three gauging statîons (fig. l). Ebb tide

velocities did not reach an arbitrary 0,2 m/s minimum at alì stations until I hour after high tt'de.

Peak velocitjes were reached at 1.25 - 1.75 hours after high tide and similar velocity duration integrals

appear at all three sîtes for the ! hour to l! hour period.

Velocities were not derived from dye patch travel rates for this particulaf test although ìn previous

studies similar estimates were obtained from dye and tidal gaugings.

DI SCUSS I ON

Previous dye tests had strongly suggested a lengthy residence period for the Waimea lnlet. ldere l¡Jaimea

Inlet "flushed" to say 60% per tidal cycle several dye patches Ìn these tests should have completely escaped

the entrance channel. The trend towards dye patch confinement within the Inlet is clearly ìllustrated' by

comparìng relative pathways of successive dye patches. These results confirm that pollutants have a

relatively long resìdence time in the Waimea Inlet.

gften dye persisted for long peniods without requiring replenishment. The patches were seen to ìengthen

and alter shape with lìttle significant visual dispersion. This suggests that over much of the inlet rates

of dispersion are low. When such a patch encountered a major tìdaì channel branch, considerable turbulent

mixing was inferyed by rapid coìour fade, and "ragged" edges. Thus the maiority of dispersion appears to

occur at such channel branches. Because fìow patterns indicated by dye patch changes were so variable'

it was fe]t little could be gained from mathematicalìy-based coefficients of channel dispersion, as are

often used in river systems. Ditution rates of real effluents passing down various channel systems were

seen as complex and unique variables, intimately related to topography and tidal stage.

ESTIMATION OF COLIFORM DILUTION

Data gathered during these tests wene used to investigate potential contamination of the bathing beach

at Tahunanui Beach ( Fi g. I ) .

First knowledge of the likely diffuser performance and measured velocities at the discharge site were used

to estimate initial dilutìon. Expected initial dilution for the diffuser operating ln 5 m of still water

is 33 times. operatìonal initial dilution rates could be as high as 90 tìmes (at sprr'ng tides for a

velocity of I m/s) and should be at least 50 t'imes.
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Figure 3 Test on 23.I0.75. High
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Figure 4 (3 pages) Test on 2.I2.8O. High tíde 0705. Neap tide.
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In-channel dilution rates are still unknown due to lack of direct measurements. Measurenent of coliform

concentrations ortginating from meatworks effluent indicated a maximum in-channe'l dilutl'on rate of about

l0 times per 400 m, but a more conservative estimate of 100 times was assumed for the 4! kn ìength of

channel .

Up to 35% die-off of coliforms can be anticipated in the channel.

Thus a total dilution of at least 7500 times can be expected (50 fron initial dìlution, ì00 from in-channel

dilutÌon and 3/2 from dr'e-off). For effluent with faeca'l coliform levels of e x lo4/lo0 rnl (the normal

level),concentrations well below the specified li¡nit (200/100 ml) can be anticipated at Tahunanuì Beach'

and for effluent concentrations of 5 x lOS/tOO mì (the leveì permissible for short periods) no breach is
'likely. Short of discharging at 3 times the maximum permitted hacterial levels, there seems little
chance of beach pollution.

SUGGESTED OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

Operatìonal conclusions derived from this test were:

'| Release of effluent L hour prior to high tide is disadvantageous due to:
(i) lowered diffuser efficiency due to low current velocities;
(ii )counter productive up-inlet effluent movement'

2 Not untit ! hour after high tide is there any arbitrary minînun current velocity of 0.2 m/s which

would increase diffuser dilution rate from 33 tines (design mÌnimum) to bet¡,¡een 50 and 90 times.

3 Timed effluent release cannot prevent effluent reaching the Tahunanui Beach.

4 Effluent released from I hour after high tide onwards increasìngly affects the Tahunanui Beach'

Recommendations for effluent release are:

I The discharge should occur between !-ì! hours after the high tide. The optimum currents for dìffuser

operation occur at this time. Cut-off l! hour after high tfde is reconrnended based on the observation

that dye released later than this "stalls" in the Tahunanui Beach area.

2 The diffuser should be designed bearing ìn mind that worst case tìdal velocities are from 0.1 to

0.4 m/s.

3 The diffuser will gain slight advantage only from siting at the most downstream station (3). Perhaps

the cost of addìtîonal piping would be better spent on nore rapid, pumped, discharge at the nearer

station (l ) (see Fig.l ) .

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHTR I.¡ORK

The tracer study detaiìs above and several ear'lier dye tests have proved useful to wider local coastal

water management plans involving the Nelson Catchment Board.

The most obvious research directions required from the Board's point of view are:

I Circulation patterns of southern regions of Tasman Bay. This would involve a more detaîled look at

the gross current patterns.

2 Dilution rate studîes in the bJaimea Inlet and the areas where tìda'l Ìnlet waters nlx with the above

currents,
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3 Extensive'rþq5gli¡s¡' data fof afeas likely to be most affected by Regional Sewage Schene effluent as
indicated by dye tracer moTements.

Research in these three Areas could inVolve:

- current reconder work;

- further dye tracer studles and/or drogues;
- instantaneous tr'dal velocity recordings;
- widespread bacterioìogical testlng w'Ìth a vì€w to dete¡mining dilutÌon rates,;
- studies of nutrient ìevels and their changes during flood events when trenendous river-origìnated silt

loads appear;

- other chenîcal analysis to dl'scern estuarine, narîne, and land-originqted proportions of vartous water
parcel s;

- biological monitoring (e.g., algal biomass, shellfish analyses) of affected ecosystems.

The tests covered here have been largely a direct charge upon the Regional Sewage Scheme. As alwa¡rs an
extension of testing programmes beyond this stage involves the funding problem and is unlikely to proceed
as rapidìy as desirable.
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DISCUSS I ON

B L lJilliams Did you gîve consideration to the effect of wlìnd in your ðircu'lation studles?
!C!1991! l/ind recorder charts were made available to us by the Meterological Service. our observations on
these plots were that gross tida'l exchange is not affected even by high (30 krn) wltnds but that littoral
dispersion is greatly affected. The common norther'ly wind would increase the ìikelihood of effluent
affecting the bathìng beach if this effluent is not properly dispersed throughout the water colunn.

T R Healy Dìd you consider dropping dye directly from the aircraft rather than from the jet boat and did
you consider using drogues rather than dye?
l'lestcott Photography was carried out from a cessna 172 flying at an altitude of around 900 m and at an
airspeed just above stall in many cases. Even so, re'lative ground speed generally varied from 110-280 km/h
depending on flight altitudes and wind velocity. 900 m is obviously too high to drop dye but to come down
to say 300 m would have greatly intenfered with photographic coverage. Also we were operating within
airport approach corridors and the control tower was not happyr¡rith routine flight at lorver altitudes. I
also think ll0-170 km/h at 300 m would not pernit accuracy greater than severaì hundred meters in dye
placement by "bombing", whereas jet-boat replenishment was generaìly within 5 m and often within 2 m of
optimum. Helicopters were precluded by expense. Drogues were tried and found ineffective in depths less
than 4-5 m as t¡rave action rapidìy ran them aground, Outside the inlet entrance, however, a drogue was,
observed to remain central to a dye patch for 2 hours whilst moving several hundred metres against the
prevailing wj¡d and wave action.

A J Sutherland The eff'luent from the sewage treatment plant wilì presumably be buoyant and therefore
confined to surface layers. If this iS the case, vrould not surface movement be more informative than current
movements at I or 2 m below the surface?
Westcott There are two ma.in reasons for assuming the effluent to be relatively non_buoyant,

The design consultant states a multipo¡t diffuser w.ith minimun, dilution rate of 33 times îs pìanned.
Thus planned in-channei effluent concentrations are inìtially diluted to relatively non-buoyant level
by the diffuser(in practice this dilution rate may not be achieved).
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2 It would be diffìcult to envisage how dye could be used to follow circulation patterns in the surface

water only, where replenishnent is carried out. Dye poured onto the water surface wiì1 still
eventualìy sink to deeper ìayers. Until our dye clouds passed thnough deeper waters vertÍcaì distribu-
tion normally extended throughout the water column at any rate.

In other words, I feel other techniques would be more appropriate should the studies have been directed at
more precise effìuent cîrculatory definitions rather than sinrp'ly as an illustration of existing trends.

T M ttume lr¡ould it have been preferable to use (naturall salinity rather than dye tracing techniques?

Hestcott These tests vrere carried out to jllustrate existing inlet circulation patterns so that pt"obable

effluent slug pathways could be inferred. As such, the tests Ner€ not strict'ly speaking "dye tnacer tests'l

at all. The absence of fluorornetry apparatus prevented us fnom carrying out quantitative dye testìng.

l¡te were also unable to carry out quantitative saline/freshwater sampìing because there is no significant
freshwater input except during high river stages. Inlet salinity has been investigated and found not to
vary significantly eithen horizontally or vertically.
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THE USE OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES AS

TRACERS IN RIVERS

B J BaM4 and\I J McCabe, TntLûtu.fe o[ Nuc.teaaseìence.á, OSIR, L6wQnltuü

ABSTRACT

The use of radioisotopes for studying mixing Ìn rivers is dr'scussed fron a practlcal point of view. The
unique features of the technique, its advantages and disadvantages, its sensitivity and its cost are all
considered so that those interested Ìn tracing work shoutd be able to make at least a preliminary assessment
of its potential value to them.

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive tracers may be used in river studies with the same aims in view as
namely to measure the nixing, dilution and residence tirne of sone component in
practicalities of using them are unique.

for any tracÍng study -
the river - but the

Accordingly, in this paper we wiil try to do two things. Firstly, we will briefly describe the methods used
for radioactive tracing in rìvers with emphasis on the unique featur€s, Secondly, we wîll discuss those
experimental detaìls and costs which need to be considered at the outset. After this we would hope that
the reader interested in having some tracrng work done will have enough Ínformation to make at least a
prel iminary decision on whether or not radioactive tracing could be of benefit.

DISCUSS I ON

The tracer

The tracer we comrnonìy r." i, l3ll as iodìde Ìon. Its half life is g days which îs more than sufficient
for rìver tracing tests. The energy of the radiation emitted by it is ìow enough that comparatively large
quantities can be imported by air without needing excessively heavy containers for shielding, and high
enough that it can be detected with high efficiency in the field. It is comparatîvely cheap and ib
available at l-2 weeks notice.

Fìnaìly, iodide ion is recognìsed as heing a good water tracer.

Other tracers such as 828" u, bromide and 3H as water are possible. Bromide is generaìly accepted to be a
better tracer than iodide but the Ísotope may not be procured in such large quantities due to its hlgh
energy radiation. Its half life of 36 hr is probably ideal for river traci.ng experÌments. Trìtiated water
(-tlto) would be the ideal tracer but for the fact that it cannot he detected in the field and that its use
could conceivably affect measurements of environmental 3H.

Although the use of either of these tracers should not be discounted the renainder of this paper assunes
that l3ll is the isotope that wilì be used.

Health hazards

Account must first of ali be taken of the health hazards associated ruith the use of radioisotopes. This is
dealt with in the first instance by the design of the experiment. The greatest hazard occurs at the injection
site since exposure to radiation is greatest at that poÍnt; however, only trained staff wi.lt be handlìng the

Y
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tracer at this time so exposure will be minimised and,'in fact, it would be rare if the exposure to

operators exceeded l% of limit which can be tolerated hefore the health authorities are to be notified. In

order to deal with emergencies such as a spill of tracer, contingency plans must be made. These might

include covering the contaminated area with soil and/or isoìating it with suitable barriers and warning

notices. Qnce the injection of tracer has been made the problem becomes one of exposure to the public.

Thìs is deaìt with by designing the experiment so that tracer concentrations are as low as reasonably

possìble; in general this can be done so that well before the end of the experiment the tracer

concentrat'ions are well below those accepted as the maximum permìssible for drìnking water.

All these pìans to minimise health hazards must be outlined in a safety assessment which is submitted to

the National Radiation Laboratory of the Department of Hea'ìtht{ho üust approve it before it is possible to
proceed with the work.

Measurement of tracer concentration

The tracer concentration is measured with the aid of subnersible detectors which measune a radiation count

rate above background proportional to the tracer concentnation. To obtain quantìtative results it is
necessary to determine a calibration factor to convert count rates to concentrations; this is done by

takìng a sanrple from the injection solution and countìng it later with the same detectors used in the

experìment.

tlith the equipment available at Institute of Nuclear Sciences it ìs in prìncìp1e possìbìe to use up to
seventeen different detectors. However, the logistìcs of doing this are very diff.icult so in practice fewer

systems would be used.

It ìs possibìe to use either fìxed or mobile delectors. A fixed detector might be attached to a stake

Criven into the riverbed, or it mìght be suspended from a float or a bridge. A nobile detector is attached,

preferabìy with a rìgìd fittìng to maintaìn it at a constant depth, to a boat which can be used to make

traverses across or aìong the rìver, In either case rnore than one detector can be used to monitor different
depths at the same point.

Because measurement is carried out ín ai.tu a contìnuous record of the passage of tracer is possible. This is
important for such things as deternining the exact tracer velocities, calculatìng the total return, establish-
ing the vaìid'ity of low concentration measurements, fitting of results to a model, and beìng able to detect

transient events.

The measurements are independent of chemical and physicaì interferences, such as dissolved contamìnants and

turbidity, whìch may weìl affect chemical tracing methods. Radioactìve tracing js thus particuìarìy suìted

to pol I uted ri vers.

The tracer has an extremely small mass - in its transport contaÍner it will occupy a few millilitres ìn

aqueous solution - so the!"e ìs no problem associated with injecting a tracer whose density may be much

greater than that of the receiving waters,

Radioactjve tracing is a less useful technique ìf it is necessa¡y to take sampìes for later counting r this
might be the case if the riveris very shallow. Samples of at least ten litres are needed to even approach

the sensitivity possibìe using submerged detectors and each may have to be counted for several minutes;

under these condjtions processing of a large number of sampìes would be diffjcult.

For reasons connected wÌth carrying oul ín Litu measurements and discussed further below, it ìs not

possible to assign a sÌngle background count rate (equjvalent to the blank value for a chemical tracer
technìque) for all measurenlents. Accordingly a considerable amount of time and care nust be devoted to

determìning just what the background will be at a specìfic porlnt.
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The sensitivity of radioactive tracing

l^lith a chemical tracer it ìs possible to gìve a detection limit which represents the ìowest concentratìon
necessary to ensure that the tr'acer is detected. This limit might be, say, t ppb (t mg.m-3). This figure
in itself means nothing untÌì it is related to the amount of tracer that can be injected. Say, for
arguments sake, that .ì00 kg of tracer is a reasonable maximum amount. Then the amount of water that could
be unìformly labelled so that the tracer could just be detected is

= lo8 m3

This is a very large body of water [say]00 m wide x I m deep x ]000 kn ìong) but it should be emphasised
that there ìs no suggestìon that it represents the volume that could he labelled in a real experiment since
jt is necessary to be able to get quantitative results over rrridely varying concentrations. Neye¡the1ess,
calculation of vo for different tracers will serve as a valìd point of comparison,

The results of such calculations for radioactive tracers are given in Fig. l. The calculations assume that
the alnount of tracer used is 200 GBq, the maximum arnount that can be transported by air in a reasonable
size package, and that the detector is suspended at the optimum level in uater of the depth shown. it a
'lesser amount of tracer is to be used VO should be reduced in proportion.

The salient feature of Fig. I is that VO increases vrith increasing depth, so that for radioactìve tracing it
is desirable that the water of interest be as deep as possìbìe. The variation with depth arises because of
the variation with depth of three factors contributìng to VO.

Fìrstìy, the background count rate, which must be subtracted from the count rate measured in the
experiment, decreases with depth because of the shielding effect of the water around the detector.
Secondly, because the minimum detectable count rate above background decreases along with the background,
ìower concentrations are detectable at greater depths. Thirdìy, the ca'libration factor, the ratio of the
measured net count rate to the tracer concentration, increases with increasing depth because the detector
ìs counting radiation from a greater volume of water.

It can be seen from Fì9. 1 that in the most favourable conditions the radioactive traceris at least as
good as the hypothetìcal chemical tracer discussed earlier.

Costs

The cost of tracer ìs very approximately shown in Fig.2. To this must be added manpower costs. If
equipment maintenance and replacement costs are included the current INS charge out rate for time spent
on the test jtself is around $35 per man hour. Transoort, accormodation and meals are extra. (There is
provision for lower charges if the study is one of w.ider scientjfic or^ technical interest.) The most
likely number of peopìe involved would be three, aìthough more mighi be needed if the test ìs expected to
last a long time or ìf many measurement systems, especialìy mobile ones, are set up. The time on the job
includes setting up of equipment, background runs and so on. Charges r¿ould also be made for extra
materials or equìpment specìfic to the job.

SUMMARY

lrle would hope that the foregoìng will enabìe potentìal users of radioactive tnacing to make a prelim'inary
assessment of whether on not it is 1ìkeìy to be valuable to them. Local knowledge of the site of the
experiment shouìd enable them to estimate the ìikeìy sensitìvìty of the technique by reading a value of VO

from Fig' ì. If this compares favourabìy with V¿ for alternative tracing techniques, or if featunes such
as the abi'ìit-v to monitor continuously are considered to be impontant, and if the costs are considered
reasonabìe, then radioactive tracìng may be judged the most suitable technique.

!t t t t !t
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TRANSCRIPT OF DISCUSSION SESSION

Ed,í,ted bq J c Rufhen$ont

Dr A G Barnett chaired the session and suggested as an agenda

'I 
Queries about "Handbook on Mixing ìn Riversu*

2 Computer, physical model and field studies

3 Funding

4 Communìcation of results
5 Co-ordination of new Projects
6 Other topics

HANDBOOK

T R Healy There are a lot of mixing problems in estuaries. ltor,r about an estuary mixing handbook?

A G Barnett This is the first of our handbooks and we tackled the easier probìem first! At the time this

handbook was first mooted the Science Centre found itself being asked to advise on a number of river
mixing problems. t,le felt those seekrlng advice could adequately have tackled the problems themselves if theyhad

had such a handbook. We are well aware that there are estuary problems which are deserving of attention.

G B I'lcBride The "Handbook on Mixing ìn Rivers" is the first of a series planned by the Water and Soil

Science Centres: a handbook on prediction of dissolved oxygen in rivers is being wrîtten at the monent.

We wouìd like feedback from people who read and use the "Handbook on Mixing in Rivers" on whetherit covers

the right materiaì and is pitched at the right ìevel.

D A Carter The handbook appears to be pitched at the right level. What we have to do'is go back to our

own areas and find out whether the numbers we get from the handbook fit our particular sìtuation.

A G Barnett I think I should make it clear that originally we intended the handbook to be published six
months earlier than the workshop but publicatìon date stretched on and on and we eventualìy got it out a

month beforehand. l^Ie are dìsappointed that you have not had a better chance to work through it more

extens i vely.

D A Carter There are one or two industries which have just installed diffusers or some other structure

to rnix effluent and ìt will be a big test to see whether or not these are really wotking efficìentìy. If we

did come back in six months tine with results as per the handbook and the resu'lts we have found, that would

be valuable both to the Science Centre and to us.

A G Barnett Certainly for the North Island catchment authorities there will be an opportunity to cornment in

six months time at a planned meeting in Palmerston North.

J C Rutherford l,,le should perhaps contemplate puttinq out a cìrcular in say six months time, asking for
comments on people's experìence using the handbook.

* Rutherford, J.C. ì9Bl: Handbook on Mixing in Rivers. Water & Soil Misc. Pub. No. 26' l'lt'lD' Weì1ington.

t v
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M t U Taylor Is there some merit in having a central agency wh'ich, as peopìe around the country come up

with values of say D, collects them and comes up with a compendium of approprìate values for varjous

parts of the country? Table 4,2 p. 36 of the "Handbook on Mixing in Rivers" would be much more useful if
it was a lìst of NZ rivers rather than overseas rivers of which we do not have a physical picture.

A G Barnett This handbook is the first step which hopefully vlilì helpoutusall on thesamefooting. When we

have come to know and love our big dees, then we can progress to the next step.

D A Carter One or two erros have been mentioned. Are there others?

J C Rutherford t,le plan to produce anerrata sheet Ìn due course.

A J Sutherland Can I make a plea for the use of SI units. There was considerable confusion yesterday in

the working session arising from the use of centimetres and decirnetres.

A G Barnett l,lhat are the ìegal ramifications of a standard handbook such as this in water right hearings?

D A Carter I cannot see much of a problem. Someone 9ìving evidence would presumably quote the handbook

as a reference work in the same way they would do so for, say, a COD analysis.

M E U Taylor NWASCo has tried to gìve guidance to the courts from time to time by endorsìng various codes

of practice. This does not give them formal ìega1 status but gives them a very strong push. You can really

onìy quote the handbook as background supporting your evidence, just like any other text book.

FUND ING

A J Sutherland and R A Heath |,le would be interested in hearÍng peopìe's experiences with funding, and

ìearning how present investÍgations are being funded.

K G Westcott For the Waimea Inlet, the last tests were a direct charqe on the consultants' I think that

for some of the earlier tests in 1975-76 there may have been some fundinq from Nl'lASC0'

J Kitto The Taranak.i Ring plal'n Survey is supported one third by the Taranaki Catchment Conrmission and

two thirds by central government. It js a generaì data gatherìng operation, and for specifìc investiga-

t.ions it would be the neopìe applying for the water right who would pay.

B t^l Gi.lliland part of the money for the Manawatu River study came through a GA3B* grant from central

government. There was addjtional assistance from the l,later and Soil Science Centre, Hamilton' whose

costs fell where theY ìaY.

B Knowles Part of the money for the l.lanawatu River Study came from the Board's l,later Resources funds.

GA38 grants are not specifically for one-off studìes such as those discussed over the last two days but

are intended for studies which are part of, say, 3-5 year resource projects'

M E U Taylor Reaìly where a lot of the problems lie is that the legislation does not make enouqh

provisìon for funding of specìfic studies. This defÍciency has been realised for some time.

R 0 Carr I feel there ìs plenty of scope for funding these tyDes of proiects provided you do your

public relatìons right, In Mar'lborough we had an estuarine mixìng problem involving many people : County

Council, Harbour Board, l,laitaki NZR, a dairy factory, Montana Wines and several others. The problem was

seen as a general environmental oroblem. By wìdespread publicity and the fact that several of them had

been in a modicum of trouble with the Board, we managed to get contribution from all of them. Central

government also contrjbuted to the study through the GA3B grants.

*GA38 grants are made frsn Nl,lASCo to Regionaì t¡later Boards for resource surveys and specìa1 studies'
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8-4-!99Ë l'Jho in fact does the investigation work for these projects, say an outfall?

A G Barnett As I understand it, it Ìs up to the applicant to satisfy the Regional Water Board thât the
discharge is acceptable and they must make whatever arrangements are necessary.

1"1 E U Taylor Some urater boards have been moving into the area of doing work for the applìcant. This is
possibìe but they have to be careful what ìegal stance they take in doing the work in respect of recovering
costs. tf they do the work as general background to the water right, then costs are laid down in the Act
and are often very low. However, the board can tegally require the applicant to prov.ide certain information
and the applicant may retain the board as a consultant to do these studìes.

R 0 cam and D A carter 0nce you have granted a water right and are monitoring, then you can no longer
charge the appl icant.

D A Carter The board has to be careful not to set ìtself up as judge and jury with an appl.ication.

A G Barnett Another problem anises when the board realises there is a need for z-3 years of investigation
before anyone appì ies for a water right.

lvl E u Taylor If the board knows this is coming up it can warn the applicant that certain information is
gojng to be required and point out that it is the appìicant's responsibility to provìde that r-nforrnation.

R 0 carr The principìe is the same here as for underground water movenent. There is the need for general
background jnformation for water management.

c0-0RprNArr0N ANp coMMU¡llCAIr0N

R A Heath I would like to draw peopre's attention to the newsretter,,coastar processes,,as one method of
communication.

I'l- R Hall I would find a list of names and addresses of participants at this workshop useful.

A G Barnett Particuìar1y in the coastal and estuary fìeld, historìcaìly there seems to have been a number
of djfferent organisations working on various probìems in an ad ftoc way. lt would be d.ifficult to co-ordinate
their activjties for"malìy but we can communicate at a staff level at meetings such as this. The Technical
Group on l/ater, set up by:Institutjon of Professjonal Engineers, is another method of communication.

R A Heath Meetings such as these are the corner stone of coÍrnunications and co-ord.inat.ion and we nust urge
our enployers to let us attend at least one of these each year.

A G Barnett certaìnìy some of the annual conferences of the learned societies are often very diffuse.
Much though we might like to, our interests in the Science Centre are too broad to allow us to run another
workshop like thìs next year; but certaìnìy in two or three years time ¡¡e courd.

T R Healy I don'tthink people should overlook the importance of the annual conferences of socjeties such as
Hydrologìcal society, Marine Sciences society etc. Many of the papers presented here could equaììy well have
been presented at one of them. It is interesting to note that many consuìtants are realisinq this and
attending.

J c Rutherford t'le have been taìking about our communication of results but are we well placed to co-ordinate
our resources when a major new study lìke a Pelorus Sound or L{hangarei Harbour study comes along? can we
make sure that the most appropriate peopìe are involved with the most efficient dep.loynent of resources?

T R Healy Do you thìnk .it is desirable to have a "Big Bnother" cormittee saying who wilì do this work and
t¡ho that?
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R A tleath I don't think we need be too worried qbout "Big Bfother", ln many cases studies are done

in isolation, for example Pelorus Sound, and it would be desirable to have some co-ordination between

disciplines. It would be a dìfficult task.

R 0 carr The appropriate regìona1 water board should also be consulted.

D A Carter On mining i'n the Coromandel we heard that various agencies were intenested rtn the problem. lle

organised a co-ordinating committee attended by aìl interested groups and this should enab'le everyone to

keep ìn touch.

M E U Taylor It is NNASCo policy that where a regional water board is lookìng at a problem, we support the

establishment of a technical committee or ljaison committee and are prepared to provide whatever technical

backing it may request.

R 0 Carr It is possible that some people here are not aware of the interests and activities of catchment

boards ìn areas like landuse capabìl ity.

M E U Taylor Sometimes it is easiest for Various governnent agencies to come togethen under the aegis of

a catchntent board.

J C Rutherford Certainly it has been our experience that ad f¿oc catchnent board technical commjttees' for

exampìe the Waìkato River and Manawatu Rìver Technical Comnittees, have provided a very useful forum for

commt¡nication and co-ordinatjon. Another more formal example is the Upper l,laitemata Ilarbour Study.

p 1¡ ¡¡jlliams For sorne studies, for example, a freezing works outfall, you probably do not need a

co-ord.inating committee. If you are interested ìn the biology, sedimentation and hydrology then your study

might benefit ìmmeasurably from a co-or"dinating committee. The next problem is trrhere do you get the man-

power? In many cases the appropriate peopìe are committed and/or at the other end of the country.

A__q_BgM!t_ There seems to be consensus that the water boards know the local scene and are the best

agencìes, in most cases, to co-ordinate neÌ\, studies.

p tJ ì¡lj.ìliams perhaps the rnajor difficuìty is to perceìve the inportant problems and convince someone that it
needs to be tackled. I suggest that NìIIASCO has the national overview, and that it should be theìr job.

lvl E tJ laylor NWASCo prefers to see problems tackled by ìocal interests, as in the Upper t\]aitemata Harbour

Study or mining ìn Coromandel and Southland, by asking the local bodies to co-ordinate the studies.

R A Heath tJhat is the connection between Nl¡lASC0, National Research Advisory Committee (NRAC) and Univerìsty

Grants Comm.i ttee ( UGC ) ?

M E U Taylor lJe ensune parity wìth UGC grants to students, and maintain considerable dìalogue with NRAC.

NRAC allocate some staff slots wjthin water and soil Divisjon, M|¡ID, First priorìty for support, as stated

by government polìcy, is for research ìikeìy to bring jn overseas funds, and the second for areas ìikeìy

to heì p unempl oyment.

The discussion session closed after an hour and Dr M E U Taylor gave a brief address to close the wonkshop.
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Rívez and EÁftA^A l,LLtcitg Honka,hop

Haní.L-ton Science C¿nitt¿ Novutâen 17-18, 1981

APPENDIX Â : BACKGROUND NOTIS FOR DISCUSST0N SESSI0N

. 
Ptt¿paned hq Scíencø Cenfne Sta.([, l,[r10, t{ami,t-ton

RIVER MIXING

Al Preliminary desk studies

sinple (Fickian uniform fìow) mode'ls are avaîlable (see for example, ,,Handbook on Hixing in Rivers,,).
choosing coefficjents for desk studies is difficult, hut upper and lower bounds can usuaììy be
estì mated ,

A2 Computer model studies

Research is well advanced for modelling dead-zones, and non-uniform flow. However, these models have
not been applied widg1y and few coefficients are available for desk studÌes. It is desirable to
appìy these models to real problems as they arise, doing whatever field studies are needed, and to
collate model coefficients and methodoìogies.

A3 Physical mode'l studies

These are often costly, but have proved usefuì for some prob.lems (e.g., Huntly power Station outfall,
Hamilton sewage outfall). There can be scaling difficulties,

A4 Field studies

There is considerable experience in New Zealand using dye (vì2, l^,aikato, Manawatu
and radioactive tracers (viz, Institute of Nuclear Sciences work). The logistics
are usually tolerable. Computer modelìing is useful to extrapoìate fìeld results
outside the range studied (e.g., fìow, location, mass injected etc.).

ESTUARY MIXING

Bl Preliminary desk stud.ies

There are several ways of estimat.ing the so calìed "flushing trìme,'of estuaries.
the concept has been misunderstood and the estimates misused. There is a need to
for their application in New Zealand estuaries.

82 Computer nodel studies

and Taranaki Rivers)
in river studies
to conditions

In some instances
produce guidel ines

A small number of computer model studies have been conducted in New Zealand, but generally
appìicable tools are not yet available. There are a number of people in New Zealand with the skjlls
and a knowledge of the overseas literature who cor¡ld contrihute to the development of cuch tools and/
or contribute to specific projects. It remains to develop and use these skills.
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gJ Pttvsica¡ mo¿et stu

No physìca1 estuary mixing models have been described at this workshop. Several organisations in

New Zealand have experience with physical models of some aspects of estuarine hydrodynamìcs

(e.g., Universities of Auckland and Cantepbury; Central Laboratories, MlllD; Otago and Whangarei

Harbour Boards).

Experience overseas suggests that the best approach to many estuary mìxing problems ìs to develop

physicaì and conputer nodels simultaneously. At present in New Zealand those with phys'ical and

computer modeìling skills are scattered and will need to be better co-ordinated if maior estuary

mixìng problems are to be tackled and solved using locally available expertise,

84 Fiel d studies

No physrìcal or computer modelìing is possìble without reìiable field data. Various agencies have

reìevant special ist skills (e.g., Institute of Nuclear Sciences, (radiotracers), 0ceanographic

Ìnstìtute (currents, bathymetr"y), Ml^lD (dye tracers, currents, bathpetry)). Gjven good co-ordination

and co-operation these skills could be deployed on particuìar ìmportant estuary m'ixìng problents.

C GENERAL

Cl How new problems can be approached

The folìowing approach appears to be working quite welll

(a) conduct prelìminary desk stud;r using whatever data and models are available;
(b) decjde on cost/benefits of further study;
(c) if necessary, do one or a combination of:

(i) field tracer studies,
(ji) physical model studies,

(ji i ) further computer model ì ing studies.

It should be possible to refine estimates made ìn Cl(a) and Cl(c)(iii) by:

(i) accumulating data and coefficients as various case studies are done;

(ii) gaining experìence with dead-zone and non-uniform flow models.

It is still ììkely that recourse will need to be taken to steps Cl(c) for important problems.

CZ Scìence Centre role

The Science Centt"e îs.in a position of being able to offer technical advice on mixing problems.

At present our poli'cy is:

(a) to encourage clients (notably Rl¡lB's) to undertake steps Cl(a) and Cl(b) themselves and then to

discuss ways and means of undertaking step Cl(c) if necessary;

(b) to undertake or contract out (e.9., to Universities) research where needed which will produce

tools appl icable nationally;
(c) to minimise direct involvement with plannìng application hearings and appeals.
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APPENDIX B : LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Mr A K Attwood Dlstrict Office, MWD, tfamilton

Mr R Aves Haurakrt Catchment Board, Te flroha

Dr A G Barnett t^later & Soi] Science Centre, MlllD, Harnilton

Dr J lll Barnett NZ Dairy Research lnstitute, palmerston North

Dr B J Barry lnstltute of Nuc'lear Sciences, DSIR, Lower Hutt

l'|r I Basire TSE Group Consultants Ltd, [elli¡g¿s¡
Dr R G Bell Hater & Soîl Science Centre, l'ilD, Hamilton

Mr D Bewick Head 0ffice, MÌlD, l{eìlington

Dr J D Boyle University of Exeter, UK

I'lr D G A Brickell Auckland Regional Authorìty, Auckìand

I'lr J M Campbell Alliance Freezìng Co, Invercargilì

Mr D N Campin NZ Forest products Ltd, Tokoroa

Mr B Carlisle Hamilton City Council, Hamilton

Mr R 0 Carr Marlborough Catchment Board, Blenheim

l'lr A G Carter Hamilton City Council, Hamilton

Mr D A Carter Hauraki Catchment Board, Te Aroha

l'lr D M Carver Chrìstchurch Drainage Board, Chr.istchurch

Dr D A Chaìl'is Auckland Regional Authority, Auckland

Itlr D J Clark TAM Dept., University of Auckland, Auckland

i'lr R Cornforth Commjssion for the Environment, Welìîngton

Dr A B Drysdale Lincoln Coìlege, Christchurch

Mr J Endert Murray North and partners Ltd, Hami.lton

Mr M C Freeman Massey University, palmerston North

Mr R W Fullerton Steven Fitzmaurice and partners, Auckland

l'lr B l,J Gilliland Manawatu Regional l,later Board, palmerston North

Dr D G Goring Water & Soil Science Centre, MI.JD, Chrìstchurch

Mr M c c Gurr Hamilton City Council, Hamilton

Èlr N R Haìl Electricity Division, Mìnistry of Energy, Wellington
ltlr C R Hannah Waikato Vaìley Authorìty, Hamilton

Dr R A Heath NZ 0ceanographic Institute, DSIR, l,leìlington

Dr T R Healy Dept. Earth Scìence, ûniversity of lJaikato, Harnilton

Dr T M Hume LJater & Soil Division, MllD, Auckland

Mr L Jacobson l,lhangarei Cìty Council, Whangare.i

I'lr R M S Johnston University of l,laikato, Hamiìton

llr J Kitto Taranaki Catchment Commìssion, Stratford

lilr B Knowles Manawatu Catchment Board, palmerston North

lvlr I G G MacBean District 0ffice, Ml,lD, Hamilton

l'lr G B McBride tlater & Soil Science Centre, MIJD, Hamilton

Mr G J MacDonald Steven Fitzmaurice & partners Ltd, Christchurch
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Dr P N McFarlane Massey Univefsity, Palnerston North

Mr J J Mclntosh Bay of Pìenty Catchment Coflnìssion, l¡lhakatane

Mr A J McNulty Dept. of Civil Engineering, Unìversity of Canterbury, Christchurch

Dr M J O'Sullivan TAM Dept., University of Auckland, Auckland

Mr L Parker Northland Catchnent CommíssÍon, Nhangarei

Mr K E Parnell Geography Dept., University of Auckland, Auckland

Mr R K Penney TAM Dept., Unìversity of Auckland, Auckland

Mr J Quinn Èlead 0ffice, Water and Soil Division, Mt{D, !{ellington

Dr A M D Rennes Waikato Valley Authority, Hamilton

Dr J C Rutherford Water & Soil Science Centre, Ml,lD, Hanilton

Mr D Smith NZ Co-Op Da'Ìry Co., Hamilton

Dr A J Sutherland Dept. Civiì Engineerìng, Unîversity of Canterbury, Christchurch

Dr M E U Taylor Head 0ffice, Water & Soil Divjsion, Ml.lD, t,tellington

Mr t.l A Taylor Bay of pìenty Catchment Commission, Nhakatane

Dr P Tortell Commission for the Environrnent, lle'llington

Dr E M Valentine CentrAl Laboratories, Ml\lD, Lower Hutt

Þls M Van Roon Auck'land Regionaì Authorìty, Auckland

Mr K G Westcott Nelson Catchnent Board, Neìson

Dr R J Wilcock Hater & Soil Science Centre, MWD, Hamilton

Mr D R tiilkie Steven Fîtzrnaurice & partners, Christchurch

Mr B L trlilliams hlater & Soil Science Centre, MWD, Hamìlton

Prof. P W Wìlliams Geography Dept., University of Auckland, Auckland.

__+t
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